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Abstract

This Revised Land and Resource Management Plan (2002 Forest Plan) was
prepared according to Department of Agriculture regulations (36 CFR 219) which
are based on the on the Forest and Rangeland Renewable Resources Planning Act
(RPA), as amended by the National Forest Management Act of 1976 (NFMA).
This plan was also developed in accordance with regulations (40 CFR 1500) for
implementing the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA).
Because this plan revision is considered a major federal action significantly
affecting the environment, a detailed final environmental impact statement
(FEIS) has been prepared as required by NEPA and 36 CFR 219. If any provision
of this plan or its application to any person or circumstances is found to be
invalid, the remainder of the plan and its applicability to other persons or
circumstances will not be affected.

Note to
readers

The Forest Service believes that reviewers should be given notice of several court
rulings related to public participation in the environmental review process. First,
reviewers of Draft EISs must structure their response to the proposal to make
clear the reviewer’s position and contentions [Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power
Corp. v. NRDC, 435 US 519, 53 (1978)]. In addition, environmental objections
that could be raised at the Draft EIS stage but are not raised until after completion
of the FEIS may be waived or dismissed by the courts [City of Angoon v. Hodel,
803F.2d 1016, 1022 (9th Circuit 1986) and Wisconsin Heritages, Inc. v. Harris,
490. Supp. 1334, 1338 (E.D. Wis. 1980)].

Please recycle this document when it is ready to be discarded.

The U. S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) prohibits discrimination in all its
programs and activities on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, religion,
age, disability, political beliefs, sexual orientation, or marital or family status
(not all prohibited bases apply to all programs). People with disabilities who
require alternative means for communication of program information (Braille,
large print, audio tape, etc.) should contact USDA’s TARGET Center at (202)
720-2600 (voice and TDD).
To file a complaint of discrimination, write: USDA, Director, Office of Civil
Rights, Room 326, W. Whitten Building, 1400 Independence Ave. SW,
Washington, DC 20250-9410, or call (202) 720-5964 (voice and TDD). The
USDA is an equal opportunity provider and employer.
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Preface
Background
The White River National Forest (White River NF) Land and Resource Management Plan
(1984 Forest Plan) was first issued in September, 1984. Forest plans are prepared in
accordance with the National Forest Management Act (NFMA), the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and other laws and regulations. NFMA regulations
state that each national forest's land and resource management plan be revised on a 10year cycle or at least every 15 years (36 CFR 219.10). This 2002 Land and Resource
Management Plan, 2002 Revision (2002 Forest Plan) has been prepared to meet that
requirement. It sets forth the direction the White River National Forest (“the forest”) will
follow in the future management of National Forest System (National Forest System)
lands and resources within its boundaries. The 2002 Forest Plan is accompanied by a
final environmental impact statement (FEIS) which describes the extensive analysis used
in its development and formulation.
Purpose of
the 2002
Forest Plan
revision

The 2002 Forest Plan and the final environmental impact statement (FElS) should be
reviewed concurrently. Together, these two documents will provide strategic, forestwide direction for the next 10 to 15 years.
A forest plan provides guidance for all resource management activities on a national
forest. It establishes:







Forest-wide multiple-use goals and objectives
Forest-wide management requirements (also known as standards and
guidelines)
Direction applicable to specific management areas (provided in terms of
management area prescriptions)
Monitoring and evaluation requirements
Designation of lands as suitable or not suitable for timber production and other
resource management activities
Recommendations to Congress for the establishment of wilderness areas; wild,
scenic, and recreational rivers; and other special designations as appropriate.

Goals and objectives, standards and guidelines, management area prescriptions, and
monitoring and evaluation requirements for the forest are found in Chapters 1 through 4
of this document.
Identification of suitable timber lands is shown on the timber suitability map in the map
packet and summarized in the timber management section in Chapter 3 of the FEIS.
Recommendations to Congress for establishing Wilderness and other special designations
will be made in the record of decision (ROD) that will accompany the 2002 Forest Plan
and FEIS.
The appendices at the end of this document present national strategic goals; national and
regional policies; relevant statutes and regulations; policies for managing fish and
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wildlife in Wilderness; lists of proposed, endangered, threatened and sensitive species;
and measures for managing late-successional and old-growth forests.
Relationship
of the forest
plan to other
documents

The 2002 Forest Plan is a result of extensive analysis that is documented in the Final
Environmental Impact Statement. The FEIS in turn, discusses the planning and
analysis procedures used to develop the Forest Plan. It describes six alternative
management strategies for the White River NF, and examines the environmental
impacts of these alternatives on the Forest's physical, biological, social, and economic
resources.
The appendices that follow chapters 1 through 4 include glossaries of technical terms and
acronyms used in the 2002 Forest Plan. The appendix in FEIS Volume 2 includes a
summary of the public comment on the draft forest plan and DEIS, our response to public
comment. The appendices in FEIS Volume 3 include supplemental information pertinent
to the analysis process for various forest resources and a list of references. The appendix
in FEIS Volume 4 is the biological evaluation for the 2002 Forest Plan.
The National Forest Management Act (NFMA) requires that National Forest System
lands be managed for a variety of uses on a sustained basis to ensure into perpetuity a
continued supply of goods and services to the American people. NFMA regulations also
establish extensive analytical and procedural requirements for the development, revision,
and significant amendment of forest plans.
The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) ensures that environmental
information is made available to public officials and citizens before decisions are made
and before actions are taken. This disclosure helps public officials make decisions based
on an understanding of environmental consequences, and take actions that protect, restore
and enhance the environment. Essential to the NEPA process are accurate scientific
analyses, expert agency input, and public involvement, all of which have been part of this
plan revision process.
The Forest Plan is consistent with goals described in the amended 1992 Rocky
Mountain Regional Guide, which provides direction for national forests in Region 2 of
the Forest Service. This region includes all of the national forests in Colorado. The
regional guide provides strategic goals and objectives as well as specific standards and
guidelines required by NFMA regulations. Among these standards and guidelines are
those pertaining to timber harvest, transportation and utility corridors, and air quality.
The guide also directs national forest personnel to evaluate the eligibility of all rivers in
the nationwide rivers inventory for inclusion in the National Wild and Scenic River
System, and to classify rivers as wild, scenic, or recreational.
Preliminary work to revise the Forest Plan began in 1994. Formal inventories of the
Forest's natural and environmental resources were begun using improved scientific
methods and data processing techniques that were not available when the 1984 Forest
Plan was developed.
In 1996, the Forest Supervisor prepared a monitoring and evaluation report, which
reviewed the status of National Forest System lands to assess whether conditions or
public demands had changed much since inception of the 2002 Forest Plan. This report
revealed that a need did exist to revise the plan.

Preface
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The Forest Supervisor then solicited public comments on what the plan revision process
should consider. Issues raised by the public and by other agencies were examined by an
interdisciplinary (ID) team of planners and resource specialists. These issues then were
incorporated into the Identification of Purpose and Need / Development of Planning
Criteria document, which summarized how public comments and monitoring/evaluation
efforts were used to indicate what areas of the existing plan were most in need of
revision. After extensive review, the ID team identified six areas, called revision topics,
on which to base the revision process: (1) biological diversity; (2) travel management; (3)
recreation management; (4) roadless areas; (5) special areas; and (6) timber management.
The ID team then began preparation of a report called Analysis of the Management
Situation (AMS), released in July 1997. Its purpose was to determine the ability of the
Forest to supply goods and services in response to the public's demand for them. It also
served as a foundation for formulating a broad range of reasonable alternatives to the
existing plan. The AMS reviewed the current and expected level of goods and services
provided by the Forest, made projections of public demands for resources, and discussed
the need to establish or change management direction in response.
In 1997, the Regional Forester published in the Federal Register a notice of intent (NOI)
to prepare an environmental impact statement for revision of the existing forest plan. This
document stated that the revision would focus on changed conditions or demands in the
areas addressed by the 1984 plan, and also would address concerns not covered in 1984,
such as biodiversity and roadless areas.
After completing the AMS, forest planners began to formulate an array of alternatives to
revise the 1984 plan. These alternative management strategies were based on the public
comment received as well as on improved knowledge of the forest's resources contained
in our geographic information system (GIS) database. This set of alternatives was
described in depth in Chapter 2 of the DElS. By design, each alternative represents a
potential forest plan that meets legal and administrative requirements and that can be
implemented if selected.
The next step in the process was to evaluate the environmental consequences of the
alternatives. A detailed discussion of these environmental effects, presented in Chapter 3
of the DEIS, superseded projections that were made in the AMS. As a result of the
environmental effects analysis, the DEIS identified Alternative D as the preferred
alternative.
The public was then given an opportunity to review and comment on these documents
and the alternatives as directed by NEPA. We released the draft forest plan and
accompanying DEIS volumes for review in August of 1999. These documents generated
intense interest and scrutiny, reflecting the public importance of White River National
Forest management issues both locally and nationally. We received many public requests
to extend the comment period, and a six-month comment period extension was directed
congressionally. Therefore, the original 90-day comment period was extended to May 9,
2001. Nearly 14,000 individual responses—including letters, postcards, public meeting
transcripts, and emails—were received from the members of the public, city, county,
state, tribal, and federal officials, public interest organizations, and private businesses
during the formal comment period.
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After the comment period closed, a specialized unit of the Forest Service, the Content
Analysis Team (CAT), compiled, reviewed, and categorized all comments and then
entered these comments into a database. This was used to track all respondents and their
response letters. It also allowed the sorting of comments by topical category in order for
CAT analysts and the ID team to systematically review and respond to comments. The ID
team also continually reviewed changes in national direction, law, and policy during this
time, as well as new information relevant to the analysis.
The selected
alternative

Based on all of these factors, the ID team then made modifications as needed to the
direction in the draft forest plan and the supporting analysis in the DEIS. These
modifications are described in the FElS. The Revised Land and Resource
Management Plan, 2002 Revision and Final Environmental Impact Statement are
the result of this review and revision process. The FElS identifies the selected
Alternative K chosen by the Regional Forester to guide future forest management.
Finally, the Regional Forester will document the basis of this decision in a record of
decision.

Implementing
the 2002
Forest Plan

The 2002 Forest Plan provides a framework that guides our day-to-day resource
management operations. It is a strategic, programmatic document that does not make
project-level decisions. Those decisions are made after more detailed analysis and
further public comment. NFMA requires that resource plans and permits, contracts and
other instruments issued for the use and occupancy of National Forest System lands be
consistent with the forest plan.
Site-specific project decisions also must be consistent with the plan unless it is modified
by amendment. Additional guidance to forest management is summarized in Appendices
AA through FF of this document.

Project-level
decisions

There are two objectives in project planning. In agency-initiated actions, the objective
is to move toward or achieve the integrated direction in the 2002 Forest Plan through
the proposed action. For proposals made by others, the objective is to decide if the
proposal is or could be made consistent with forest wide and management area
standards. Also to be decided is whether the project is in the public's interest in terms
of forest wide goals and objectives.
The following principles apply:
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Forest-wide goals and objectives guide the identification and selection of
potential agency projects.
Determining whether a project is consistent with the forest plan is based on
whether it follows forest wide and management area standards.
Projects that do not comply with standards must be found to be inconsistent with
forest plan management direction, unless standards are modified through forest
plan amendment. In the latter case, project approval and forest plan amendment
may be accomplished simultaneously.
Forest plan objectives, forest wide and management area guidelines, project
specific outputs, and activity schedules should be used in the determination of
what is consistent. Under those circumstances in which a guideline is modified or
not applied as described in the forest plan, the responsible official should
recognize the purpose(s) for which the guideline was developed, and provide
assurance that any subsequently approved actions do not conflict with the
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objective the guideline was intended to achieve. This must be documented during
project analysis according to NEPA procedures.
Resource plans and permits, contracts, and other instruments issued for the use
and occupancy of National Forest System lands must be consistent with the 2002
Forest Plan, unless specifically exempted from applicability in an amendment or
revision decision document. Determinations of consistency of permits, contracts,
and other instruments for occupancy and use of National Forest System lands are
based on whether they follow forest wide and management area standards.
Generally, forest plan implementation—when project decisions are made—is
when the irretrievable commitment of resources also is made. Therefore, before
making decisions, additional environmental analysis and site-specific disclosure
of environmental effects are required according to NEPA procedures.

Following are some examples of site-specific project decisions that require additional
environmental analyses and disclosure as forest plan direction is carried out:











Valid
outstanding
rights

Range allotment management plans
Timber harvesting and related activities
Wildlife improvement projects
Watershed improvement projects, abandoned-mine reclamation, and Federal
Facility Compliance projects (projects generating air and/or water pollutants and
hazardous-material treatment or removal)
Prescribed-burn projects in support of resource management objectives
Decisions for winter sports development, outfitter/guide proposals and other
externally generated projects involving occupancy and use of National Forest
System lands
Selection of roads and trails on which motorized and mechanized vehicle travel
will be allowed, prohibited or limited
Construction and reconstruction of trails, roads, staging areas, buildings, utilities,
dams, bridges and recreation sites
Notice of intent to operate, prospecting permits, plans of operation, surface use
plans of operation (36 CFR 228 A and C), and mineral sales contracts.

The 2002 Forest Plan was prepared with the understanding by the Forest Service that
individuals and entities may have established valid rights, unknown to the Forest
Service at this time, to occupy and use National Forest System lands under laws and
authorities established by Congress. The courts have established that such valid
outstanding rights may be subject to some federal regulation. See Sierra Club v. Hodel,
848 F 2d.1068 (10th Circuit, 1988). This plan recognizes that such valid outstanding
rights may exist and the Forest Service will certainly honor such valid outstanding
rights when it is subsequently determined that the specific facts surrounding any claim
to such rights meet the criteria set forth in any respective statute granting such
occupancy and use. See Washington County v. The United States, 903 F. Supp. 40 (D.
Utah, 1995). Upon discovery of such valid outstanding rights, amendment or
modification of the forest plan may be necessary.
Resource plans and permits, contacts, cooperative agreements, and other instruments
issued for the occupancy and use of National Forest System lands (hereafter
“instruments”) must be consistent with the Forest plan, subject to valid existing rights.
P-5
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Determinations of consistency are based on whether such instruments follow forest wide
and management area standards and guidelines. If inconsistency is determined, the
following alternatives are available to the Forest Supervisor: modify the proposal to be
consistent with the plan, reject the proposal, or amend the plan to permit the proposal
(FSH 1909.12, Ch. 5.31 (a)(1)).
Operational
activities
exempt from
NEPA

Resource inventories, action plans and schedules, and previously approved activities
are not binding decisions and do not require additional environmental analysis and
disclosure at the project level.
Following are some examples of operational activities that do not constitute sitespecific decisions and therefore are exempt from NEPA procedures:












Scheduling the revision of allotment management plans (FSM 2210)
Amending grazing permits to comply with the Forest Plan (FSM 2230)
Developing five-year wildlife action plans (FSM 2620)
Conducting resource inventories or identifying adverse air-quality conditions in
Class 1 airsheds (FSM 2580)
Developing fire-situation reports, escaped-fire-situation analyses, fire
evaluations, fire-season severity requests and fire management action plans, and
dispatching fires (FSM 5120, 5130)
Developing implementation schedules and three- to five- year plans
Scheduling maintenance for developed recreation sites and developing heritage
resource overviews, scenic byway management plans, or interpretive plans (FSM
2330, 2360, 2380, 2390)
Developing wilderness operation and maintenance schedules (FSM 2320)
Preparing land ownership adjustment plans (FSM 5400).

Note: Operational activities exempt from the NEPA process are not synonymous with
categorical exclusions. Operational activities do not represent irreversible commitments
of resources and do not, in themselves, create any environmental effects. Actions that can
be categorically excluded from documentation in an environmental assessment or impact
statement are described in FSM 1952.2 and FSH 1909.15. These actions may represent
irreversible commitments of resources but do not individually or cumulatively have
significant effects on the environment.
Exception for
wheelchairs

In all management areas in which motorized uses are prohibited, an exception applies
for users of motorized wheelchairs. Title V, Section 507(c) of the Americans with
Disabilities Act states that: "A person is permitted to use his/her motorized wheelchair
in a non-motorized area, so long as that wheelchair meets the legal definition of being
designed solely for use by a mobility-impaired person and suitable for use in an indoor
pedestrian area."

Public
involvement

Throughout the forest plan revision process, we have been committed to an intensive
program of public involvement. This means that the door is always open and that our
staff are available to explain management objectives, decisions, policies or procedures,
or to answer any other questions. The next round of travel management plan revision
and other site-specific project planning will include public involvement and
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cooperation. Similar to the partnership with the public, the Forest engages in
partnerships with local, state, federal, and tribal governments. Monitoring and
evaluation reports are available annually for public review.
To receive more information, or to be placed on the Forest mailing list, please write to the
Forest Supervisor. The mailing address is Forest Supervisor, White River National
Forest, P.O. Box 948, Glenwood Springs, CO 81602. The telephone number is (970) 9452521.
We can also be reached via the internet. Information about the White River National
Forest, as well as links to an online version of the 2002 Forest Plan and FEIS, can be
found on the our web page. The web page address is:
http://www.fs.fed.us/r2/whiteriver/
The e-mail address for general correspondence (not for comments on the 2002 Forest
Plan) is:
mailroom_r2_white_river@fs.fed.us
Budget
formulation

Annual forest budget proposals are based on the activities and actions required to
achieve the goals and objectives of the 2002 Forest Plan. Monitoring results and actual
costs of carrying out the standards and guidelines will be the basis for each year's
budget proposals. Costs to carry out the plan are not complete without providing for an
adequate level of monitoring and evaluation of projects.

Budget
execution

The annual budget must comply with the 2002 Forest Plan and any specific direction
provided in the annual Appropriations Act (FSM 1930). Because actual allocations
rarely provide for full funding of the plan, scheduled activities and actions for any
particular year are adjusted to conform to the intent of Congress. Although budget
changes themselves do not require forest plan amendment, implications of budget
changes may do so. For example, a project for which funds are appropriated must be
consistent with the forest plan. To assure this consistency either the project or the plan
may require modification.

Forest plan
amendment
and revision

Forest Plan Amendment—During plan implementation, evaluation of monitoring
results may reveal that the forest plan needs to be modified. Changes will be made
through the plan amendment process as needed. Amendments can be either significant
on non-significant as defined by 36 CFR 219.10(f). Significant amendments usually
are those that affect the long-term balance of goods and services on the forest or the
biological health of the forest.
Forest personnel conduct the process and forward proposed significant forest plan
amendments to the Regional Forester (the responsible official) for approval. For nonsignificant amendments, the Forest Supervisor is the responsible official.
Forest Plan Revision—The Forest Supervisor is required to review conditions on the
land at least every five years to determine if forest plan revision is necessary. If
monitoring and evaluation indicate that immediate changes are needed, and these needed
changes cannot be handled by amendment, then revision of the plan becomes necessary.
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The plan normally will be revised on a 10-year cycle; with anticipated completion of the
revision occurring 10 to 15 years after plan approval. However, a major event might
suggest an acceleration of the revision, while scheduled inventories, anticipated staffing
changes, or other circumstances might warrant a delay. Delaying a revision is not
appropriate if monitoring and evaluation show that immediate changes in the plan are
needed.
A thorough review of the forest plan should be completed before initiating a plan
revision. This review includes the following:







Integration
with the
directive
system

Results of recent monitoring and evaluation, along with pertinent research
findings and recommendations
New laws, regulations, or policies that may suggest a need to change the plan
How well the forest is progressing toward stated desired conditions
Demand projections for selected outputs
Predicted and actual ecosystem responses
Predicted and actual costs and outputs
Emerging issues and opportunities.

Management direction in the Forest Service Directive System, including the Forest
Service Manual (FSM) and the Forest Service Handbook (FSH), is part of forest
plan management direction and is not repeated in the Forest Plan document.
Management direction also includes applicable laws, regulations and policies, although
they might not be restated in the plan.
Appendices AA and BB reference the minimum resource management direction
described in the directive system. Nothing precludes the development of additional
minimum resource management direction, whenever appropriate. Under the following
circumstances, this 2002 Forest Plan does not reference minimum resource management
direction:



Draft rules
and policies

The specific resource or use is not present on the Forest, or the requirement
addresses a condition or problem not applicable to the Forest, or
Planning records document a sound rationale for the exception.

The 2002 Forest Plan and accompanying FElS do not incorporate draft rules,
regulations or policies. The documents have been prepared using scientifically based
processes and analysis to best comply with existing laws and agency direction.
If new regulations or policies are finalized after the draft documents are released, the new
directions will be reviewed and necessary adjustments will be made in the final
documents as appropriate. Specifically, this will apply to a National Forest
Transportation Policy (Road Rule) and to revised NFMA implementing regulations. If
such documents become final policy within the scoping period of the draft documents,
they will be considered during the preparation of the final documents.

Preface
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Chapter 1

Forest-wide
Goals and Objectives
Introduction
Chapters 1 and 2 of this document provide the overall direction for managing the White
River National Forest. This forest-wide direction combines regional goals (which apply
to all national forests in the Rocky Mountain Region of the Forest Service) with goals,
objectives, standards, and guidelines that are specific to the White River National Forest.
Additional direction for the forest is presented in Appendices AA, BB, CC, and DD.
These provide a reference to national goals and policies; federal and state statutes and
regulations; agreements with other organizations; and policies for managing fish and
wildlife in wilderness areas.
Forest goals are broad statements that describe overall conditions the forest will strive to
achieve. They are not amenable to direct measurement and there are no time frames for
achieving them. In other words, goals describe the ends to be achieved rather than the
means to these ends.
In contrast, objectives provide these means in the form of measurable steps, referred to as
strategies, taken to accomplish goals. Objectives generally are achieved by implementing
projects or activities. However, objectives are not targets, which are a measure of annual
outputs dependent upon budgets. Budget allocations may or may not correspond to areas
that have been emphasized by the forest plan.
Also contributing to forest-wide direction are the regional goals for the Rocky Mountain
Region. These goals, described in detail in the 1992 Rocky Mountain Regional Guide, are
to:
1. Protect basic soil, air, water, and land resources;
2. Provide for a variety of life through management of biologically diverse
ecosystems;
3. Provide for multiple uses and sustainability of national forests and
grasslands in an environmentally acceptable manner;
4. Provide for scenic quality and a range of recreational opportunities that
respond to the needs of forest customers and local communities;
5. In cooperation with other landowners, strive for improved land ownership
and access patterns to the mutual benefit of both public and private
landowners;
6. Improve the financial efficiency of all programs and projects;
7. Emphasize cooperation with individuals, organizations and other agencies
while coordinating planning and project implementation; and
8. Promote rural development opportunities.
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Government
Performance
and Results
Act

In 1993, Congress passed the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA), which
strives to increase the accountability of federal agencies by measuring progress toward
and achievement of agency goals and objectives. This legislation, applicable to all federal
agencies, requires the preparation of periodic strategic plans and annual performance
plans, both of which are focused on outcomes and results.
To implement GPRA, the Forest Service issued a strategic plan in 1997. It centered on
three main goals: ensure sustainable ecosystems, provide multiple benefits for people
within the capabilities of ecosystems, and ensure organizational effectiveness. The goals
and objectives in the proposed revised forest plan were based on these three goals.
In 2000, the Forest Service issued an updated version of the 1997 Strategic Plan for the
Forest Service. It contains four goals. The goals and objectives in the revised forest plan
are based on this updated GPRA Strategic Plan. The four goals are:
1. Ecosystem health;
2. Multiple benefits to people;
3. Science and technical assistance; and
4. Effective public service.
Although the goal statements have changed slightly from the draft forest plan, the
objectives have remained fairly consistent. Changes and additions to the objectives and
implementing strategies were based on public comment and new information in the 2000
Forest Service GPRA Strategic Plan.
Complying with and complementing the Forest Service GPRA Strategic Plan are forestwide goals and objectives, which comprise the rest of this chapter. The goal statements
that follow are similar to those in the 2000 Strategic Plan. Each goal is accompanied by
one or more corresponding objectives. Each of these objectives applies only to the
management of the White River National Forest and not to any other National Forest
System unit.
During implementation of the final revised land and resource management plan (2002
Forest Plan) managers use forest-wide goals and objectives as a yardstick against which
they can monitor progress. Information derived from these monitoring efforts will be
used to determine future management needs. It also will be employed by the Rocky
Mountain Region of the Forest Service to prepare multi-forest reports that show regional
progress toward meeting national goals.

Goals and Objectives
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Goal 1 Ecosystem Health
Promote ecosystem health and conservation using a collaborative approach to sustain the nation’s forests,
grasslands, and watersheds.
Conserve the Canada lynx.
Objective 1a

Strategy

Improve and protect watershed conditions to provide the water quality and quantity and
soil productivity necessary to support ecological functions and intended beneficial
uses.
1a.1 Over the life of the plan, inventory and assess watershed resources, including soil
productivity and aquatic and riparian health, in conjunction with project National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) analysis, or as opportunities arise. Conduct
assessments at a minimum sixth-level hydrologic unit code (HUC) scale.
Catalogue assessment data under the Natural Resource Information System or
other comparable database. Use the results of assessments to guide planning and
management activities.
1a.2 Annually identify priority watersheds for improvements in water quality and
watershed condition and designate watersheds for special protection of human
health, public use, and aquatic ecosystem values. Where appropriate, prioritize
watersheds for treatment in collaboration with federal, state, tribal, and private
landowners.
1a.3 Over the life of the plan, monitor watershed condition in all watersheds. Evaluate
degraded watersheds for improvement potential. Where restoration work has
been applied, assess trends towards positive watershed condition.
1a.4 Over the life of the plan, move at least 20 percent of degraded watersheds towards
positive conditions. This will be accomplished either by modifying management
activities that may further compromise the health of a degraded watershed or by
rehabilitating degraded resources in the watershed.
1a.5 Over the life of the plan, identify future Forest Service consumptive and nonconsumptive water needs and estimate the quantity and quality of water needed
to support stream and aquatic based resources and needs.
1a.6 Over the life of the plan, use collaboration with State and local governments and
other interested parties, available tools, authorities, and strategies that
appropriately consider state law and the interests of holders of existing water
rights to achieve desired conditions for aquatic and stream-based resources.
Prioritize needs based on resource values, risks, and opportunities.

Objective 1b

Strategy

Provide ecological conditions to sustain viable populations of native and desired
nonnative species and to achieve objectives for Management Indicator Species (MIS)
and focal species.
1b.1 Cooperate with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) in development and
implementation of conservation and recovery strategies and plans for plant and
animal species listed as threatened or endangered under the Endangered Species
Act (ESA).
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1b.2 Cooperate with the USFWS in development and implementation of conservation
strategies for proposed and candidate species that the USFWS has determined
occur, or may occur, on forest lands in an effort to eliminate the need for listing
under ESA.
1b.3 Develop and implement conservation strategies for the plant and animal species on
the Regional Sensitive Species List whose habitat occurs on National Forest
System (National Forest System) lands.
1b.4 Within 15 years, demonstrate positive trends in habitat availability, habitat quality,
or other factors affecting sensitive species and Management Indicator Species.
1b.5 Within 5 years, identify caves and mines that are a high priority for surveys to
determine bat use and capability.
1b.6 Develop and implement an average of at least one bat cave or mine management
plan per year.
Objective 1c

Strategy

Help ensure viability of species of concern for the White River National Forest through
implementation of the Forest Plan and recommendations made in the Species
Viability reports (See Appendix EE for the list of species of viability concern, and
Forest Plan Chapter 2, Section 2, Species of Viability Concern, for forest-wide
viability direction).
1c.1 Develop and implement management strategies needed to support desired population
levels and trends for species identified as having a viability concern (see
Appendix EE).
1c.2 Work with adjacent federal and state public land management agencies and respond
to requests from adjacent private landowners to reduce adverse impacts to all
species of viability concern on the White River National Forest through the
development of conservation easements, habitat conservation plans, and land
exchanges.
1c.3 Identify and collect the missing or incomplete information necessary to make a final
determination of species viability for all species documented as “species that
need more baseline inventory and evaluation to determine status” (see Appendix
EE). Complete reports for five species or groups of species per year.
1c.4 Over the life of the plan, coordinate with the Colorado Department of Wildlife
(CDOW) to prevent introductions of fish or other species where there is potential
for negative impacts on threatened, endangered, and sensitive species or species
of viability concern.

COLORADO RIVER CUTTHROAT TROUT
1c.10 Link subpopulations of cutthroat trout to create meta-populations. Expand and
improve occupied habitat through activities such as removing exotic trout species
from cutthroat habitat, constructing barriers to prevent invasion or reinvasion of
exotic species into occupied habitat, increasing deep pool habitat, enhancing
quantity of large woody debris and other physical habitat features.
1c.11 Conduct habitat survey and assessment of 40 miles of known and potential
cutthroat streams per year during the life of the plan.
Goals and Objectives
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1c.12 In cooperation with the State of Colorado, identify potential impacts of fishing on
cutthroat trout and coordinate management through road, trail, and sign
placement.

BOREAL TOAD AND LEOPARD FROG
1c.14 Maintain corridors for interaction between adjacent populations of boreal toads
and between adjacent populations of leopard frogs.
1c.15 Identify suitable habitat for reintroduction of boreal toads and leopard frogs and
coordinate potential reintroductions with the State of Colorado.

PLANT SPECIES OF VIABILITY CONCERN
1c.16 Monitor the distribution, size, and number of individuals of each known
population of the following plant species of viability concern every five years:
Harrington penstemon, De Beque phacelia, sun-loving meadowrue, Leadville
milk-vetch, sea pink, Colorado tansy aster, rockcress draba, tundra buttercup,
altai cottongrass, Kotzebue grass-of-Parnasus, and Porter feathergrass.

FRINGED MYOTIS AND TOWNSEND'S BIG-EARED BAT
1c.17 Manage fringed myotis and Townsend's big-eared bat cave, mine, snag, tree roost,
and forage habitat to maintain survival and reproductive success.
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BARROW’S GOLDENEYE
1c.18 Maintain and manage occupied Barrow’s goldeneye habitat to provide nest cavity
snags and high levels of forage insects over time.
1c.19 Identify, retain, and enhance potential Barrow's goldeneye habitat to provide
increased nesting, brood rearing, and foraging opportunities.

SAGE GROUSE AND BREWER’S SPARROW
1c.20 Manage activities in known sage grouse and Brewer’s sparrow habitat to maintain
or enhance habitat quality and reproductive success:


Reduce temporary and permanent modifications to sagebrush cover type,
including, but not limited to, roads, mining, oil and gas developments, and
livestock and wildlife improvement developments.



Maintain or restore native vegetation.



Manage springs, seeps, and riparian areas to provide high levels of insect and
succulent herbaceous forage during the brood-rearing seasons.

1c.21 Identify sage grouse and Brewer's sparrow sagebrush habitat on the White River
National Forest within five years.
1c.22 Develop and implement sage grouse management plans in coordination with
adjacent land owners and managers and the Colorado Division of Wildlife. If
there is no plan developed for sage grouse management specifically for an area,
apply the sage grouse and Brewer’s sparrow sagebrush habitat standards and
guidelines within that area.

PYGMY NUTHATCH
1c.23 Maintain and manage for pygmy nuthatch nest and roost cavity trees and snags
over time. Consider the expected time of retention of snags and cavity trees,
vegetation type functions and current and future management. Consider creating
snags or cavity trees in areas that do not have at least the minimum number of
snags.
1c.24 Maintain a diversity of vegetative and structural characteristics over time so that
large ponderosa pine trees, and large trees of other species used for foraging by
pygmy nuthatches are consistently maintained through time.

SPECIES THAT NEED MORE BASELINE INVENTORY AND EVALUATION TO
DETERMINE STATUS
1c.25 Over the life of the plan, coordinate with the Rocky Mountain Bird Observatory,
Colorado Division of Wildlife, and the Colorado Natural Heritage Program in
monitoring black swift colonies on the forest.
1c.26 Complete a management plan for each known black swift colony on the forest
within ten years.

Goals and Objectives
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1c.27 Over the life of the plan, coordinate with the Colorado Division of Wildlife,
Colorado Natural Heritage Program, and other organizations in surveying and
monitoring spotted bats on the White River National Forest.
1c.28 Over the life of the plan, coordinate with the Colorado Natural Heritage Program
and other organizations in surveying and monitoring for the following butterfly
species needing more baseline inventory and evaluation to determine viability
status—Uncompahgre fritillary, Theano alpine, dark blue, white-veined arctic,
indra swallowtail, and two-banded checkered skipper.
Objective 1d

Strategy

Increase the amount of forest and rangelands restored to or maintained in a healthy
condition with reduced risk and damage from fires, insects, disease, and invasive
species.
1d.1 Over the life of the plan, continue to implement the Integrated Noxious Weed
Management (IWM) approach. This includes prevention and detection, education
and awareness, inventory, planning, integrated noxious weed management,
coordination and cooperation, monitoring, evaluation, research, and technology
transfer.
1d.2 Cooperatively work with federal, state, and county agencies and other nongovernment organizations for control of noxious weeds.
1d.3 An assessment will be completed for all proposed projects and activities to
determine the risk of introduction and spread of noxious weeds. Appropriate
mitigation measures will be implemented.
1d.4 Within five years of plan approval, all permits and contracts for use of National
Forest System lands and resources shall include provisions necessary for the
prevention of noxious weeds.
1d.5 Continue to strengthen Upper Colorado River Interagency Fire Management Unit
relationships to increase wildland fire protection capabilities to provide for
firefighter and public safety.
1d.6 Place high priority on fuel reduction activities in urban/wildland interface areas.
1d.7 Implement management practices, including prescribed fire, that will move
landscapes towards desired vegetation composition and structure as described in
the management area description and the Historic Range of Variability.
1d.8 Annually update the White River Fire Management Plan in accordance with
applicable agency policy and procedures.
1d.9 Over the life of the plan, management practices that mimic ecological processes,
such as fire, insect and disease, and other disturbances, will operate on forest and
grassland landscapes in a manner consistent with desired conditions and
management area direction.
1d.10 Over the life of the plan continue to work cooperatively with grazing permittees
and other interested individuals to design and implement grazing systems that
maintain or enhance ecosystem function.
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1d.11 Through the life of the plan, identify those rangelands in unhealthy condition and
prescribe and implement treatments and strategies that restore or enhance the
health and long term sustainability of the native plant communities, soil surface
conditions, and proper ecosystem functions (e.g., nutrient and energy cycles).
Objective 1e
Strategy

Work cooperatively with individuals, organizations, local, state, tribal, and other federal
agencies to promote ecosystem health and sustainability across landscapes.
1e.1 Within the first five years of plan implementation, cooperatively develop and
implement a Noxious Weed Public Awareness Program at the local level.
1e.2 Throughout the life of the plan, continue to cooperatively work with federal, state,
county agencies, adjacent landowners, and non-governmental organizations for
the control and management of noxious weeds across jurisdictional boundaries.

CANADA LYNX
Objective O1 [ALL]

Maintain or restore lynx habitat connectivity in and between LAUs, and in
linkage areas.

[ALL ]- applies to all management projects in lynx habitat in lynx analysis units (LAUs)
in occupied habitat and in linkage areas, subject to valid existing rights. They do not
apply to wildfire suppression, or to wildland fire use.

Objective VEG O1 [VEG] Mange vegetation to mimic or approximate natural succession and
disturbance processes while maintaining habitat components necessary for the
conservation of lynx.
Objective VEG O2 [VEG] Provide a mosaic of habitat conditions through time that support dense
horizontal cover, and high densities of snowshoe hare. Provide winter showshoe hare
habitat in both the stand initiation structural stage and in mature, multi-story conifer
vegetation.
Objective VEG O3 [VEG] Conduct fire use activities to restore ecological processes and maintain or
improve lynx habitat.
Objective VEG O4 [VEG] Focus vegetation management in areas that have potential to improve winter
snowshoe hare habitat but presently have poorly developed understories that lack
dense horizontal cover.
[VEG ]- applies to vegetation management projects in lynx habitat within lynx analysis
units (LAUs) in occupied habitat. With the exception of Objective VEG O3 that
specifically concerns wildland fire use, these objectives do not apply to wildfire
suppression, wildland fire use, or removal of vegetation for permanent developments
such as mineral operations, ski runs, roads, and the like. None of these objectives
apply to linkage areas.

Goals and Objectives
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Objective GRAZO1 [GRAZ] Manage livestock to be compatible with improving or maintaining lynx
habitat.
[GRAZ ]- applies to grazing projects in lynx habitat in lynx analysis units (LAUs) in
occupied habitat. They do not apply to linkage areas.

Objective HUO1 [HU]
Maintain the lynx’s natural competitive advantage over other predators in
deep snow, by discouraging the expansion of snow-compacting activities in lynx
habitat.
Objective HUO2 [HU]

Manage recreational activities to maintain lynx habitat and connectivity.

Objective HUO3 [HU]
Concentrate activities in existing developed areas, rather than developing
new areas in lynx habitat.
Objective HUO4 [HU]
Provide for lynx habitat needs and connectivity when developing new or
expanding existing developed recreation sites or ski areas.
Objective HUO5 [HU]
Manage human activities, such as special uses, mineral and oil and gas
exploration and development, and placement of utility transmission corridors, to
reduce impacts on lynx and lynx habitat.
Objective HUO6 [HU]
Reduce adverse highway effects on lynx by working cooperatively with other
agencies to provide for lynx movement and habitat connectivity, and to reduce the
potential for lynx mortality.
[HU ]- applies to human use projects, such as special uses (other than grazing), recreation
management, roads, highways, and mineral and energy development, in lynx habitat
in lynx analysis units (LAUs) in occupied habitat, subject to valid existing rights.
They do not apply to vegetation management projects or grazing projects directly.
They do not apply to linkage areas.

Objective LINKO1 [LINK] In areas of intermingled land ownership, work with landowners to pursue
conservation easements, habitat conservation plans, land exchanges, or other
solutions to reduce the potential of adverse impacts on lynx and lynx habitat .
[LINK ]- applies to all projects within linkage areas in occupied habitat, subject to valid
existing rights.
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Goal 2 Multiple Benefits to People
Provide a variety of uses, products, and services for present and future generations by managing within the
capability of sustainable ecosystems.
Objective 2a

Improve the capability of the national forests and grasslands to provide diverse, high
quality outdoor recreation opportunities.

Strategy

2a.1 Within five years of plan approval, perform area-specific capacity analyses and
develop recreational capacity guidelines for the forest.
2a.2 By the end of the plan period, rehabilitate or reconstruct 30 percent developed
recreation facility persons-at-one-time (PAOT) capacities (exclusive of
trailheads) to meet agency standards.
2a3 By the end of the plan period, rehabilitate or reconstruct 20 percent trailheads to
meet agency standards.
2a.4 By the end of the plan period, rehabilitate 20 percent of dispersed recreation sites to
meet agency standards.
2a.5 Within 10 years of plan approval, 30 percent of National Forest System trail
mileage rated poor or critical has appropriate maintenance or reconstruction
conducted.
2a.6 Through the active promotion of partnerships with state and local governments,
private parties, and organizations, encourage, establish, and sustain a diverse and
well-balanced range of recreational services and facilities on the forest.
2a.7 By the end of the plan period, increase the number of educational and recreational
visitors to heritage resource sites by 50 percent.
2a.8 Foster quality opportunities for alpine and Nordic skiing and snowboarding through
partnerships. Work collaboratively with local governments and permit holders to
establish long-term planning objectives and management plans for sites where
future development may occur on National Forest System lands.

Objective 2b

Strategy

Improve the capability of wilderness and protected areas to sustain a desired range of
benefits and values. Manage wilderness so that changes in the ecosystem are
primarily a consequence of natural forces or within the range of natural variability
and succession.
2b.1 By the end of the plan period, meet forest plan desired conditions in pristine (1.11),
primitive (1.12), and semi-primitive (1.13) management areas.
2b.2 Give high priority to the acquisition of non-federal lands within wilderness, as well
as non-federal lands within those areas recommended for inclusion in the system.
2b.3 Over the life of the plan, complete operational fire use plans for all wilderness areas
to allow the natural role of fire to be restored in the ecosystem.
2b.4 Monitor visibility and wilderness lake chemistries to assure that over the life of the
plan, air-quality-related values in all wilderness areas are protected and where
necessary, improved.

Goals and Objectives
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2b.5 Over the next five years, develop monitoring plans for all wilderness areas that
identify indicators and standards for those elements critical to ecological
integrity.
2b.6 Over the life of the plan, expand the forest-wide integrated noxious weed plan to
includes strategies for prevention, education, detection, quick elimination of spot
infestations, and control of major occurrences in all wilderness areas.
2b.7 In cooperation with the Colorado Division of Wildlife (CDOW) and USFWS,
emphasize fish and wildlife management activities within wilderness that assure
the protection of natural processes and conform with the Wilderness Act.
2b.8 By the end of the plan period, protect, conserve, and, if necessary, restore 50
percent of known heritage resource sites.
2b.9 Annually inventory acres and evaluate sites as agreed with State Historic
Preservation Offices (SHPO) and Tribal Historic Preservation Offices.
2b.10 Within 15 years, develop preservation plans with SHPO and Tribal Historic
Preservation Offices and provide interpretation for all listed National Register
heritage sites and heritage districts.
2b.11 In consultation with American Indian tribes and traditional communities, develop
management plans for protection of traditional cultural properties as sites are
identified.
2b.12 Within 10 years, update prehistoric, ethnographic, and historic overviews.
2b.13 Within three years, develop a comprehensive heritage and implementation
schedule for heritage resources.
2b.14 Over the life of the plan, manage communities of special concern (caves, riparian
habitats, alpine tundra, etc.) that are characteristic of research natural areas, wild,
scenic, and recreational rivers, and special interest areas on the forest for their
natural conditions or values.
Objective 2c
Strategy

Improve the capability of national forests and rangelands to sustain desired uses, values,
products, and services.
2c.1 By the end of the plan period, offer for sale the allowable timber sale quantity.
2c.2 Within five years, implement national protocols for issuing miscellaneous product
permits to make a range of natural resources available for collection of
botanicals.
2c.3 Continue to satisfy the demand for livestock products through environmentally
responsible grazing. By the end of the plan period, complete environmental
analysis on 95 to 100 percent of National Forest System grazing allotments and
reauthorize grazing permits where consistent with other resource considerations.
2c.4 Over the life of the plan, take advantage of opportunities to develop model projects
that demonstrate new environmental protection technology and landscapecompatible design of oil and gas production facilities.
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2c.5 Over the life of the plan, respond to requests for leasing, exploration, and
development of mineral and energy resources in accordance with regulations and
forest plan availability and specific lands decisions.
2c.6 Over the life of the plan, ensure reclamation provisions of operating plans and
surface use plans of operation are completed to standard.
2c.7 Over the life of the plan, provide for mineral materials when the national forest is
the only available source for these materials.
2c.8 Over the life of the plan, provide for mineral exploration and development, in
accordance with laws and regulations.
2c.9 Within five years of plan approval, and each following five years, evaluate scenery
management monitoring results and implement appropriate management
adjustments.
2c.10 Over the life of the plan, conduct suitability analysis for all eligible wild, scenic, or
recreational rivers.
2c.11 Over the life of the plan, approve special-use proposals that are consistent with
desired conditions, standards, and guidelines.
2c.12 Within 10 years of plan approval, administer outfitter/guide, resort, and
concessionaire permits and contracts to standard as defined by Meaningful
Measures.
2c.13 Within five years of plan approval, identify potential wildlife/fish/plant viewing
sites and develop strategies for protection and use.
2c.14 By the end of plan period, protect, develop and interpret 30 percent of the
identified wildlife, fish, and plant viewing sites.
2c.15 Over the life of the plan, cooperate with the CDOW for wildlife and fish
population management to support the achievement of desired population
objectives through appropriate habitat management.
2c.16 Over the life of the plan, identify the work needed to address abandoned mine sites
with an environmental degradation rating of 1, 2, or 3, including potentially
responsible party searches, land line location, and site characterization. Begin
work on highest-priority sites, subject to multi-jurisdictional funding (see
Appendix J for definitions of these environmental degradation ratings).
2c.17 Over the life of the plan, minimize the amount and impact of air pollutants
produced from land management activities.

Goals and Objectives
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Goal 3 Scientific and Technical Assistance
Develop and use the best scientific information available to deliver technical and community assistance to
support ecological, economic, and social sustainability.
Objective 3a
Strategy

Increase the effectiveness of scientific, developmental, and technical information
delivered to domestic and international interests.
3a.1 Encourage participation of forest personnel in community and other government
projects that involve management of natural resources. Invite state and local
government personnel to become more involved in the design and analysis of
Forest Service projects that may affect economic and social elements of the
community.
3a.2 Increase the availability of Forest Service natural resource, economic, social,
facility, and other information by:
a. Utilizing readily available or commonly used techniques for transferring
information in response to requests;
b. Further developing the White River National Forest web site so that more natural
resource, economic, social, facility, and other information can be accessed and
retrieved;
c. Improving documentation of available information and posting data directories
and data dictionaries on the forest web site; and
d. Improving the general availability of relevant non-Forest Service data sources by
working with state and local governments, colleges and universities, and other
organizations.
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Goal 4 Effective Public Service
Ensure the acquisition and use of an appropriate corporate infrastructure to enable the efficient delivery of a
variety of uses.
Objective 4a

Improve the safety and economy of Forest Service roads, trails, facilities, and operations
and provide greater security for the public and employees.

Strategy

4a.1 Within five years of plan approval, conduct appropriate maintenance on 25 percent
of the Forest Development Transportation System each year.
4a.2 Decommission an average of 22 miles of Forest Development Transportation
System roads each year.
4a.3 Within five years of plan approval, complete an average of 10 percent of highpriority facility reconstruction projects each year.
4a.4 Within five years of plan approval, maintain to standard 20 percent of buildings,
bridges, and other facilities.

Objective 4b
Strategy

Provide appropriate access to National Forest System lands and USDA Forest Service
programs.
4b.1 Over the life of the plan, take advantage of opportunities in approved land
ownership adjustment plans to convey, purchase, or exchange lands where
needed.
4b.2 By the end of the plan period, survey and mark 21 percent of National Forest
System land boundaries to standard.

Goals and Objectives
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Goal 5 Public Collaboration
Engage the American public, interested organizations, private landowners, state and local governments,
federal agencies, and others in the stewardship of National Forest System lands.
Objective 5a

Strategy

Work cooperatively with individuals and organizations, local, state, tribal, and federal
governments to promote ecological, economic, and social health and sustainability
across landscapes.
5a.1 Provide opportunities for local governmental jurisdictions and other interested
parties to participate in planning and management of National Forest System
lands, especially where local governmental jurisdictions or other landowners are
contiguous to or may be affected by the management of these lands.
5a.2 Cooperatively work with local governments to address issues of common concern
and to the extent possible maintain consistency with locally adopted master
plans.
5a.3 Involve representatives from local governmental jurisdictions and other landowners
adjacent to or affected by the management of National Forest System lands in the
monitoring and evaluation of implemented forest plans.
5a.6 Pursue partnerships and cooperative funding for projects to enhance resources used
or valued by tribes.
5a.7 Seek opportunities to use tribal technical expertise in agency actions (planning and
monitoring project phases), and share agency technical expertise and information
with tribal governments.
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Goal 6 American Indian Rights and Interests
Engage tribal governments to work in close coordination with the White River National Forest and in
collaboration with the American public, interested organizations, private landowners, state, local, and federal
agencies and others in the stewardship of National Forest System lands in order to incorporate tribal resource
management values into forest management activities.
Objective 6a

Strategy

Coordinate closely with the three Confederated Ute Tribes and work cooperatively with
individuals and organizations, local, state, and federal governments to promote
ecological, economic, and social health and sustainability across landscapes.
6a.1 Provide opportunities for Ute tribal governmental jurisdictions to participate in
planning and management of National Forest System lands.
6a.2 Cooperatively work with tribal governments to address issues of common concern
when the three Confederated Ute tribal interests may be affected.
6a.3 Involve representatives from tribal governmental jurisdictions affected by the
management of National Forest System lands in the monitoring and evaluation of
implemented forest plans.
6a.4 Recognize the unique sovereign nation status that the three Confederated Ute Indian
Tribes have with the United States government.
6a.5 Maintain and strengthen the existing relationship of government-to-government
consultation between the forest and the three Confederated Ute Indian Tribes.
6a.6 Pursue partnerships and cooperative funding for projects to enhance resources used
or valued by tribes.
6a.7 Seek opportunities to use tribal technical expertise in agency actions (planning and
monitoring project phases), and share agency technical expertise and information
with tribal governments.

Objective 6b
Strategy

Objective 6c
Strategy

To redeem federal trust relationship and other responsibilities by establishing
government-to-government and other formal relations with American Indian tribes.
6b.1 Develop consultation protocols and other formal agreements between the Forest
Service and American Indian tribes, both recognized and unrecognized, with
direct communication between Forest Service line officers and tribal officials.
Coordinate and collaborate with tribal governments to address fire protection on national
forests.
6c.1 Develop and coordinate fire protection plans between the Forest Service and the
appropriate tribal government or intertribal organization.
6c.2 Make agreements to support both tribal and national forest fire programs by
coordinating training, outreach, and other topics of mutual interest.

Goals and Objectives
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Objective 6d

Strategy

Coordinate and collaborate with tribal governments to increase awareness and
knowledge of culturally significant plants, and consider potential impacts on
culturally significant plants in project design and implementation.
6d.1 Assure that prescribed burn plans, noxious weed control, and other management
projects address and consider traditional uses of and traditional management of
culturally significant plants.
6d.2 The Forest Service assesses needs for and supply of lodgepole pine (Pinus
contorta).

Objective 6e

Provide appropriate protection and access to sacred sites, ceremonial sites, and traditional
use sites.

Strategy

6e.1 The Forest Service consults with tribes, communities, and knowledgeable
individuals when resource protection closures or travel management activities are
proposed or changed.
6e.2 The Forest Service consults with tribal interests in mineral withdrawals and
management activities or resource availability decisions at inventoried sacred
sites.
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Chapter 2

Forest-wide
Standards and Guidelines
Introduction
Background

This chapter presents the forest-wide standards and guidelines for the White River
National Forest. These standards and guidelines for the protection or management of
different forest resources apply to all areas of the forest. Additional standards and
guidelines specific to each management area prescription are listed in Chapter 3.
A standard is defined as a course of action that must be followed, or a level of attainment
that must be reached, to achieve forest goals. Adherence to standards is mandatory.
Standards are used to assure that individual projects are in compliance with the forest
plan. They should limit project-related activities, not compel or require them. Deviations
from standards must be analyzed and documented in a forest plan amendment. Standards
are developed when:


Applicable laws or policies do not exist, or clarification is needed of
existing laws or policies.



They are critical to the achievement of objectives.

 Unacceptable impacts may occur if a standard is not in place.
A guideline is a preferred or advisable course of action or level of attainment. Guidelines
are designed to achieve desired conditions (goals). Deviation from a guideline and the
reasons for doing so are recorded in a project-level National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) document; a forest plan amendment is not required. Guidelines are developed
when:


They contribute to the achievement of goals.



They are needed to respond to variable site conditions.



They are needed to respond to variable overall conditions.

 Professional expertise is needed.
When forest-wide standards and guidelines conflict with management area standards and
guidelines, those that are more stringent or restrictive are applied.
Standards and guidelines are implemented slightly differently for species of viability
concern. See the directions on page 2-18 (Wildlife Section, Proposed, Threatened,
Endangered, Sensitive Species and Species of Viability Concern heading) for details.

Conformance
with other
direction

This set of standards and guidelines is designed to be specific to the forest. Laws,
regulations, and Forest Service directives generally are not repeated in this package,
although references to particular laws or directives are included to provide needed
emphasis for the protection and management of specific resources.
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For example, there are references to:


The Clean Air Act



The Colorado Air Quality Control Act



FSM 2467.16 (botanical collections)



FSH 2409.26 (silvicultural systems)



The Region 2 Wilderness Management Philosophy



FSH 2409.18 (timber utilization standards)



Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) User’s Guide



Several federal acts protecting heritage resources



Landscape Aesthetics: A Handbook for Scenery Management
(Agriculture Handbook 701)



The Outfitter-Guide Administration Guidebook

The lack of specific standards and guidelines for a particular resource in this chapter does
not mean that the White River National Forest does not manage or consider this resource.
Nor does it indicate that the Forest Service considers a particular resource less important
than those listed. The entire forest plan, including the appendices, must be read carefully
to understand how all forest resources will be managed. Refer to the forest-wide desired
condition and goal statements, forest-wide objectives, and to the appendices for complete
information. In particular, Appendices AA through HH provide references or repeat key
direction for resource management found outside the forest plan.

Changes
between
Draft and
Final

Several sections of the standards and guidelines have been modified from what was
presented in the Proposed Revised Forest Plan. These changes are the result of
comments on the draft, information becoming available after the Proposed Revised
Plan was complete, and internal agency review. These changes have resulted in
direction that pertains to and is appropriate for the White River National Forest.
Examples of direction in this chapter that has changed between draft and final include,
but are not limited to, standards and guidelines on:


Species of Viability Concern – resulting from a re-examination of species
viability as described in FEIS Chapter 3, Topic 1, Species Assessment



Water and Riparian Resources – resulting from an update to the Watershed
Conservation practices Handbook



Canada Lynx – resulting from the Canada lynx being listed as a Threatened
species under the Endangered Species Act

Forest-wide Standards and Guidelines
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Section One

Physical
AIR RESOURCES
Standards

1. Meet state and federal air quality standards and comply with local, state, and federal air
quality regulations and requirements either through original project design or
through mitigation for such activities as prescribed fire, ski area development or
expansion, mining, and oil and gas exploration and production.
2. Perform conformity determinations or apply appropriate mitigation to zero out
pollutants in order to maintain conformity with the State Implementation Plan for
proposed activities that will contribute to air pollutants to Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) designated non-attainment and maintenance areas.

Guidelines

1. For water bodies in both Class 1 and Class 2 wilderness areas for which the acid
neutralizing capacity (ANC) is greater than 25 micro-equivalents per liter, the limit
of acceptable change (LAC) from human-caused air pollution is no more than 10
percent change in ANC. For those extremely sensitive water bodies in which the
ANC is less than 25 micro-equivalents per liter, the LAC is no greater than one
micro-equivalent per liter.
2. For plume visibility impairment in wilderness, the LAC is a 5 percent change in
contrast. The LAC for haze visibility impairment in wilderness is a 0.5 percent
change in deciview or 5 percent change in light extinction.
3. Minimize the impact of smoke for each wildland fire by identifying smoke-sensitive
areas, using “best available control measures,” monitoring smoke impacts, and
following guidance in state smoke management plans.
4. Reduce the impacts to air quality and loss of energy resources by only allowing flaring
of gas from oil wells during production testing of wells. Connection to a pipeline or
reinjection will be required once production is established. Exceptions will be
considered on a case-by-case basis.

CAVES
Guidelines

1. Manage natural surface drainage and vegetation that may affect known caves or cave
resources to protect cave micro-environments.
2. Management activities that may affect known caves will be designed to protect cave
ecosystems.
3. Identified significant caves will be withdrawn from mineral entry.
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GEOLOGY, MINERAL, AND ENERGY RESOURCES
Standards

1. Recommend consent to lease with appropriate lease terms or stipulations, as set forth
in the Oil and Gas Leasing Final Environmental Impact Statement for the White
River National Forest (1993).
2. In areas of moderate-to-high potential for valuable mineral deposits, perform sitespecific mineral evaluations prior to making substantial capital investments, such as
recreational developments.
3. Avoid development of capital investments in areas that will be jeopardized by
moderate-to-high mineral potential on non-federal mineral estate ownership.

PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES
Standards

1. Sensitive paleontological information will not be subject to Freedom of Information
Act disclosure.
2. Prohibit the collection of vertebrate fossils on National Forest System lands without a
permit.
3. Allow collection of paleontological vertebrate resources with authorization (permit or
area designation) for educational and scientific purposes. Prohibit the commercial
collection of fossils.

Guidelines

1. Identify areas of potential paleontological resources in Classes 3, 4, and 5 of the Fossil
Yield Potential Classification for the presence or absence of management-relevant
paleontological resources. If resources are identified, protect from disturbance or
mitigate disturbances to conserve scientific, educational, interpretive, and legacy
values.
2. Survey and post land boundaries where paleontological sites have sensitivity rankings
of 3, 4, or 5.

Forest-wide Standards and Guidelines
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SOILS
Standards
5. Manage land treatments to maintain or improve soil quality, limiting the sum of
detrimental soil impacts to no more than 15 percent of an activity area.
7. Design vegetation and fuels management treatments to retain the average per-acre
levels of coarse woody debris (CWD) displayed in Table 2-1. Coarse woody debris
retention will help maintain long-term site productivity by reducing soil movement,
retaining soil moisture, and providing microsites for new plant establishment.
Where these levels do not presently exist, evaluate long-term potentials and
consider treatments that could help move coarse woody debris levels towards the
desired condition.
Table 2-1
Coarse Woody Debris Retention Levels by Forest Type
Forest Type4

Spruce-fir
Lodgepole pine
Aspen
Douglas-fir
Ponderosa pine

Minimum Retention for
Small Diameter
Component1

Minimum Retention for
Large Diameter
Component1,3

Total Down CWD
Retention1

(Tons per acre 3 to 8 or 10
inches in diameter 2 )

(Tons per acre greater than 8 or
10 inches in diameter 2 )

(Tons per acre of materials
greater than 3 inches in
diameter)

8.5
4.25
2.5
4.25
3.5

1.5
0.75
0.5
0.75
0.5

10
5
3
5
4

Notes:
1
These amounts are to be calculated as per-acre averages for each 1,000 acres over a silvicultural landscape assessment area (see
Silviculture Guideline 1).
2
The minimum diameter of CWD is measured at the larger end of the material.
3
The large diameter component satisfies wildlife needs for CWD retention in Table 2-2.
4
The 8 inch minimum diameter applies to lodgepole pine and aspen while the 10-inch minimum applies to spruce-fir, Douglas-fir,
and ponderosa pine types.

Guidelines

1. Conduct an onsite slope stability exam in areas identified as potentially unstable.
Potentially unstable land is described as having a “high” or “very high” instability
ranking or classified as “unstable” or “marginally unstable.” Limit intensive
ground-disturbing activities on unstable slopes identified during examinations.
2. Where there is potential for toxic contamination of soil from ground-disturbing
activities, develop a contingency plan to prevent or rehabilitate soil contamination.
3. When logging over snow, conditions should allow for 1 foot of packed snow to be
continuous (i.e. not patchy) and competent enough so that wheeled or tracked
vehicles do not break through. When logging over frozen ground, a minimum of 3
inches of continuous frozen ground should be present.
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4. To minimize soil impacts, the following practices should be followed for vegetation
management activities:


Use practices other than brush rake piling and crushing by heavy
equipment to dispose of slash,



Limit the width of skid trails to 12 feet and spacing between trails to no
closer than 120 feet on average,



Limit heavy equipment such as feller-bunchers to 3 round trip passes on
designated skid trails,



Utilize low p.s.i. (less than 7 p.s.i.) tracked equipment when available.

WATER AND RIPARIAN RESOURCES
Standards

1. In each stream currently supporting a self-sustaining fish population, ensure that
projects maintain sufficient habitat, including flow, for all life history stages of
native and desired non-native aquatic species.
4. Naturally occurring debris shall not be removed from stream channels unless it is a
threat to life, property, important resource values, or is otherwise covered by legal
agreement. Removal in designated wilderness must consider wilderness values.

Guidelines

1. When projects are implemented that can affect large woody debris, retain natural and
beneficial volumes of this material for fish habitat, for stream energy dissipation,
and as sources of organic matter for the stream ecosystem.
2. Keep vehicles and equipment out of streams, lakes, and wetlands except to cross at
designated points, build crossings, do restoration work, or where protected by one
foot of snowpack or frozen soil.
3. Maintain existing federal water rights. Take appropriate action to use and protect
water rights, including but not limited to changing uses to meet federal needs for
water. If the water rights are not needed to meet national forest purposes, sell, lease,
or exchange these federal water rights.

Forest-wide Standards and Guidelines
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Section Two

Biological
ALPINE
Standards

1. Prohibit new structural facilities in alpine wetlands, streams, and riparian areas except
when needed to reduce existing resource impacts.

Guidelines

1. Campfires are prohibited above treeline to protect fragile alpine soils and vegetation.
Barbeques and grill which are operated to cause no impacts to soils and vegetation
may be permitted in appropriate places and facilities by permit.
2. Minimize new roads, trails, and livestock driveways in alpine ecosystems.
3. Minimize soil excavation and disturbance in alpine ecosystems.
4. Minimize the size and number of structures in alpine ecosystems.
5. Manage public uses to minimize resource damage in alpine ecosystems.

BIODIVERSITY
Standards

1. Use genetically local (at the ecological subsection level) native plant species for
revegetation efforts when technically and economically feasible. Use seed mixtures
and mulch that are noxious weed-free. To prevent soil erosion, non-persistent, nonnative annuals or sterile perennial species may be used while native perennials are
becoming established.
2. Develop prescriptions during project planning to identify the amount, size(s), and
distribution of downed logs and snags to be left onsite, as well as live, green
replacement trees for future snags. On forested sites, retain snags and downed logs
(where materials are available) in accordance with the average minimums specified
in Table 2-2.

Table 2-2
Minimum requirements for snag, snag recruitment, and woody debris retention
Snags
Forest
Type

Spruce-fir
Lodgepole
pine
Aspen
Douglasfir
Ponderosa
pine

Minimum
diameter
at DBH
(inches)

Large Snags

Downed Logs

Retention
Retention Recruitment Minimum Minimum Retention Minimum
*Minimum
diameter at density
density
snag
density
snag
density
diameter
(linear feet
height
(number
(number
(number per height
DBH
(inches)
per acre)
(feet)
per acre)
(feet)
per acre)
(inches) five acres)

10

3

3

25

20

1

50

10

150

8

3

3

25

20

1

50

8

100

8

3

3

25

20

1

50

8

50

10

3

3

25

20

1

50

10

100

10

3

3

25

20

1

50

10

50
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Note: These amounts are to be calculated as per-acre averages for each 1,000 acres over a silvicultural landscape assessment area
(see Silviculture Guideline #1). The retention density of large snags is a portion of the retention density of all snags. *The
minimum diameter of downed logs is measured at the larger end of the log.

3. If no snags meet the minimum diameter and height requirements, use the largest snags
available.
4. Manage late-successional and old-growth forests according to the map, table, and
explanation found in Appendix FF of this document.
Guidelines

1. Favor native and desirable non-native plant and animal species over undesirable exotic
species during management plan implementation activities. Within designated
wilderness, use genetically local native species preferentially.
2. Because of the ecological importance of the aspen vegetative type on the forest,
analyze aspen’s historical spatial and structural occurrence in the landscape during
project design. Compare proposed changes to reference landscape conditions where
such conditions have been developed. Make comparisons within the same
ecological landtype association. Reference landscape conditions should provide a
baseline depiction of the following spatial attributes:


Landscape composition.



Landscape configuration.



Patch and size distribution.

 Distance between patches.
The intent is to maintain or enhance these attributes when compared to the reference
landscape. An interdisciplinary team has the latitude during project design to
propose how much to change each spatial attribute when comparing the landscape
of interest to the reference landscape.
3. The following are high priorities for aspen regeneration:


Decadent stands (stands with significant amounts of canker, stem decay,
and root disease);



Stands with less than 10 feet per acre basal area of aspen in a conifer
stand;



Isolated clones, low-elevation stands, and stands that are heavily used by
animals; and

 Cost-efficient stands that contribute to aspen distribution.
4. Base priorities for conserving potential or existing late-successional stands on values
for maintaining biotic diversity, and evaluate factors of size, adjacency between
late-successional stands, and degree of habitat variation between such latesuccessional stands and intervening vegetation. Also consider the following:


Conserve older, unmanipulated stands over younger, manipulated stands;



Favor stands with limited access by humans or livestock; and



Provide potential for reintroduction of plant and animal species that have
become locally eliminated.

Forest-wide Standards and Guidelines
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RANGELAND ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT
Standards

1. For animal damage control activities conducted by other governmental entities,
cooperate by providing mitigation measures to protect national forest resources.
Mitigation measures emphasize protection of public safety; proposed, threatened,
endangered, and sensitive species, water quality, and other resource values.
2. Allow continuous season-long grazing in an allotment only where determined to
achieve or maintain the desired ecosystem conditions.

Guidelines

1. Identify desired plant communities and designate key areas to evaluate whether the
existing plant communities are at, moving toward, or moving away from desired
conditions in site-specific analyses required for allotment management plans.
2. During range allotment planning, develop site-specific herbaceous vegetation
utilization, vegetation residue, streambank disturbance, and woody species
utilization guidelines. In the absence of updated planning and approved decision
documents, the following allowable use and riparian vegetation residue guidelines
and mitigation measures will apply. These utilization guidelines are applicable at
the time the livestock leave the unit and include use by both domestic livestock and
wildlife. Table 2-3 shows the maximum allowable use guidelines for cattle
allotments. Sheep allotment utilization guidelines are given by narrative description.
Table 2-4 provides riparian residue guidelines for both cattle and sheep.

Table 2-3
Maximum allowable use guidelines (percent utilization by weight) for cattle allotments
If existing rangeland condition* is:
Satisfactory
Unsatisfactory
40
30

Type of management
Season long
Deferred rotation
Units grazed > 30 days
Units grazed < 30 days
Rest rotation
Units grazed > 30 days
Units grazed < 30 days

45
55

35
45

45
55

35
45

Notes:
Rangeland condition is defined as the present state of vegetation on a range site
in relation to the climax (natural potential) plant community.

Sheep allotments
The following visual description of post-grazing conditions should be used to
determine the proper measure of allowable use on sheep allotments:


After sheep have completed using an area, there should be only
moderately visible signs that they have used the area. One should have to
walk or ride through the area to see where use has been made. Although
bedgrounds may show more evidence of use than areas sheep have only
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grazed through, one should still have to walk or ride through the
bedground to determine that animals had bedded there.


Soil and vegetation should be restored to at least the pre-grazing
condition by the return to the same point in the next grazing cycle.



Forage should show that it has been topped and selectively grazed.
Favored forbs such as Angelica spp., cow parsnip, Porter lovage and
Senecio spp. may be stripped of their leaves, but in most cases, the stem
is standing.

Table 2-4
Riparian vegetation residue guidelines
Remove livestock from riparian areas when the average stubble height of Carex species reach:
If existing rangeland condition is:
Satisfactory
Unsatisfactory

Type of management
Spring Use (up to July 15)
Summer/fall use (after July
15)

3 inches

4 inches

4 inches

6 inches

Note: Measurements are of plant heights.

3. The following should be applied to all riparian habitats:










Avoid season long grazing in riparian areas and wetlands.
Implement short-duration grazing (generally less than 20-30 days) as
feasible to provide opportunity for re-growth and avoid utilization of
woody species.
Remove livestock from a grazing unit when stream bank disturbance
(trampling and exposed soils) from the current year’s livestock grazing
reaches 20 to 25 percent of the key area stream reach.
Design grazing systems to limit utilization on woody species. No more
than 50 percent of the twigs of woody species should be browsed during
one growth cycle.
Limit utilization of herbaceous species to 40-45 percent of weight.
Keep stock driveways out of riparian areas except to cross. Rehabilitate
or relocate stock driveways that are causing damage to riparian areas.

SILVICULTURE
Standards

1. The scientifically defined silviculture systems, shown by forest cover type in Table
2-5, which meet the management objectives for the landscape or individual stands
of trees within a landscape setting are acceptable. Both even-aged and uneven-aged
management systems can be used and applied at scales ranging from a few acres to
many hundreds of acres. These silvicultural systems are to be applied in a manner
that will ensure natural regeneration where artificial regeneration is not necessary
for other resource objectives. Tree stand vegetation management treatments are to
be approved by certified silviculturists.

Forest-wide Standards and Guidelines
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Table 2-5
Appropriate silviculture systems by forest cover type
Forest cover type
Ponderosa pine

Even-aged
Shelterwood, clearcut,
and seed-tree
Shelterwood, clearcut,
and seed-tree
Coppice1

Mixed conifer
Aspen

Shelterwood, clearcut,
and seed-tree
Shelterwood and
clearcut

Lodgepole pine
Engelmann spruce
Subalpine-fir

Two-aged
Irregular shelterwood
Irregular shelterwood
Coppice with
standards2
Irregular shelterwood
Irregular shelterwood

Uneven-aged
Group selection and
single-tree selection
Group selection and
single-tree selection
Group selection3
Group selection
Group selection and
single-tree selection

Notes:
1
Coppice is a vegetation reproduction method with clearfelling or clearcutting. Clearfelling (clearcutting) stimulates sprouting
from the residual roots.
2
“Standards” are selected overstory trees reserved for a longer rotation at the time each crop of coppice material is cut.
3
Use of group selection as an appropriate silviculture system in aspen is currently under study to determine regeneration success,
but is authorized on a test basis.
4.
Clearcuts are acceptable systems for Ponderosa Pine and Englemann spruce, but not standard practice except to meet specific
resource or stand requirements.

2. When trees are harvested to meet timber production objectives, assure that the
technology and knowledge exists to adequately restock these areas with trees within
five years after final harvest. Minimum restocking levels are defined in Table 2-6.

Table 2-6
Standards for the required minimum numbers of seedlings for adequate restocking of a
regeneration site.

Species
Trees
per acre

Sprucefir

Aspen

Douglasfir

150

300

150

Growing stock: all live trees
Lodgepole Ponderosa
Piñonpine
pine
juniper
150

150

120

Other
softwood

Other
hardwood

150

300

3. No minimum seedling height requirements are specified. Seedlings must have survived
a minimum of one year and be expected (on the basis of research and experience) to
be able to produce the desired future stand condition specified for this area in the
forest plan. The number of seedlings in Table 2-6 represents the minimum number
of seedlings required to produce a merchantable timber stand at rotation age without
intermediate treatments, taking into consideration natural mortality.
4. Five years after final harvest means five years after clearcutting, five years after the
final overstory removal in the shelterwood and seed tree system, or five years after
selection cutting. The requirement for adequate restocking within five years is
initiated by the final harvest. The timing of the first-year and third-year restocking
surveys is initiated by the reforestation treatment.
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5. The maximum size of openings created by even-aged management will be 40 acres
regardless of forest type, with the following exceptions:


When proposals for larger openings are approved by the Regional
Forester after a 60-day public review;



When larger openings are the result of natural catastrophic conditions; or



When the area that is cut does not meet the definition of created
openings.
6. The size of the uncut forest areas between openings must be based on the management
objectives for the landscape being analyzed. If these objectives include creating a
mix of vegetation types to benefit the kinds of wildlife associated with early
successional stages and edges, the uncut units can be small. If the objectives include
provisions for old-growth-associated species, the uncut units should be large enough
to function as an ecological system not overly influenced by the edge.
7. Where disease can spread from an uncut stand to a newly regenerated stand, it is
desirable to cut the adjacent infected stand before the newly regenerated stand
reaches a height of six feet.
8. When trees are to be harvested on other than suitable lands, exceptions to the five-year
restocking standards are appropriate as documented in project decisions when the
harvest meets one of the following:


Where it provides permanent openings that serve specific management
direction;



Where provided for in specific management practices and prescriptions;
or



Where it is desirable to delay the onset of regeneration and crown closure
to meet specific desired conditions and management objectives.
9. In order to assure that adequate restocking of openings created as a result of final
harvest is accomplished, at a minimum stocking surveys are conducted at the end of
the first and third growing seasons following reforestation treatment. Adequate
stocking cannot be certified until after the third growing season survey.
10. Utilization standards for live and dead trees are shown in Table 2-7. These standards
apply forest-wide (FSH 2409.18, Ch. 50).

Forest-wide Standards and Guidelines
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Table 2-7
Timber utilization standards
Type of product
Live trees
Coniferous
sawtimber
Aspen sawtimber
Products other than
sawtimber
Dead trees
Sawtimber
Products other than
sawtimber

Minimum diameter
at breast height
(inches)

Top diameter
(inches)

Minimum length
(feet)

Merchantability
factor

7-8

5-7

8-10

10.67

7-8

5-7

8

8

5

4

6.5

variable

7-12

7-10

6-18

10.67

5

4

variable

variable

11. Artificially created openings will no longer be considered openings when the trees in
the openings have reached a height and density that meets the objective established
for the management area. Considerations in determining when an opening is no
longer an opening include:











The desired future conditions planned for the management area;
Visual sensitivity of the area;
The character of the landscape;
Abundance, quality and need for cover for big game animals;
Other vegetation that may be present (such as tall shrubs);
Forest health;
Need for seed sources;
Need for interior forest area;
Production of wood fiber; and
Watershed and riparian area protection.

Table 2-8 illustrates some guidelines that could be considered in developing local
standards for management areas.
Table 2-8
Guidelines for when an opening is no longer considered an opening.
Forest cover type
Ponderosa pine and mixed
conifer
Big game cover
High and moderate scenic integrity
objectives
Lodgepole pine and spruce-fir
Big game cover
High and moderate scenic integrity
objectives
Aspen
Big game cover

Trees per acre

Height of trees

200
200

6 feet
25% of the height of the adjacent
stand

300
150

6 feet
25% of the height of the adjacent
stand

500

6 feet
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12. Restrict activities in the ponderosa pine cover type to managing for two-aged or uneven-aged silvicultural systems.
Guidelines

1. The landscape should be the primary unit of analysis for silviculture. A landscape is
defined here to mean a distinct landform, such as a mesa or an “Order IV”
watershed. There is a great variety of landscape types within the Rocky Mountain
Region. Some landscapes are “fine-grained” and are characterized by many small
areas in various stages of plant succession. Other landscapes are “large-grained”—
forested areas with large, unbroken expanses of trees with few openings. Some
areas in the region have become a patchwork of forest and open places as a result
of human use before national forest establishment, past Forest Service management
practices, or natural disturbances (wind, fire, insect activity, and earth movement).
2. In most circumstances, rely on or make primary use of those silviculture systems that
ensure regeneration of forest stands through natural seeding and suckering.
3. Use artificial regeneration methods when it is not possible to rely on the natural
sequence of events or environmental conditions to regenerate the forests within five
years or earlier.
4. Use thinning practices that consider genetic diversity, competition among the trees for
water, nutrients, and light. The frequency of thinning should depend upon the tree
species, financial efficiency, and the site growing conditions (as commonly
measured by site index).
5. Leave large woody debris on harvested or thinned sites to help retain moisture, trap
soil movement, provide microsites for establishment of forbs, grasses, shrubs, and
trees, and to provide habitat for wildlife (See Soils Standard 7 and Table 2-1).
6. Where appropriate, reduce competition between desired trees and other vegetation.
7. If the silviculture system being applied to a particular area of the landscape is unevenaged, harvest trees designated for non-commercial or commercial timber production
based on the desired density as determined by age class or size, and the objective for
the area.
8. Maintain some aspen stands, even at the expense of spruce-fir or other latesuccessional stands.
9. These standards and guidelines should be applied at the watershed and landscape level,
as well as to individual stands of trees. The standards and guidelines must be
applied in such a way as to perpetuate this range of environmental conditions while
supplying goods and services to people.
10. Where feasible and appropriate, use broadcast burning to dispose of slash in order to
return the inorganic and organic chemicals in the foliage and small, woody material
to the soil, to reduce fire hazard, and to provide seed beds for natural regeneration.
11. The choice of silviculture system should be one that allows emulation of the pattern,
timing, and frequency of natural disturbances found in the landscape being treated
(FSH 2409.26).
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12. Regeneration harvest of even-aged timber stands (sites) should not be undertaken
until the stands have generally reached or surpassed 95 percent of the culmination
of the mean annual increment measured in cubic feet. Exceptions may be made in
cases in which resource management objectives or special resource considerations
require earlier harvest, such as:


Stands that are in imminent danger from insect or disease attack



Wildlife habitat improvement



Scenery resource enhancement or rehabilitation



Ecosystem restoration

 Areas managed for Christmas tree production.
13. Altering more than one-third of the edge of a natural opening will be avoided
whenever an artificially created opening lies adjacent to a natural opening.
Additional edge should not be created until previously treated areas are considered
closed according to.

SPECIAL FOREST PRODUCTS
Standards

Guideline

1. Plant Collecting—The following do not apply to the harvest of trees for timber,
fuelwood, or Christmas trees.


Sensitive Plant Collections –Permits are required to collect Region 2
sensitive plants or plant parts. Such collection must not jeopardize the
continued vigor or existence of a plant population.



Commercial – Collecting of plants or plant parts for any commercial
purpose requires a commercial use permit issued by the ranger district in
which the collecting activity is proposed. Commercial permits will be
issued or denied after review of a proposal presented by the collecting
party. No commercial permits will be issued in Management Areas 1.11,
1.12, 1.13, 1.2, 1.41, and 2.2.



General Botanical Collections – Botanical collection permits may be
issued to authorize collection of species other than threatened,
endangered, or sensitive. No botanical collection permits will be issued
in Management Areas 1.11, 1.12, 1.13, 1.2, 1.41, and 2.2.



Traditional Uses – Consider American Indian traditional cultural plant
use when designing projects and management activities.

1. Make fuelwood, Christmas trees, herbs, mushrooms, plants, and plant parts, and other
special forest products available for personal and commercial use where consistent
with management area direction and desired conditions.
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WILDLIFE
GENERAL
Standards

1. Seasonal restrictions will be applied to reduce disturbance in key wildlife habitats.
2. Restrict actions within 500 feet of cave and mine bat roosts to those that will not
negatively alter the vegetative and structural characteristics of roosts or impede the
movement of bats. When closing mines or caves in the course of establishing
resource protection, or in response to safety concerns, minimize disturbance to
resident or seasonal bat or other cave-dependent species endemic to the cave or
mine and maintain microclimate conditions important to those species. Where bat
concentrations are located outside of caves or mines, human disturbance will be
managed to protect those populations.
3. Restrict the release of the location of bat roosts to administrative purposes only in
order to minimize disturbance to roosting bats.
4. Retain all snags and trees known to be used consistently as bat roosts.
5. Protect known active and inactive raptor nest areas. The extent of the protection will be
based on proposed management activities, human activities existing before nest
establishment, species, topography, vegetation cover and other factors. A nodisturbance buffer around active nest sites will be required from nest-site selection
to fledging (generally March through July). Exceptions may occur when individuals
are adapted to human activity.
6. In riparian areas, vegetation cover will be managed to provide suitable wildlife habitat
along a minimum of 80 percent of the length of riparian zones within the project
area. New corridor interruptions will be spaced to minimize interruptions to habitat
connectivity.
7. Vegetation treatments and new roads and trails will not reduce the elk habitat
effectiveness index below 0.40 by Data Analysis Unit (DAU), or further reduce
effective habitat in DAUs that are already at or below 0.40 on National Forest
System lands.
8. Discourage land use practices and development that adversely alter the character of
peregrine falcon hunting habitat or prey base within ten (10) miles of the nest site
and the immediate habitats within one (1) mile of the nesting cliff.
9. Human activities will be restricted within one-half (½) mile of occupied peregrine
falcon areas between March 15 and July 31 for nest sites, or July 1 to September 15
for hack sites. Protection distance may vary depending on local topography,
potential for disturbance, and location of important habitat components.

Forest-wide Standards and Guidelines
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Guidelines

1. Structures such as fences, major highways, bridge upgrades or replacements, and
canals should be designed and built taking wildlife movement into consideration.
2. Human use of caves and federally owned mines identified as having bat populations
should be restricted based on the following dates, depending upon the type of bat
use occurring:


Maternity sites – April 15 through September 1



Swarming sites – August 15 through October 15; one-half hour before
sunset to one-half hour after sunrise



Winter hibernaculum – October 15 through May 15
3. Apply protective measures at mining or oil and gas development ponds and pits in
order to minimize the likelihood of wildlife mortality from using these areas as
water or foraging sources.
4. Retain access to drinking water for bats in areas with limited open water resources.

PROPOSED, THREATENED, ENDANGERED, SENSITIVE SPECIES, AND SPECIES OF
VIABILITY CONCERN
Note: For lists of federally listed threatened and endangered species and Forest Service
Region 2 sensitive species, and White River National Forest species of viability concern,
see Appendix EE.
The following direction applies to implementation of standards and guidelines for all
species of viability concern on the White River National Forest. Specifically, this applies
to the Forest Plan sections on: proposed, threatened, endangered and sensitive species,
species of viability concern – aquatic, species of viability concern – plants, and species of
viability concern – terrestrial
The direction found in the standards and guidelines in these sections is intended to ensure
the viability of all species of concern. Specifically:
Standards: All standards must be met
Guidelines: The intent of guidelines must be met. Many guidelines have two
components, a quantitative part (distance, %, etc), and a statement of intent. If the
quantitative part cannot be met, it must be documented in the appropriate NEPA
document. The NEPA document must show how the intent of the guideline is met, or
how progress is made towards the conditions described in the guidelines.
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PROPOSED, THREATENED, AND ENDANGERED SPECIES AND SENSITIVE SPECIES
Standards

1. Review the forest plan as necessary to determine consistency with new information
concerning proposed, threatened, and endangered species (PTES) species. Where
appropriate, the plan will be amended to incorporate direction resulting from new
information, such as new species listed as PTES; new recovery plans, conservation
agreements or conservation strategies; newly described habitats or occurrences for
PTES species; newly designated critical habitats; or regional documents that
contain new management direction for PTES species.
2. Restrict activities to avoid disturbing proposed, threatened, or endangered species
during breeding, young rearing, or at other times critical to survival. Exceptions
may occur when individuals are adapted to human activity, or the activities are not
considered a threat.
3. Activities will be managed to avoid disturbance to sensitive species that would result
in a trend toward federal listing or loss of viability. The protection will vary
depending on the species, potential for disturbance, topography, location of
important habitat components, and other pertinent factors. Special attention will be
given during breeding, young rearing, and other times that are critical to survival of
both flora and fauna.

Canada Lynx
[ALL ]- applies to all management projects in lynx habitat in lynx analysis units (LAUs) in occupied
habitat and in linkage areas, subject to valid existing rights. They do not apply to
wildfire suppression, or to wildland fire use.
[VEG ]- applies to vegetation management projects in lynx habitat within lynx analysis units (LAUs) in
occupied habitat. With the exception of Objective VEG O3 that specifically concerns
wildland fire use, these objectives do not apply to wildfire suppression, wildland fire
use, or removal of vegetation for permanent developments such as mineral operations,
ski runs, roads, and the like. None of these objectives apply to linkage areas.
[GRAZ ]- applies to grazing projects in lynx habitat in lynx analysis units (LAUs) in occupied habitat.
They do not apply to linkage areas.
[HU ]- applies to human use projects, such as special uses (other than grazing), recreation management,
roads, highways, and mineral and energy development, in lynx habitat in lynx analysis
units (LAUs) in occupied habitat, subject to valid existing rights. They do not apply to
vegetation management projects or grazing projects directly. They do not apply to
linkage areas.
[LINK ]- applies to all projects within linkage areas in occupied habitat, subject to valid existing rights.

Standards
S1 [ALL]. New or expanded permanent developments and vegetation management
projects must maintain habitat connectivity in an LAU and / or linkage area.

Forest-wide Standards and Guidelines
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S1 [LAU]. Changes in LAU boundaries shall be based on site-specific habitat
information and after review by the Forest Service Regional Office.

S1 [VEG]. Unless a broad scale assessment has been completed that substantiates
different historic levels of stand initiation structural stages limit disturbance in each
LAU as follows: If more than 30 percent of the lynx habitat in an LAU is currently
in a stand initiation structural stage that does not yet provide winter snowshoe hare
habitat, no additional habitat may be regenerated by vegetation management
projects.
Where and to what this applies: Standard S1 [VEG] applies to all
vegetation management projects that regenerate forested stands, except for fuel
treatment projects within the wildland urban interface (WUI) as defined by HFRA,
subject to the following limitation: Fuel treatment projects within the WUI that do
not meet Standards S1 [VEG], S2 [VEG], S5 [VEG], or S6 [VEG]shall occur on no
more than 3 percent (cumulatively) of lynx habitat on each administrative unit
(National Forest or administratively combined National Forests). In addition, fuel
treatment projects may not result in more than three adjacent LAUs exceeding the
standard.

S2 [VEG]. Timber management projects shall not regenerate more than 15 percent of
lynx habitat on NFS lands within an LAU in a ten-year period. This 15 percent
includes the entire stand within an even-age regeneration area, and only the patch
opening areas within group selections. Salvage harvest within stands killed by
insect epidemics, wildfire, etc. does not add to the 15 percent unless the harvest
treatment would cause the lynx habitat to change to an unsuitable condition.
Where and to what this applies: Standard S2 [VEG] applies to all timber
management projects that regenerate forested stands, except for fuel treatment
projects within the wildland urban interface (WUI) as defined by HFRA, subject to
the following limitation: Fuel treatment projects within the WUI that do not meet
Standards S1 [VEG], S2 [VEG], S5 [VEG], or S6 [VEG]shall occur on no more
than 3 percent (cumulatively) of lynx habitat on each administrative unit (National
Forest or administratively combined National Forests). For fuel treatment projects
within the WUI see guideline G10 [VEG].

S5 [VEG]. Precommercial thinning practices and similar activities intended to reduce
seeling / sapling density are subject to the following limitations from the stand
initiation structural stage until the stands no longer provide winter snowshoe hare
habitat.
Precommercial thinning may occur only:
1. Within 200 feet of administrative sites, dwellings, or outbuildings; or
2. For research studies or genetic tree tests evaluating genetically improved
reforestation stock; or
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3. For conifer removal in aspen, or daylight thinning around individual aspen
trees where aspen is in decline; or
4. Based on new information that is peer reviewed and accepted by the regional /
state levels of the Forest Service and Fish and Wildlife Service, where a
written determination states:
a. That a project is not likely to adversely affect lynx; or
b. That a project is likely to have short term adverse effects on lynx or its
habitat, but would result in long-term benefits to lynx and its habitat.
5. In addition to the above exceptions (and above and beyond the three percent
limitation for fuels projects within the WUI), precommercial thinning may
occur provided that:
a. The additional precommercial thinning does not exceed one percent of the
lynx habitat in any LAU for the life of this amendment, and the amount and
distribution of winter snowshoe hare habitat within the LAU must be
provided through appropriate site-specific analysis and consultation; and
b. Precommercial thinning in LAUs with more than 30 percent of the lynx
habitat currently in the stand initiation structural stage is limited to areas that
do not yet provide winter snowshoe hare habitat; and
c. Projects are designed to maintain lynx habitat connectivity and provide
snowshoe hare habitat over the long term; and
d. Monitoring is used to determine snowshoe hare response.
Exceptions 2 and 3 may not occur in any LAU in which S1 [VEG] is exceeded
(i.e., more than 30 percent of LAU in stand initiation structural stage).
Note: This standard is intended to provide snowshoe hare habitat while permitting
some thinning, to explore methods to sustain snowshoe hare habitat over time,
reduce hazardous fuels, improve forest health, and increase timber production.
Project design should focus on creating irregular shapes for thinning units, creating
mosaics of thinned and unthinned areas, and using variable density thinning, etc.
Where and to what this applies: Standard S5 [VEG] applies to all precommercial
thinning projects, except for fuel treatment projects that use precommercial
thinning as a tool within the wildland urban interface (WUI) as defined by HFRA,
subject to the following limitation: Fuel treatment projects within the WUI that do
meet Standards S1[VEG], S2[VEG], S5[VEG], or S6[VEG] may occur on no more
than three percent (cumulatively) of lynx habitat on each administrative unit (a
National Forest or administratively combined National Forests) for the life of this
amendment.

S6 [VEG]. Vegetation management projects that reduce winter snowshoe hare habitat in
multi-story mature or late successional conifer forests may only occur only
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1. Within 200 feet of administrative sites, dwellings, outbuildings, recreation
sites, and special use permit improvements, including infrastructure within
permitted ski area boundaries; or
2. For research studies or genetic tree tests evaluating genetically improved
reforestation stock; or
3. For incidental removal during salvage harvest (e.g., removal due to location
of skid trails); or
4. Where uneven-aged management (single tree and small group selection)
practices are employed to maintain and encourage multi-story attributes as
part of gap dynamics. Project design must be consistent with VEG O1, O2,
and O4, except where impacts to areas of dense horizontal cover are
incidental to activities under this exception (e.g. construction of skid trails).
Exceptions 2 and 4 may not occur in any LAU where S1 VEG is exceeded.
Where and to what this applies: Standard S6 [VEG] applies to all vegetation
management practices within multi-story mature or late successional conifer
forests, except for fuel treatment projects within the wildland urban interface
(WUI) as defined by HFRA, subject to the following limitation: Fuel treatment
projects within the WUI that do meet Standards S1[VEG], S2[VEG], S5[VEG], or
S6[VEG] may occur on no more than three percent (cumulatively) of lynx habitat
on each administrative unit (a National Forest or administratively combined
National Forests) for the life of this amendment.

S1 [LINK]. When highway or forest highway construction or reconstruction is proposed
in linkage areas, identify potential highway crossings.

Guidelines
G1 [ALL]. Methods to avoid or reduce effects on lynx should be used when constructing
or reconstructing highways or forest highways across federal land. Methods could
include fencing, underpasses or overpasses.

G1 [VEG]. Vegetation management projects should be planned to recruit a high density
of conifers, hardwoods, and shrubs where such habitat is scarce or not available.
Priority for treatment should be given tot stem-exclusion, closed-canopy structural
stage stands to enhance habitat conditions for lynx or their prey (e.g. mesic,
monotypic lodgepole stands). Winter snowshoe hare habitat should be near
denning habitat.

G4 [VEG]. Prescribed fire activities should not create permanent travel routes that
facilitate snow compaction. Constructing permanent firebreaks or ridges or saddles
should be avoided.
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G5 [VEG]. Habitat for alternate prey species, primarily red squirrel, should be provided
in each LAU.

G10 [VEG]. Fuel treatment projects within the WUI as defined by HFRA should be
designed considering Standards S1[VEG], S2 [VEG], S5 [VEG], and S6 [VEG] to
promote lynx conservation debris, piles, or residual trees to provide denning habitat
in the future.

G1 [GRAZ]. In fire and harvest created openings, livestock grazing should be managed
so impacts do not prevent shrubs and trees from regenerating.

G2 [GRAZ]. In aspen stands, livestock grazing should be managed to contribute to longterm health and sustainability of aspen.

G3 [GRAZ]. In riparian areas and willow carrs, livestock grazing should be managed to
contribute to maintaining or achieving a preponderance of mid or late seral stages,
similar to conditions that would have occurred under historic disturbance regimes.

G4 [GRAZ]. In shrub-steppe habitats, livestock grazing should be managed in the
elevation ranges of forested lynx habitat in LAUs, to contribute to maintaining or
achieving a preponderance of mid or late seral stages, similar to conditions that
would have occurred under historic regimes.

G1 [HU]. When developing or ski areas, provisions should be made for adequately sized
inter-trail islands that include coarse woody debris, so winter snowshoe hare
habitat is maintained.

G2 [HU]. When developing or expanding ski areas, lynx foraging habitat should be
provided consistent with ski area’s operational needs, especially where lynx habitat
occurs as narrow bands of coniferous forest across mountain slopes.

G3 [HU]. Recreation development and recreational operational uses should be planned
to provide for lynx movement and to maintain the effectiveness of lynx habitat.

G4 [HU]. Remote monitoring of mineral and energy development sites and facilitates
should be encouraged to reduce snow compaction.
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G5 [HU]. A reclamation plan should be developed (e.g., road reclamation and vegetation
rehabilitation) for closed mineral and energy development sites and facilities that
promote the restoration of lynx habitat.

G6 [HU]. Methods to avoid or reduce effects to lynx habitat connectivity should be used
when upgrading unpaved roads to maintenance level 4 or 5, where the result would
be increased traffic speeds and volumes, or contribute to development or increases
in human activity.

G7 [HU]. New permanent roads should not be built on ridge-tops and saddles, or in
areas identified as important for lynx habitat connectivity. New permanent roads
and trails should be situated away from forested stringers.

G8 [HU]. Cutting brush along low-speed, low-traffic volume roads should be done to the
minimum level necessary to provide for public safety.

G9 [HU]. If project level analysis determines that new roads adversely affect lynx, then
public motorized use should be restricted. Upon project completion, these roads
should be reclaimed or decommissioned, if not needed for other management
objectives.

G10 [HU]. Designated over-the-snow routes or designated play areas should not expand
outside baseline areas of consistent snow compaction, unless designation serves to
consolidate use and improve lynx habitat. This may be calculated on an LAU
basis, or on a combination of immediately adjacent LAUs. This does not apply
inside permitted ski area boundaries, or winter logging, to rerouting trails for public
safety, to access private inholdings, or to access regulated by Guideline G12 [HU].

G11 [HU]. When developing or expanding ski areas and trails, consider locating access
roads and lift termini to maintain and provide lynx security habitat.

G12 [HU]. Winter access for non-recreation special uses and mineral exploration and
development should be limited to designated routes or designated over-the-snow
routes.

G1 [LINK]. National Forest System lands should be retained in public ownership.

G2 [LINK]. Livestock grazing in shrub-steppe habitats should be managed to contribute
to maintaining or achieving a preponderance of mid or late seral stages, similar to
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conditions that would have occurred under historic disturbance regimes.

Bald Eagle
Standards

1. If a winter roost or nest site is discovered, write a management plan to ensure that the
necessary habitat components are maintained.
2. Human activities should be prohibited within 250 yards of bald eagle winter roosting
areas between November 15 and March 1. Human activities should be prohibited
within 400 yards of an active nest between February 1 and August 15.

Southwestern Willow Flycatcher
Standard

1. Rely on the riparian vegetation residue guidelines (Table 2-3) and implement Range
Guideline #3 as a standard within potential flycatcher habitat to improve the habitat
for this species. The rationale for this approach lies in restricting the use of
herbaceous forage to obtain a concurrent decrease in the amount of grazing on
woody vegetation, resulting in increased amounts and density of woody vegetation
in those riparian areas that can support woody vegetation.

Mexican Spotted Owl
Standards

1. Do not allow any even-aged timber management within canyons considered as having
identified potential habitat and within one-half (½) mile of the canyon’s rim.
2. Allow uneven-aged timber management only if the resulting timber stand contains the
necessary habitat components.
3. Develop a vegetation/fire management strategy within the potential habitat that will
reduce the risk of catastrophic loss of habitat.
4. If any nests are discovered, limit the amount of human disturbance around the nest
through such measures as special area closures, seasonal restrictions, or re-routing
of trails.

Uncompaghre Fritillary Butterfly
Standards

1. Before any ground disturbing activity (such as trail building), or livestock driveways
or bedding grounds are allowed in potential Uncompagre fritillary butterfly habitat,
a survey shall be conducted to determine the existence of the species. Potential
habitat and survey protocols are found in the Recovery Plan. Avoid actions that
would negatively impact the species know habitat or populations.
2. If any new Uncompagre fritillary butterfly populations are discovered, a “nocollecting” regulation shall be placed on the area.

SPECIES OF VIABILITY CONCERN, AQUATIC
Colorado River Cutthroat Trout

Forest-wide Standards and Guidelines
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Standards

1. For management activities that have the potential to impact occupied cutthroat trout
habitat, tributaries of occupied cutthroat trout habitat, or identified reintroduction
areas, maintain or enhance existing cutthroat trout habitat. At minimum and where
necessary:


Reduce sediment from existing roads and trails.



Maintain pool depths.



Maintain riparian vegetation.

 Retain large woody debris in streams.
2. When implementing management activities in 6th field Hydrologic Unit Codes (subwatersheds) containing cutthroat trout identified as recovery populations in the
Colorado River Cutthroat Recovery Plan, maintain or reduce existing net density of
roads (open or closed) to restore or prevent alteration of the hydrologic function of
the sub-watershed. Temporary roads must be decommissioned upon project
completion.
Guidelines

1. Restrict construction of new roads within 350 feet of occupied cutthroat streams or
within 150 feet from the edge of the current or historic floodplain, whichever is
greater, to maintain hydrologic function and limit road-related stream sediment.
2. Reroute roads adjacent to cutthroat trout streams and their tributaries, when possible, to
reduce direct impacts to cutthroat habitat, or to improve hydrologic function.
3. In sub-watersheds with occupied cutthroat trout habitat, methods for decommissioning
roads should emphasize restoring hydrologic function.
4. Where impacts on cutthroat habitat associated with livestock grazing are identified,
such as hedged shrubs and collapsed banks, consider actions to reduce or remove
impacts such as, but not limited to:


Altering the timing of grazing.



Altering the timing of livestock crossings of occupied cutthroat stream
until after fish have emerged from gravel.

 Excluding sensitive or problem areas.
5. To minimize sedimentation, channel instability, and direct disturbance of spawning
areas, alter routes of sheep bands or other trailed livestock. Limit sheep crossings
and cattle driveways to designated locations or roads to avoid crossing occupied
cutthroat streams and tributaries.

Boreal Toad and Leopard Frog
Standards

1. Allow no loss or reduction in habitat quality of occupied or known historic boreal toad
or leopard frog habitat.
2. Maintain adequate vegetation cover around occupied boreal toad or leopard frog
breeding ponds when implementing management activities to minimize avian
predation on newly metamorphosed frogs and toads.
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3. Use only chemical herbicides shown to have no effect on boreal toads or leopard frogs,
or use other vegetation management techniques, within 300 feet of occupied or
known historic boreal toad sites.
4. Do not use fish toxins with the potential to harm boreal toads or leopard frogs in
occupied boreal toad and leopard frog habitats.
Guidelines

1. To prevent direct mortality to boreal toads, restrict the following activities to periods
when toads are inactive (generally late fall to early spring):


Management-ignited fire treatments within 3 miles of occupied boreal
toad breeding sites.



Vegetation management using heavy, ground-based equipment within
1.5 miles of occupied boreal toad breeding sites.
2. Restrict construction of new roads and trails within 300 feet of occupied or known
historic boreal toad and leopard frog breeding sites to prevent direct mortality and
disturbance of adjacent vegetation during construction and trail use.
3. Where impacts to occupied or known historical boreal toad or leopard frog breeding
sites associated with livestock grazing are identified, consider actions to reduce or
remove impacts such as, but not limited to:


Fencing,



Modification of season of use, or

 Provision of alternate water sources at a sufficient distance.
4. Where roads or trails are located within 300 feet of occupied or historical boreal toad
or leopard frog breeding sites, consider reclaiming, redirecting, or redesigning trails and
user traffic to minimize direct mortality and disturbance of adjacent vegetation.
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SPECIES OF VIABILITY CONCERN, PLANT
Standards

1. Survey for the following plant species of viability concern in the identified areas prior
to any activities that might impact them:






Harrington penstemon in sagebrush areas in the Eagle and Frying Pan
River drainages;
De Beque phacelia in the Wasatch Geologic Formation;
Sun-loving meadowrue in the Parachute Creek Geologic Formation;
Leadville milk-vetch; Sea pink; Rockcress draba; Tundra buttercup, and
Colorado tansy aster in suitable alpine areas;
Altai cottongrass, Kotzebue grass-of-Parnasus, and Porter feathergrass in
suitable riparian and wetland areas.

Avoid disturbances that would significantly affect species viability or trend the species
towards federal listing.

SPECIES OF VIABILITY CONCERN, TERRESTRIAL
Fringed Myotis and Townsend's Big-Eared Bat
Standards

1. Conduct surveys of known caves and mines before implementation of projects that
have the potential to impact fringed myotis and Townsend's big-eared bat habitat.


For projects that include the application of insecticide, the survey area
includes the project area and a two-mile radius around the project area.



For projects that do not include the application of insecticide, the survey
area includes the project area and a one quarter-mile radius around the
project area.
2. Prohibit aerial application of insecticides within two miles of occupied or suspected
Townsend’s big-eared bat and fringed mytosis roosts to retain forage sufficient for
bat survival and reproductive success, and to minimize exposure of the insecticide
to individual bats. Use other methods of insecticide application to treat small areas
such as campgrounds and administrative sites.
Guidelines

1. Where necessary to retain forage sufficient for bat survival and reproductive success,
restrict application of insecticides within 10 miles of occupied or suspected
Townsend’s big-eared bat and fringed myotis maternity roosts and hibernacula.
2. Restrict activities that may disturb roosting bats within one quarter mile of occupied or
suspected Townsend’s big-eared bat and fringed myotis maternity roosts and
hibernacula to maintain survival and reproductive success. Apply restrictions as
appropriate according to the following dates:



Maternity roosts—April 15 to September 15
Hibernacula—October 15 to May 15
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Barrow's Goldeneye
Standards

1. Conduct surveys to identify occupied and potential Barrow's goldeneye habitat prior to
project implementation that may have the potential to impact Barrow's goldeneye
or their habitat.
2. Retain sufficient numbers of snags ≥18 inches DBH within one-third mile of occupied
and suspected Barrow’s goldeneye brood-rearing habitat in order to provide
adequate nest cavity snags.
3. Manage or restrict animal introductions that have the potential to impact forage insects
in lakes and reservoirs within occupied or suspected Barrow’s goldeneye brood
rearing, molting, or staging habitat to maintain existing forage insects.
4. Restrict pesticide applications to those that do not have the potential to impact aquatic
invertebrates in occupied and suspected Barrow’s goldeneye brood rearing and
molting areas.

Guidelines

1. When implementing vegetation management activities in occupied or potential
Barrow’s goldeneye breeding habitat, provide through time sufficient densities of
snags ≥18 inches DBH within one-third mile of occupied or potential brood-rearing
areas. Where density and number of snags is determined to be insufficient in order
to provide nest cavities, consider installing nest boxes.
2. Restrict management activities that have the potential to impact Barrow’s goldeneye
habitat or disturb individuals in occupied or suspected nesting, brood-rearing, and
molting areas to maintain survival and reproductive success. Activities that may be
restricted include, but are not limited to:




Prescribed fire
Timber harvest
Livestock management

Apply restrictions to minimize disturbance, as appropriate, according to the following
dates:



Nesting—April 1 to July 15.
Brood -rearing—June 1 to August 30.

Sage Grouse and Brewer's Sparrow
Standards

1. For management activities in sage grouse and Brewer’s sparrow habitat, retain or
enhance existing habitat by:




Managing for native vegetation,
Retaining a minimum of five percent of sagebrush over 48 inches in
height where site characteristics allow, and
Maintaining a minimum of 20 percent canopy cover of sagebrush.

2. Restrict the use of insecticides in sage grouse and Brewer's sparrow sagebrush habitat
to maintain adequate forage insects.
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3. Maintain and manage such that a minimum of 15 percent continuous canopy cover of
herbaceous plants averaging at least 7 inches in height is retained in sage grouse
nesting habitat during the sage grouse nesting and early brood-rearing season
(generally from April 1 to July 31). If the herbaceous vegetation in an area cannot
provide an average of at least 7 inches in height, maintain 15 percent continuous
herbaceous plant canopy cover of the highest average height possible.
4. Restrict activities that have the potential to impact sage grouse and Brewer’s sparrow
breeding activities from April 1 to July 31 in areas where breeding is known or
suspected in order to minimize any negative impacts to reproductive success or
survival.
Guidelines

1. Within a project area or 1,000 acres, whichever is greater, restrict burning of sagebrush
patches larger than five acres to less than 15% of sage grouse and Brewer’s
sparrow habitat over a ten-year period to maintain an adequate seed source for
sagebrush regeneration.
2. If restoration of habitat in occupied sage grouse habitat is deemed necessary, design
treatments to meet the goals as recommended in area specific sage grouse
management plans (e.g., Greater-sage grouse conservation plan, Middle Park,
Colorado, January 2001). If there is not a specific sage grouse management plan for
the area, desing treatements to meet the goals as described in the current literature
on sage grouse habitat (e.g., Connelly et al 2000).
3. When implementing vegetation management activities in sage grouse and Brewer's
sparrow sagebrush habitat:





Design and implement the activities so that a mosaic distribution of open
and closed canopy areas will result.
Incorporate actions to remove invading conifers in order to maintain and
expand the sagebrush cover type.
Incorporate actions to reduce or eliminate non-native plant species and
promote the re-establishment of native plant species.
Limit the use of herbicides in sagebrush areas to direct application when
eliminating or reducing non-native plants in sagebrush areas in order to
minimize impacts to sagebrush.

4. Limit the installation of new fences, power lines, and other structures in sage grouse
and Brewer’s sparrow sagebrush habitat to reduce possible raptor perches and
maintain sagebrush.
5. Manage livestock activity in known or suspected sage grouse nesting areas from April
15 to June 15 to reduce the likelihood of livestock trampling of sage grouse nests.
Actions to consider include, but are not limited to:




Limiting or prohibiting livestock driving.
Using pastures or areas during the nesting season that are not sage grouse
nesting areas.
Providing mineral supplements and water sources away from sage grouse
nesting areas.
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6. Manage livestock activity in known or suspected Brewer’s sparrow nesting areas to
reduce the likelihood of cowbird presence in Brewer’s sparrow nesting areas.
Actions to consider include, but are not limited to:



Rotating livestock use by alternating years or seasons.
Minimizung the intensity or number of livestock concentration areas.

7. Manage developments and activities within or adjacent to springs, seeps, and riparian
areas that may reduce water availability or soil moisture in order to maintain or
improve sage grouse brood foraging habitat. Actions to consider include but are not
limited to:




Livestock enclosures
Natural barriers to ungulates
Limiting or prohibiting water diversions

Pygmy Nuthatch
Standards

1. In current and potential ponderosa pine cover types, and in other cover types where
pygmy nuthatches are actively nesting or winter roosting, develop prescriptions
during project planning to identify the amount, size(s), and distribution of snags
and cavity trees to be left on-site, as well as live, green replacement trees for future
snags and cavity trees under the following requirements:







Guidelines

Conduct avian and cavity surveys before projects are implemented that
have the potential to impact pygmy nuthatch nest or winter roost snags
and cavity trees.
Protect any known or suspected pygmy nuthatch nest and winter roost
cavity trees and snags.
On forested sites, retain ponderosa pine snags (where materials are
available) in accordance with the average minimums specified in the
Table 2-1.
Where sufficient ponderosa pine snags or cavity trees are not available,
select and manage for the snag or cavity tree species that pygmy
nuthatches are using in the area, or for Douglas fir, aspen, or lodgepole
pine snags or cavity trees.

1. Manage for a diversity of tree density, size, age, and height classes, and for a diversity
of herbaceous and shrub vegetation in current and potential ponderosa pine cover
type areas in order to provide a wide distribution of foraging substrates for pygmy
nuthatches and other birds. Emphasize retention and management of live ponderosa
pine for pygmy nuthatch nest and winter roost cavities, perches, and foraging sites.

Forest-wide Standards and Guidelines
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SPECIES REQUIRING MORE BASELINE INVENTORY AND EVALUATION TO
DETERMINE STATUS
Standards

1. Maintain adequate water flow and vegetation at black swift colonies in order to
maintain nesting activity and reproductive success.
2. Restrict action at black swift colony sites in order to maintain habitat characteristics,
survival and reproductive success at the sites. Actions that may be restricted
include, but are not limited to:





Rock climbing
Ice Climbing
Caving
Hiking

3. Conduct surveys of potential black swift habitat before implementation of projects that
have the potential to impact black swift habitat or nesting activities.
4. Conduct surveys for the following butterfly species needing more baseline inventory and
evaluation before implementation of projects that may result in not maintaining a
viable population in occupied habitat: theano alpine, dark blue, white-veined arctic,
indra swallowtail, and two-banded checkered skipper. Prohibit actions that may
result in the extirpation of the species in an area that is occupied. Actions that may
be restricted include but are not limited to:





Guideline

Recreation use and development outside of established routes.
Livestock grazing
Vegetation treatments
Butterfly collecting
Road and trail construction

1. Limit recreational and other activities during the breeding period within 500 feet of known
concentrations of spotted bat maternity roosts or hibernacula in order to minimize
impacts on reproduction and survival.
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Section Three

Disturbance Processes
FIRE
Standards

1. Decisions made concerning vegetation management activities including “no action”
will minimize exposure of firefighters and the public to fire hazards.
2. All ignitions will receive an appropriate management response (suppression or fire
use) according to the White River Fire Management Plan. The fire management
map illustrates how areas are allocated to each fire management category based on
Management Area direction.

Guidelines

1. Where feasible and appropriate, utilize prescribed fire to accomplish resource
management goals and objectives.
2. Minimize ground-disturbing activities associated with fire management actions.
3. Fire management activities should be designed to sustain ecosystems including the
interrelated ecological, economic and social components.
4. Ignitions in areas covered by specific fire use plans (prescriptions) should be managed
to accomplish resource management objectives.

INSECTS AND DISEASE
Guidelines

1. Plan management activities with consideration for potential insect or disease
outbreaks. Design management to meet or enhance management area objectives.
2. Manage vegetation in high-use recreation areas to provide for public safety and to
improve forest health as needed to maintain or improve the desired recreation
setting(s).
3. Use integrated pest management techniques, including silvicultural treatments, to meet
management area objectives. Treatment activities should be based on the desired
condition of the management area, the values of and risks to wildlife habitat, and
adjacent private lands as well as public lands. Priority should be given to areas in
which values to be protected exceed the cost of protection.
4. Project plans should consider existing infestations of insects or disease within a project
area. Activities should be designed to minimize the risk of spreading the infestation
while still providing habitat for those wildlife species dependent upon the presence
of insects and disease.
5. Control natural insect and disease outbreaks in wilderness only when justified by
predicted loss of resource values outside of wilderness.

Forest-wide Standards and Guidelines
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NOXIOUS WEEDS
Standards

1. For all proposed projects or activities, determine the risk of noxious weed introduction
or spread and implement appropriate prevention and mitigation measures.
2. Manage noxious weeds and other undesirable exotic species of plants according to the
Integrated Weed Management Principles.
3. Use only certified noxious weed-free hay, straw, seed, or mulch for feed or
revegetation projects on National Forest System lands.
4. Include provisions that are necessary to prevent the spread of and to control the
introduction of noxious weeds in contracts and permits for use of National Forest
System lands and resources.

Guidelines

1. Maintain the noxious weed program that addresses the following Integrated Weed
Management components:










Education and awareness
Prevention
Inventory
Planning
Integrated treatment
Monitoring and evaluation
Reporting
Management activities
Coordination and cooperation with federal, state, and local governments
and adjacent private landowners.

2. Priorities for controlling noxious weeds are:




Preventing the introduction of new invaders
Conducting early treatment of new infestations
Containing and controlling established infestations.

3. When setting priorities for the treatment of noxious weeds, give consideration to the
following:





Rate of spread of the species
Potential for environmental degradation
Invasions found within remote areas and special management areas such
as research natural areas and wilderness
Probability that the treatment(s) will be successful.

4. Implement the White River National Forest’s Noxious Weed Implementation Guide.
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Section Four

Social
GENERAL RECREATION
Standards

1. Prohibit camping within 100 feet of lakes and streams and system trails, unless
exceptions are justified by terrain or specific design that protects the riparian and
aquatic ecosystems.
2. A person is permitted to use his/her wheelchair in a non-motorized area so long as the
wheelchair meets the legal definition of wheelchair, “a device designed solely for
use by a mobility-impaired person for locomotion that is suitable for use in an
indoor pedestrian area.” (Title V, Section 507(c)(2) of the Americans with
Disabilities Act).
3. At special recreation features, maintain enough water in streams to sustain the waterdependent recreation values and protect stream flows. Use the following categories
to rank streams and stream reaches based on the recreation features and values
described:




High-priority features—waterfalls; scenic areas and overlooks; special
event areas (rafting, kayaking, visitor centers); scenic byways; native
threatened, endangered, and sensitive species; rivers designated under the
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act; rivers eligible for wild, scenic, or
recreational designation; wilderness water resources under threat of
degradation; and similar features where flowing water is critical to a
quality recreational experience.
Moderate-priority features—recreation areas including roads, trails,
campgrounds, and picnic grounds next to streams where flowing water
contributes to a quality recreational experience and to aesthetic values.

4. Make outfitter and guide permits available based on need, administrative capability,
and a suitable mix of guided and non-guided public capacity as determined by a
forest-wide capacity study. This mix may vary by type of activity and/or season of
use. Capacity validations will be made on an area-specific basis when the general
forest-wide capacity determination does not adequately address the management
situation.
Guidelines

1. Management activities should be consistent with guidance in the ROS User’s Guide for
the adopted summer and winter ROS classes on the ROS maps.
2. Satisfy demand for recreation services that are supplied by private-sector permittees at
authorized sites or areas before new sites or areas are permitted.
3. Set the maximum camping stay limit at 14 days within a consecutive 30-day period
unless otherwise reduced or extended in a special order.

Forest-wide Standards and Guidelines
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DEVELOPED RECREATION
Standard

1. All new or reconstructed recreation facilities will provide a range of universally
accessible opportunities within the limits of the site characteristics and ROS
classification.

Guidelines

1. Each ranger district should document deferred maintenance and rehabilitation needs
and associated costs, and update at intervals not exceeding two years.
2. Provide readily available off-site and on-site information on recreation opportunities
for developed sites.
3. When campground occupancy is less than 20 percent of practical capacity during the
use season, conduct analysis to decide future management of the campground.
4. Design recreation facilities to blend with the elements found in the natural landscape.
5. Developed recreation sites, both publicly and privately developed on National Forest
System lands, should be withdrawn from mineral entry.
6. Current recreation residences may continue to be allocated as recreation special-use
development areas unless environmental analyses show a higher need for these
lands.
7. Assure that facilities provided at trailheads are consistent with the recreation setting
and provide for parking, trailhead panels for trail information, and appropriate
sanitation facilities.
8. Design and manage developed recreation sites according to the Recreation Opportunity
Spectrum (ROS) class and the scenic integrity objective(s) as mapped.

DISPERSED RECREATION
Guidelines

1. Close, rehabilitate, or otherwise mitigate dispersed sites when:




Campsite condition reaches Cole Class 4 or 5, or
There are social use conflicts, or
Unacceptable environmental damage is occurring.

2. Manage recreation use to stay within an area’s capacity as determined by a forest-wide
capacity analysis. Complete a site-specific capacity analysis when the forest-wide
analysis does not meet management needs.
3. Proposed activities should meet a scenic integrity objective of high in the foreground
of the following trails: Continental Divide National Scenic Trail, American
Discovery Trail, and the Colorado Trail.
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AMERICAN INDIAN RIGHTS & INTERESTS
Standard

1. Protect important cultural areas for current and future tribal use by recognizing the
cultural landscape and geographic diversity left by Ute ancestors and
acknowledging intellectual property rights.
2. Protect sensitive and proprietary traditional tribal knowledge.

Guidelines

1. Consult with American Indian people when projects have the potential to affect
cultural rights and practices to help ensure the protection, preservation, and use of
areas that are culturally important to tribes.
2. When possible, avoid physically affecting the integrity of traditional cultural properties
including forest products collecting places.
3. Use the Forest Service National Resource Book on American Indian and Alaska Native
Relations when developing an agency/tribe consultation process.
4. Follow applicable Forest Service policy addressing tribal treaty rights and federal trust
responsibilities.
5. Identify the three Confederated Ute Indian traditions of gathering herbs, medicinal and
edible plants, and other materials for religious purposes and make provisions for
those who wish to gather such plants and materials.

HERITAGE RESOURCES
Standards

1. Conduct all land management activities in such a manner as to comply with all
applicable federal, state and local regulations. Many heritage resources values can
be protected effectively through application of the provisions of these regulations:





National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (PL 89-665, as amended)
Native American Grave Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) (PL
101-601)
American Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978 (PL 96-341)
Religious Freedom Restoration Act of 1993 (PL 103-141).

2. Leave human remains undisturbed unless there is an urgent reason for their
disinterment. In case of accidental disturbance of historic graves, or reinterment,
follow the appropriate tribal policies, state policies and forest policies. Forest
policies are contained in the Burial Policy for the White River National Forest, as
well as the Southern Ute Indian Tribe’s Burial Policy for the Protection of Burial
Sites, Human Remains and Funerary Objects.
Guidelines

1. Protect heritage resources from damage by project activities or vandalism through
project design, specified protection measures, monitoring and coordination.
2. Manage sites on the National Historic Register according to approved management
plans or annual operating plans.

Forest-wide Standards and Guidelines
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SCENERY MANAGEMENT
Guidelines

1. Management activities should be designed and implemented to achieve, at minimum,
the level of scenic integrity shown on the scenic integrity objective map. See the
scenery section in Chapter 3 of the FEIS for definitions of scenic integrity levels.
2. Rehabilitate all existing projects and areas that do not meet the scenic integrity
objectives. Set priorities for rehabilitation considering the following:






Relative importance of the area and the amount of deviation from the
scenic integrity objectives;
Foreground of high public use areas has highest priority;
Length of time it will take natural processes to reduce the visual impacts
so that they meet the scenic integrity objective(s);
Length of time it will take rehabilitation measures to meet the scenic
integrity objectives; and
Benefits to other resource management objectives to accomplish
rehabilitation.

3. Plan, design, and locate vegetation manipulation on a scale that retains the color and
texture of the landscape character, borrowing directional emphasis of form and line
from natural features.
4. Choose facility and structure design, scale, color of materials, location, and orientation
to meet the scenic integrity objective on the Scenic Integrity Objective Map.
5. Facilities, structures, and towers with exteriors consisting of galvanized metal or other
reflective surfaces will be treated or painted dark non-reflective colors that blend
with the forest background to meet an average neutral value of 4.5 or less as
measured on the Munsell neutral scale.
6. Rehabilitate areas classified as “unacceptable alteration” in the existing scenic integrity
inventory to the scenic integrity objective on the Scenic Integrity Objective Map.

WILDERNESS RESOURCES
Note: The following standards and guidelines apply only to units of the National Wilderness Preservation
System within the boundaries of the forest.
Standards

1. No hay, straw, or unprocessed feed allowed.
2. Maximum group size:






White River National Forest Wilderness Areas (except Maroon BellsSnowmass) – no more than 15 people per group with a maximum
combination of 25 people and pack or saddle animals in any one group.
Maroon Bells-Snowmass Wilderness – no more than 10 people per group
with a maximum combination of 25 people and pack or saddle animals in
any one group.
Parties that are larger than established limits may be allowed under
permit on a case-by-case basis when compatible with other wilderness
management objectives.
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The maximum group size may be lowered where biological and physical
resource capability cannot support that level of use.

3. Prohibit campfires above treeline to protect alpine ecosystems. Prohibit campfires and
fuel burning below treeline when the use of dead or downed wood for fuel is likely
to cause unacceptable vegetative condition, soil nutrient loss, and/or erosion.
4. Manage historic structures, including eligible or listed National Register of Historic
Places sites to be compatible with the desired condition for the management area.
5. Emphasize minimum impact suppression techniques in all wilderness wildland fire
responses.
6. Prepare wildland fire use plans to allow fire to function as nearly as possible in its
natural ecological role.
Guidelines

1. Recreational livestock should be prohibited within 100 feet of lakeshores and
streambanks, except during watering and through travel unless exceptions are
justified by terrain.
2. Management actions, which may include a permit system for day use and/or overnight
use, area closures, and/or other actions, should be implemented to manage use
levels and use patterns when conditions are outside the standards and guidelines
established for the management area prescription.
3. Where resource or social impacts have been identified, minimize human impacts by:






Designating and managing both non-outfitted and outfitted camps;
Encouraging the use of self-contained stoves and discouraging the use of
wood-fueled fires;
Using a permit system;
Limiting party size and pack animals; or
Utilizing methods to reduce harassment of people, livestock, and wildlife
by dogs.

4. Fish and wildlife management activities should emphasize the protection of natural
processes. Implement policies and guidelines adopted by the International
Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies and the Forest Service (see Appendix
DD).
5. Manage recreation use to stay within an area’s capacity as determined by a forest-wide
capacity analysis. Site-specific capacity analysis will be completed when the forestwide analysis does not meet management needs.

Forest-wide Standards and Guidelines
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Section Five

Administrative
TRAVEL SYSTEM INFRASTRUCTURE
Standards

1. Newly acquired facilities will not be retained unless sufficient maintenance funding is
available or cooperative maintenance can be secured and a substantial government
benefit can be demonstrated.
2. Close and rehabilitate temporary roads when no longer needed for project purposes.
3. Designated or new travelways are open to appropriate motorized or mechanized use
unless a documented decision shows that:










Motorized use conflicts with forest plan objectives;
Motorized use is incompatible with the recreation opportunity spectrum
classification;
Travelways are in areas closed to motorized or mechanized use;
Travelways are not designated routes;
Motorized use creates user conflicts that result in unsafe conditions
unrelated to weather conditions;
Physical characteristics of travelway(s) preclude any form of motorized
use;
Travelways do not serve an existing or identified future public need;
Financing is not available for maintenance necessary to protect
resources; or
A seasonal restriction has been issued.

4. On lands that are snow-free, prohibit motorized and mechanized travel outside of
designated travelways. Exemptions are only allowed by an order signed by the
Forest Supervisor or Regional Forester for:



Administrative, emergency, law enforcement, or land management
needs; or
Special use permits and contracts.

5. Permit motor vehicle travel up to 300 feet from designated travelways for direct access
to campsites, parking, firewood cutting, or gathering forest products provided that:


Minimal resource damage occurs;

 Such access is not otherwise prohibited.
6. Motor vehicles designed for over-snow use are permitted:


In areas compatible with forest plan management prescriptions,
Recreational Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) classifications, and the travel
management plan; or



On designated routes only through areas of restriction.
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Guidelines

1. Consider seasonal restrictions for travelways if:






Use causes unacceptable damage to soil and water resources due to
weather or seasonal conditions;
Use causes unacceptable wildlife conflict or habitat degradation;
Use results in unsafe conditions due to weather conditions;
The area accessed has a seasonal need for protection or non-use; or
It is necessary to resolve conflicts between users.

2. Emphasize providing a wide range of motorized, mechanized, and non-motorized
recreation opportunities and difficulty levels.
3. Emphasize maintenance and reconstruction of the existing road and trail system to
standard.
4. Consider road decommissioning:







In order to meet density requirements;
When there is no longer any need for the road;
When environmental degradation is occurring;
When the cost of continued maintenance exceeds available funding;
When alternative routes may be available; and
To protect natural or cultural resources.

5. Maintain the following strategy for trail construction:







Construct near human populations;
Construct loop trails where feasible;
Protect habitats and wilderness;
Feature attractions or interpretive opportunities;
Look for accessibility or universal design opportunities; and
Coordinate with trail systems developed by municipalities, counties,
states, other federal agencies, and partners.

6. Emphasize public safety in the development and use of the travel system.
7. Design roads to minimize visual and environmental impacts where possible.
8. Public access restrictions may be imposed for health, safety, or other considerations.
9. Maintenance level 3, 4, and 5 roads will continue to be managed for public access with
passenger cars.

AERIAL TRANSPORTATION CORRIDORS
Guidelines

1. The exterior surfaces of suspended aerial trams, gondolas, cabriolets, and supporting
towers should be painted or treated with dark non-reflective colors that blend with
the summer background. Windows should be darkened or treated to reduce
reflectivity.

Forest-wide Standards and Guidelines
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REAL ESTATE
Standards

1. In land adjustment activities, give priority to acquiring lands that contain habitat
identified by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service as necessary for the recovery of
federally listed threatened and endangered species.
2. In land adjustment activities (including land exchange, purchase, sale, donation),
consider the following:


Evaluate and balance the overall combination of all resource values and
factors including wildlife habitat, fisheries habitat, riparian areas,
wetlands, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, scenic value,
watershed protection, timber resources, rangelands, public access, better
federal land management, and other factors.



Evaluate the effect of land adjustments on sensitive species habitat.
Avoid land adjustments which could result in a trend toward federal
listing or a loss of population viability for any sensitive species. Sensitive
species habitat can be conveyed if conveyance would not result in a trend
toward federal listing or adversely affect the population viability of the
species, or if effects could be mitigated.



Acquisition of lands that contain resource values identified during
scoping as important in contributing toward National Forest System
resource management goals and objectives as stated in the forest plan.
Examples include wetlands, riparian areas, essential wildlife habitat,
threatened or endangered species habitat, sensitive species habitat,
significant cultural resources, timber lands, rangelands, or other areas.
3. Retain existing access rights where needed to meet forest plan goals and objectives.
4. Actively pursue access rights where needed to meet forest plan goals and objectives.
5. Obtain reasonable public and administrative access to all National Forest System
lands in the following ways:


Require reciprocal grants, where needed, when granting rights-of-way
easements across National Forest System lands.



Reserve in land disposal action, existing and designated inventoried rightsof-way that are needed for implementation of the management plan and to
protect them for future construction and occupancy.
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Guidelines

1. In land adjustment activities (including land exchange, purchase, sale, donation),
consider the following:


Reduction of Forest Service administrative costs and improvement of
management efficiency. Included are reducing miles of landline
boundaries and number of corners; special uses; title claims; rights-ofway grants and easements; numbers of allotments and intermingled
ownership livestock pastures; and other factors that decrease
administrative costs and improve management efficiency.



The conveyance or acquisition would reduce conflicts between Forest
Service and private landowner objectives, especially when conflicts are
adversely affecting National Forest System management.
2. When considering opportunities to acquire non-federal lands by purchase or exchange
where lands are valuable for National Forest System purposes, evaluate the
following:


Designated wilderness and other areas classified by Congress;



Lands with historical or important heritage resources, outstanding scenic
values, or critical ecosystems when these resources are threatened by
change of use, or when management may be enhanced by public
ownership;



Lands with water frontage, such as lakes, streams, flood plains, wetlands
and associated riparian ecosystems;



Key wildlife habitat, fishery management areas and habitat for
threatened, endangered, or sensitive species;



Lands with important value for outdoor recreation purposes and lands
needed for scenic condition protection;



Lands needed to bring existing National Forest System lands into
consolidated geographical units, or to reduce the miles of interior
boundaries and number of interior corners;



Lands or rights-of-way needed to meet resource management goals and
objectives



Lands that maintain or stabilize the economics of local government;



Lands that will add significantly to available national forest goods and
services;



Lands where the national forest program will provide the best insurance
against existing or potential uses that are incompatible with effective
watershed management; and



Lands that are suitable, and will be used for other national forest
programs in addition to watershed protection.
3. Avoid land acquisition where it is likely that the lands could go to patent under the
1872 Mining Law, unless the minerals will be donated to the United States.
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4. Evaluate the following when considering opportunities to convey lands:
















Important or unique resources (such as wetlands, flood plains, essential
big-game winter range, threatened, endangered, or sensitive species
habitat, and important historical or heritage resources) may be disposed
of, but mitigation and compensation values gained in acquired lands are
to be considered;
Lands in developed areas that have lost or are losing their national forest
character;
Lands within, and immediately adjacent to, expanding communities to
assist public and private projects that have the mutual concurrence of
federal, state, and local governments;
Land conveyance to states, counties, cities, or other federal agencies
when it serves a greater public interest;
Lands that will contribute to community growth, development, and
economic prosperity;
Lands suitable for development by the private sector, if development
(such as residential, agricultural, industrial, or recreational) does not
adversely affect management of adjoining National Forest System lands;
Lands isolated from other National Forest System lands;
Reserved or acquired road rights-of-way parcels that are substantially
surrounded by lands not owned by the United States, and are no longer
needed for rights-of-way purposes;
Parcels intermingled with mineral or homestead patents;
Lands encumbered by special-use permits and occupied by substantial
structural improvements that no longer serve a greater public need; and
Lands encumbered with occupancy trespass cases and encroachments
involving substantial structural improvements.

ROADLESS AREAS
Guidelines
For management areas 1.11, 1.12, 1.13, 1.2, 1.31, 1.32, 1.5 (all the 1.s), 2.2, no additional
guidance for inventoried roadless areas is necessary as these do not allow for
motorized summer travel and therefore roads construction will not be allowed in
these management areas. These are the most restrictive management areas for
development.
For management areas 2.1, 3.1, 3.31, 3.32, 3.4, 4.2, 4.23, 4.3, 4.32, 4.4, 5.5, 5.41, 5.42
the following guideline will be applied:


Inventoried Roadless Guideline. Management activities in inventoried
roadless areas should emphasize long-term maintenance of roadless
characteristics and: habitat improvement for threatened, endangered,
proposed, or sensitive species; or maintenance and restoration of
ecosystem composition and structure such as reducing the risk of
uncharacteristic wildfire effects or threat of insect or disease epidemics.

For the 5.12, 5.13, 5.4, and 5.43 management areas the following guideline will be
applied:
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Inventoried Roadless Guideline. Minimize road construction in
inventoried roadless areas, emphasizing temporary roads over permanent
roads. Roads will only be constructed when necessary to meet
management area objectives and only after other options have been
examined for feasibility.

For the 7.1, 8.21, 8.25, 8.32 management area prescriptions there would be no
inventoried roadless guideline in the Forest Plan. Direction for inventoried roadless
management would rely on existing laws and directives.

SPECIAL USES
Standard

1. Do not approve new uses and phase out current uses when existing permits expire
where the primary use is storage or disposal of hazardous materials, including
landfills.

Forest-wide Standards and Guidelines
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TRANSPORTATION AND UTILITY CORRIDORS
Standards

1. Do not plan transportation and utility corridors through research natural areas or wild
rivers unless required by the acts, or in designated wilderness unless authorized by
the President.
2. Consider valid outstanding rights that may conflict with the occupancy and use of
corridors.
3. Do not authorize conflicting uses or activities within transportation and utility
corridors.
4. Coordinate the location of major transportation and utility corridors between national
forests and other appropriate agencies.
5. Conserve corridors identified in the forest plan for future construction and occupancy.
6. For permit issuance or reissuance, require burial of electrical utility lines of 33
kilovolts or less and telephone lines, unless one or more of the following applies:


Scenic integrity objectives of the area can be met using an overhead line;



Burial is not feasible due to geologic hazard or unfavorable geologic
conditions;



Greater long-term site disturbance would result; or

 It is not technically feasible.
7. Proposals to utilize designated utility corridors will be authorized without alternative
route analysis, subject to site-specific environmental analysis.
Guidelines

1. Use National Forest Landscape Management, Volume 2, Chapter 2, Utilities for
principles and concepts.
2. Consolidate occupancy of transportation or utility corridors and sites wherever feasible
and compatible.
3. Management activities within linear corridors should be compatible to the extent
possible with the goals of the individual management areas adjacent to the corridor.
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Chapter 3

Management Area Direction
Introduction
The 1984 Land and Resource Management Plan (1984 Forest Plan) for the White River
National Forest included specific direction on how to manage different land areas. These
management areas also are used in the final revised Land and Resource Management
Plan (2002 Forest Plan) to define where different management activities may be carried
out and to show where different kinds of public uses occur. Each area is defined by a
primary emphasis and set of elements—that is, a management area prescription—that
guides the activities taking place within it. All of the National Forest System lands
administered by White River National Forest personnel are managed according to these
prescriptions.
Management areas are grouped into eight major categories. Within each category are
different management area prescriptions that share a related management emphasis. Each
prescription is identified by number and is further defined in terms of the following
elements:
Theme
A short summary of the management emphasis.
Management area description
The general environment in which the management area is located.
Desired condition
A description of the area and the opportunities available to achieve that condition
in the future.
Management area standards and guidelines
Management direction specific to each management area, beyond that provided
by the forest-wide standards and guidelines (see Chapter 2). If there is a conflict
between the two levels, the more restrictive direction applies.
Each of the seven forest management alternatives described in Chapter 2 of the Final
Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) consists of the same basic set of forest-wide and
management-area -specific standards and guidelines. The alternatives differ from one
another through their management area allocation. Each alternative uses a different
combination, size, and distribution of management areas prescriptions across the White
River National Forest. This process is analogous to county zoning, in which different
land areas are designated for different purposes and mapped as such.
To view the allocation of management areas in each alternative, see the management area
maps in the accompanying map packet. These maps show that, in a given alternative,
particular management areas can occur more than once and can appear in many different
locations on the forest.
In addition, management areas can overlap, such as when a research natural area is
located within designated wilderness. Each management area prescription contains
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standards and guidelines specific to that management area; however, when this overlap
occurs, the more restrictive standards and guidelines apply.
For each management area prescription, one or more recreation opportunity spectrum
(ROS) categories may apply. Likewise, scenic integrity objective (SIL) levels within each
management area prescription may vary, depending on the primary uses and desired
future conditions of particular allocations. Each management area description in this
chapter lists which ROS and SIL categories are found within the prescription allocations.
The accompanying map set shows the location of specific ROS and SIL scenic integrity
level categories across the White River National Forest. For a description of ROS and
SIL categories, see the Glossary, Appendix HH.
The overall theme of each alternative was used to guide the allocation process.
Depending on this theme, an alternative can include some management areas while
excluding others and can vary significantly from other alternatives in the size, location
and frequency of management areas it contains. See Table 14 in Chapter 2 of FEIS
Volume 1 for the total acreage, by alternative, of each management area on the forest.
The categories used in this chapter were developed for forest plan revisions in Regions 1,
2, and 4 of the Forest Service. Since the release of the 1984 Forest Plan, the identification
system used for management area prescriptions has changed. Some new management
areas have been developed, and some have been dropped. Table 2 in Chapter 1 of FEIS
Volume 1 illustrates these changes.
Each management area category is presented separately, with an introductory description
and an accompanying table that shows the kinds of activities that generally are allowed or
prohibited within each prescription. This table is helpful for understanding similarities
and differences among prescriptions within a category. The reader should note that the
overview found in these tables does not represent site-specific decisions and that each
management area may contain exceptions to the rule.
In all management areas in which motorized uses are prohibited, an exception applies for
users of motorized wheelchairs. Title V, Section 507 of the Americans with Disabilities
Act states:
A person is permitted to use his/her motorized wheelchair in a nonmotorized area, so long as that wheelchair meets the legal definition of
being designed solely for use by a mobility-impaired person and suitable
for use in an indoor pedestrian area.
If a specific resource is not addressed in a management area prescription, this indicates
that the forest-wide standards and guidelines in Chapter 2 provide adequate direction. In
addition, federal and state laws and regulations and the Forest Service Directives System
always apply, although they are not specifically identified in management area direction.

Management Area Direction
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Category 1
Introduction

Category 1 includes all management area options for designated wilderness and other
minimal-use management areas. Ecological processes such as fire, insects, and disease
essentially are allowed to operate relatively free from the influence of humans.
Diversity resulting from natural succession and disturbance predominates and nonnative vegetation is rare. Users must be self-reliant and should expect low levels of
contact with other people. Few if any human-made facilities are present. Few if any
structural improvements exist. Travel is non-mechanized with rare exceptions. Typical
types of areas are designated wilderness, roadless areas, and backcountry lands. A
minor amount of motorized use may be needed to restore desired conditions in core
restoration areas.

Role of
Historic Range
of Variability in
Desired Future
Conditions

Natural processes are the primary factor affecting landscape pattern in these
management areas. Due to past management activities, such as fire suppression and
other human uses, some localized areas have ecological conditions that are outside of
their historic range. It may be decades or centuries until such conditions are restored as
a result of natural processes. Some ecological conditions, however, can be maintained
or restored to historic levels using management activities allowed in wilderness and
backcountry areas. These tools and conditions include: prescribed and wildland fire (to
restore ecological values), wildlife and fisheries enhancement projects (to restore or reestablish historic populations of native species), and noxious weed control (to establish
natural conditions). These tools will be used, when appropriate according to
Management Area direction, to meet ecological objectives within HRV conditions.
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Management activities that generally are allowed in Category 1 are shown in Table 3-1
by prescription.
Table 3-1
Generally allowed activities and allocations in Category 1

Management area
prescription
1.11 Pristine wilderness
1.12 Primitive wilderness
Semi-primitive
1.13
wilderness
Recommended for
1.2
wilderness
Backcountry
1.31 recreation – nonmotorized
Backcountry
1.32 recreation with limited
winter motorized
1.41 Core areas
Wild rivers –
1.5 designated and
eligible

Timber
harvest
no
no
no

Activities allowed
Motorized Mechanized Oil & gas Locatable Developed
recreation recreation
leasing
minerals recreation
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

no

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

Summer
no; winter
yes
no
no

yes

yes

no

yes

no
yes

yes
no

no
decision
by area

no
no

no
no

Notes:
1. None of the timber harvest that occurs in Category 1 contributes to the allowable sale quantity.
2. Grazing is allowed in all prescriptions in Category 1.
3. Developed recreation sites include trailheads.

Management Area Direction
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1.11

Pristine Wilderness

Theme

Pristine wilderness areas are managed to protect and perpetuate their essentially pristine
conditions. Natural processes and conditions are not measurably affected by human use.
Opportunities for solitude and self-reliance are excellent.

Management
area
description

Ecological processes are minimally affected by the action of users. The structure,
composition, function, and spatial distribution of vegetative types is the result of natural
successional processes. Plant species are indigenous to the immediate area, with exotic
plants being extremely rare. Management actions are focused on sustaining and
enhancing the natural ecosystem. Recreation opportunities offer primitive and unconfined
experiences that feature solitude and cross-country travel. Trails may exist but are not
maintained or designated as National Forest Development Trails (FDT).

Desired
condition

These areas provide the most outstanding opportunity for solitude and isolation.
Structures and facilities are present only as necessary for resource protection when less
obtrusive measures have been unsuccessful. User-created trails or game trails may exist
but are not maintained or designated on maps or trail guides. Indirect methods of
accomplishing management objectives predominate. Exceptions are allowed to insure
impacts are contained and do not persist. For information on HRV see the Introduction to
Category 1 on page 3-4.
The recreation opportunity spectrum (ROS) for this management area is pristine yearround. Scenery is managed to provide a scenic integrity objective of very high.

Standards
and
guidelines

INFRASTRUCTURE
Standards

1. Do not allow facilities or signs.
2. Do not construct or reconstruct trails. Where resource damage exists
from concentrated use of cross-country travelways take measures
to correct problems.

RECREATION
Guidelines

1. A low incidence of contact with other groups or individuals should be
provided within the following guidelines:
a. No more than two other parties encountered during crosscountry travel per day on 80 percent of the days during each
use season.
b. No other party within sight or sound of campsites should be
encountered on 80 percent of the days in the summer and fall
use seasons.
2. Density of campsites will be low, not to exceed one site per acre. Most
sites will be Cole Condition Class 1 and 2. Very few Class 3 sites
will exist. Close and restore all other campsites.

SPECIAL USES
Standard

1. Do not authorize outfitter-guide assigned campsites for longer than 14
days.
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1.12

Primitive Wilderness

Theme

Areas designated as primitive wilderness are managed to protect natural conditions and to
offer a moderately high degree of solitude.

Management
area
description

An essentially unmodified natural environment characterizes the area. In a few areas
where moderate levels of use are concentrated, natural conditions may be affected by the
actions of users. Highly constructed and maintained trail corridors will support access to
popular destinations and travel routes. Moderate to high occasions of solitude while
traveling and camping outside the trail corridors will be likely. Plant species are
predominately native and indigenous to the immediate area.

Desired
condition

Some designated campsites may be available. The opportunity exists for a moderate-tohigh level of risk and challenge. There is a low incidence of contact while traveling crosscountry. Somewhat more frequent encounters should be expected when on trails.
Concentration of campsites is moderately high at trail junctions and popular destination
points. The number of sites accommodates moderate use with no new sites forming over
time. Outfitter and range permittee camps may be allowed. Pre-existing rights (such as
mineral and water) may exist and be in operation. Maintained trails exist. Trail and bridge
construction incorporate natural designs and native materials that complement the
surrounding landscape whenever possible. The minimum number of signs needed to
provide for resource protection and direction at major trail intersections is used. For
information on HRV see the Introduction to Category 1 on page 3-4.
The recreation opportunity spectrum (ROS) for this management area is semi-primitive
non-motorized or primitive year-round. Scenery is managed to provide a range of scenic
integrity objectives from high to very high.

Management Area Direction
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Standards
and
guidelines

INFRASTRUCTURE
Guidelines

1. The following actions should be taken when needed:
a. Minimize trail impacts to scenic resources.
b. Eliminate duplicate trails.
2. Bridges may be necessary for user safety or to protect streamside areas
but should not be provided merely for user convenience.

RECREATION
Guidelines

1. An incidence of contact with other groups or individuals should be
provided within the following guidelines:
a. No more than 12 other parties encountered per day on a Forest
Development Trail on 80 percent of the days during each use
season.
b. No more than six other campsites within sight or sound of
campsites on 80 percent of the days during each use season.
2. A minimal number of signs should be provided for resource protection
and directions at trail junctions.
3. Manage campsites as follows:
a. Density of sites will be moderate, not to exceed three sites per
acre or six sites per linear mile of trail.
b. Many sites at destination locations will be Cole Condition Class
2 to 3, with some Class 4.
c. Manage Cole Condition Class 5 sites as either designated sites
or rehabilitate to a lower condition class.

SPECIAL USES
Guideline

1. Keep a minimum distance of three-fourths of a mile between outfitterguide camps.
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1.13

Semi-Primitive Wilderness

Theme

Semi-primitive wilderness areas are managed to protect natural conditions and provide
access to primitive or pristine areas. Encounters with other users may be frequent due to
concentrated use. Past human use of the area is evident.

Management
area
description

These areas are managed to emphasize sustaining and protecting natural conditions.
Management actions to mitigate visitor use impacts of the resource are noticeable.
Encounters with other users may be frequent due to concentrated use. Human use and
activities within the area are evident.

Desired
condition

Trail and bridge construction incorporate natural designs and native materials that
complement the surrounding landscape whenever possible. Pre-existing rights (such as
mining and water) may exist and be in operation.
Sustaining and protecting natural conditions is emphasized. Day-use opportunities are
common within this management area. Campsites are restricted to designated sites.
Contact with other people is likely. The area provides low-to-moderate opportunities for
solitude during the primary use season. Travel is primarily along a well-defined trail
system. Trail tread is very evident and trails normally are cleared of downed timber.
There is the opportunity for a moderate level of risk and challenge. For information on
HRV see the Introduction to Category 1 on page 3-4.
The recreation opportunity spectrum (ROS) for this management area is semi-primitive
non-motorized year-round. Scenery is managed to provide a range of scenic integrity
objectives from moderate to high.

Management Area Direction
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Standards
and
guidelines

DOMESTIC LIVESTOCK GRAZING
Standard

1. Minimize trailing of permitted livestock except where no feasible
alternative access to an allotment exists.

RECREATION
Guidelines

1. Restrict overnight camping to designated sites.
2. A moderate incidence of contact with other groups or individuals
should be provided within the following guideline:
a. No more than 20 other parties encountered on a Forest
Development Trail per day on 80 percent of the days in each
use season.
3. Manage campsites as follows:
a. Concentrate use in Cole Condition Class 3 and 4 sites.
b. Manage Cole Condition Class 5 sites as either designated sites
or rehabilitate to a lower condition class.
4. Except for through-travel use, prohibit or restrict recreational
livestock.

SPECIAL USES
Standard

1. Do not authorize outfitter-guide assigned campsites for longer than 14
days.
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1.2

Recommended for Wilderness

Theme

Areas that the Forest Service has recommended or will recommend to Congress for
inclusion in the National Wilderness Preservation System are managed to protect their
wilderness characteristics until Congressional action is taken. Non-conforming activities
may be limited or restricted.

Management
area
description

These are areas that the Forest Service has independently found suitable for inclusion in
the National Wilderness Preservation System. Areas are managed to protect wilderness
characteristics until Congressional action is taken. These areas are in the roadless area
inventory. They are capable and available for wilderness designation. Uses, levels of use,
and management actions will vary from area to area. However, no activities that
jeopardize the eligibility of these areas for Congressional designation as wilderness are
allowed.

Desired
condition

Generally, opportunities for primitive recreation are provided, with moderate-to-high
degrees of solitude available. The effects of past human use may be evident in some
areas. For information on HRV see the Introduction to Category 1 on page 3-4.
The recreation opportunity spectrum (ROS) for this management area is primitive or
semi-primitive non-motorized year-round. Scenery is managed to provide a range of
scenic integrity objectives from moderate to high.

Standards
and
guidelines

HERITAGE RESOURCES
Standard

1. Manage historic structures, including eligible or listed National
Register of Historic Places (NHRP) sites to be compatible with the
wilderness setting.

INFRASTRUCTURE
Standards

1. Management actions or proposed new uses that would be the basis for
not recommending the area for classification or would alter the
wilderness characteristics will not be allowed.
2. Motorized and mechanized travel is prohibited except when authorized
by special use permit or for administrative or emergency purposes.

INSECTS AND DISEASE
Guideline

1. Accomplish pest management under the same guidelines as would be
used for established wilderness.

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES
Standards

Management Area Direction

1. These areas are not available for oil and gas leasing.
2. These areas are withdrawn from locatable mineral entry.
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RECREATION
Guidelines

1. An incidence of contact with other groups or individuals should be
provided within the following guidelines:
a. No more than 12 other parties encountered on a Forest
Development Trail per day on 80 percent of the days during
each use season.
b. No more than six other campsites within sight or sound of
campsites on 80 percent of the days during each use season.
2. A minimal number of signs should be provided for resource protection
and directions at trail junctions.
3. Manage campsites as follows:
a. Density of sites will be moderate, not to exceed three sites per
acre or six sites per linear mile of trail.
b. Many sites at destination locations will be Cole Condition Class
2 to 3 with occasionally Class 4.
c. Manage Cole Condition Class 5 sites as either designated sites
or rehabilitate to a lower condition class.

SPECIAL USES
Guideline

1. Keep a minimum distance of three-fourths of a mile between outfitterguide camps.

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT
Standards

1. These areas are not part of the suitable timber base.
2. Timber harvest is prohibited.
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1.31 Backcountry Recreation –
Non-motorized
Theme

Backcountry, non-motorized recreation areas are managed to provide recreation
opportunities in a natural-appearing landscape.

Management
area
description

These areas, usually 2,500 acres or larger, are generally unroaded or may have some
evidence of past roads. They are natural or natural-appearing with little evidence of
recent human-caused disturbance. They are important for providing non-motorized
recreation near the primitive end of the recreation opportunity spectrum.

Desired
condition

A variety of year-round non-motorized recreation opportunities are provided in a natural
or natural-appearing setting. Improvements such as trailheads, trails, signs, bridges,
fences, huts, or shelters that enhance the recreational opportunities may be present. Trails
provide challenging hiking, horseback riding, cross-country skiing, snowshoeing, or
mountain biking opportunities. No road building occurs within the area. Noise from
motorized use is a rare exception away from the area boundary. For information on HRV
see the Introduction to Category 1 on page 3-4.
The recreation opportunity spectrum (ROS) for this management area is semi-primitive
non-motorized year-round. Scenery is managed to provide a range of scenic integrity
objectives from moderate to very high.

Standards
and
guidelines

INFRASTRUCTURE
Standard

Guidelines

1. Motorized travel is prohibited except when authorized by special use
permit for administration of permitted facilities, for Forest Service
administration, or for emergency purposes.
1. Existing unclassified roads should be converted to trails or closed and
decommissioned.
2. Structures should be made of native and natural appearing materials.

SPECIAL USES
Guideline

1. Competitive contest and group events are discouraged, but may be
permitted on a case-by-case basis.

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT
Standard

Management Area Direction

1. These areas are not part of the suitable timber land base.
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1.32 Backcountry Recreation –
Non-motorized with
Limited Winter Motorized
Theme

Areas are managed to provide backcountry recreation opportunities in a natural-appearing
landscape. Summer use is non-motorized. Over-the-snow vehicles are restricted to
designated routes and play areas or may be allowed by permit only during the snow
season. Sounds from people and over-the-snow vehicles are not uncommon.

Management
area
description

Summer – A variety of non-motorized recreation opportunities will be provided. Unique
non-motorized hunting and wildlife viewing opportunities may exist away from major
travelways where seclusion and cover areas exist. Other compatible activities may occur
in the area.
Encounters between individuals or parties are most common on travelways. Seasonal
closures for resource protection may occur. Fewer contacts and improved opportunities
for solitude occur away from trails. Sounds from people may be common near
travelways.
Winter – A variety of motorized and non-motorized over-the-snow recreation
opportunities may be provided. Opportunities may include groomed routes where
partners or other funds are available to assist in their management as well as snowcat
skiing areas with limited motorized access. Other compatible activities may occur in the
area.
Encounters between individuals or parties are common on travelways and in snow play
areas. Contacts with other people are expected and opportunities for solitude are limited.
Sounds from people and over-the-snow vehicles are common throughout the area.

Desired
condition

The landscape is primarily natural and relatively undisturbed by humans. Trails provide
challenging hiking, horseback riding, mountain biking, and other non-motorized
recreational opportunities. Some areas are open to over-the-snow vehicles in the winter.
No road building occurs within the area and new trail construction is rare. Dispersed
camping occurs throughout the area.
Facilities should be limited to those necessary to protect resources, provide for safety, or
enhance recreational experiences. Existing improvements such as trails, bridges, fences,
shelters, huts, signs, or water diversions will be blended into the landscape, where
feasible, or removed if no longer useful. Educational and interpretive activities include
protection of threatened, endangered, and sensitive species, sensitive habitats, and overall
biodiversity and user ethics. Opportunities to view wildlife exist, but are not encouraged
through management activities. For information on HRV see the Introduction to Category
1 on page 3-4.
The recreation opportunity spectrum (ROS) for this management area is primitive or
semi-primitive non-motorized in the summer and semi-primitive motorized in the winter.
Scenery is managed to provide a range of scenic integrity objectives from moderate to
very high.
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Standards
and
guidelines

INFRASTRUCTURE
Standards

Guidelines

1. Over-the-snow vehicles are allowed, but they are restricted to
designated routes and snow play areas. In some areas, use is
further restricted by permit only.
2. Motorized travel is prohibited during snow-free periods except when
authorized by special use permit or for administrative or
emergency purposes.
1. Existing unclassified roads should be converted to trails or closed and
decommissioned.
2. Structures will be of native materials and/or natural appearing.

SPECIAL USES
Guideline

1. Competitive contest and group events are discouraged, but may be
permitted on a case-by-case basis.

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT
Standard

Management Area Direction

1. These areas are not part of the suitable timber land base.
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1.41
Theme

Core Areas
This prescription is applied to areas identified for management as “core reserves.” It
emphasizes maintenance of biological diversity. Core reserves are areas of unroaded land
that have been shaped primarily by natural forces. They are managed to perpetuate the
current plant and animal species and natural processes found therein. Natural disturbance
regimes are maintained or re-established where feasible. Human uses are allowed as long
as they are compatible with maintaining the current biological diversity.
Management emphasis is to maintain existing habitats, which are shaped primarily by
natural processes. Recreational activities may occur in these areas, but they are of
minimal impact.

Management
area
description

These areas usually are larger than 2,500 acres. They generally contain little or no
evidence of human development. These are natural-appearing areas in which biological
processes and ecosystems function with little or no human influence. There is a very high
probability of experiencing solitude, closeness to nature, and tranquility. There is a high
degree of self-reliance, challenge, and risk. Limited recreational pursuits are allowed to
occur in these areas.

Desired
condition

The maintenance of current biological diversity and preservation of habitat for all native
species of plants and animals—especially threatened, endangered, and sensitive
species—is emphasized.
The landscape is predominantly natural and relatively undisturbed by humans.
Vegetational composition and structure are influenced by biological processes and
conditions with minimal human influence. The maintenance of biological diversity is
emphasized. These areas are unroaded.
Natural ecological processes will be the principal dynamic forces that serve to maintain
and restore ecosystem characteristics in conditions that reflect little modification by
humans. For information on HRV see the Introduction to Category 1 on page 3-4.
The recreation opportunity spectrum (ROS) for this management area is primitive or
semi-primitive non-motorized year-round. Scenery is managed to provide a range of
scenic integrity objectives from moderate to very high.
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Standards
and
guidelines

BIODIVERSITY
Standard

1. Natural processes within the context of the range of natural variability
(such as insects, disease, and fire) will be allowed to predominate.

INFRASTRUCTURE
Standards

Guideline

1. Motorized and mechanized travel is prohibited except when authorized
by special use permit or for administrative or emergency purposes.
2. Do not construct new roads or trails.
1. Existing unclassified roads should be converted to trails or closed and
decommissioned.

INSECTS AND DISEASE
Standard

1. Insects and disease and other natural processes will be acceptable as
long as they remain or are expected to remain within the
management area boundaries. They will be evaluated for control
when they threaten resource values outside of the core reserves.

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES
Standard

1. Pursue acquisition of existing mining claims and withdraw from
mineral entry areas necessary to meet the objectives of the
management area.

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT
Standard
Guideline

Management Area Direction

1. These lands are not part of the suitable timber land base.
1. Vegetation management will be used only when fire, insects, or
disease threaten resource values outside of the core reserves.
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1.5
Wild Rivers –
Designated and Eligible
Theme

Wild rivers and adjacent areas are managed to protect and perpetuate eligible and
designated wild river segments.

Management
area
description

These areas have been identified as being eligible for designation due to the presence of
one or more outstandingly remarkable features, including scenic, recreational, geologic,
wildlife, or fisheries values. For descriptions of each of the rivers found eligible, see
Appendix F of FEIS Volume 4. The actual width of the area may vary in order to protect
the outstanding values. Interim protection for eligible streams includes the bed, bank, and
one-quarter mile on either side of the ordinary high-water mark.
Areas are managed to protect and perpetuate eligible river segments in their current
condition so that their wild river qualities are not diminished. Existing uses, levels of use,
and management actions will vary from area to area.

Desired
condition

The river corridor is natural and essentially primitive in character. Vegetational
composition and structure are influenced by biological processes and conditions. Each
stream’s outstanding features, free-flowing characteristics, and potential classification are
protected until a suitability study and final recommendation regarding river designation is
made.
A variety of plant communities, structural stages, and associated wildlife are present in
patterns maintained primarily through ecological processes. The variety and arrangement
of plant communities and structural stages is dependent on the timing of natural
disturbances such as fire, insects, disease, and storms. Riparian communities and aquatic
ecosystems are healthy, with little or no evidence of disturbance. The health and wild
nature of riparian and aquatic resources are emphasized to enhance their values as
components of the experience.
Few new improvements are anticipated. Those that occur are designed to be minimally
intrusive on the landscape.
Recreational opportunities vary across the area, depending on their compatibility with the
outstandingly remarkable values. Encounters between individuals or parties are generally
infrequent except on the few travelways open for use. Contacts and sounds associated
with people are generally infrequent away from trails. For information on HRV see the
Introduction to Category 1 on page 3-4.
The recreation opportunity spectrum (ROS) for this management area is primitive, semiprimitive non-motorized, or semi-primitive motorized year-round. Scenery is managed to
provide a range of scenic integrity objectives from high to very high.

Standards
and
guidelines

INFRASTRUCTURE
Standard
Guidelines

1. Motorized travel is prohibited.
1. Do not place bridge piers in the waterway.
2. Construct bridges only where no safe opportunity exists to cross
streams or gorges.
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3. Provide the minimum number of signs necessary to identify area use
requirements, foster safety, and provide route information.

INSECTS AND DISEASE
Guideline

1. Insect and disease management activities and methods should focus on
enhancing or protecting wild river values.

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES
Standards

1. These areas are not authorized for new oil and gas development.
2. These areas are withdrawn from locatable mineral entry.

NATIONAL RIVER SYSTEM
Standards

1. All existing facilities, management actions, and uses will be allowed to
continue until a decision is made on inclusion into the National
Wild and Scenic River System provided that these facilities,
actions, and uses do not alter the wild river characteristics.
2. Proposed new uses, management actions, or facilities on National
Forest System lands are not allowed if they alter the recreation
characteristics of the land and physical resources, or affect the
eligibility, potential classification, or potential suitability of the
area.
3. When significant action may threaten the river values, a suitability
study will be initiated to determine recommendation for inclusion
in the National Wild and Scenic River System.
4. To the extent that the Forest Service is authorized under law to control
stream impoundments and diversions, the free-flowing
characteristics of the study river cannot be modified by new
structures that were not part of conditions when eligibility was
determined.

RECREATION
Standard

Guidelines

1. No new developed recreation facilities will be permitted other than
those associated with system trails or those needed to prevent
resource degradation from recreation use.
1. Provide for primitive and semi-primitive non-motorized recreation in
an unmodified setting.
2. Outfitting and guiding may be permitted where it will not degrade the
values of the river segment.

SCENERY MANAGEMENT
Guideline

1. Accomplish vegetative alteration outside the management area, but
visible from within the area, in a manner that is consistent with
existing scenic quality objectives for the river segment.

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT
Standard
Management Area Direction

1. These areas are not part of the suitable timber land base.
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Category 2
Introduction

Category 2 includes research natural areas and minimal-use special areas. These areas
provide for conservation of representative or particularly rare and narrowly distributed
ecological settings or components. They help ensure conservation of ecosystems or
ecosystem components that may provide important functions, ensuring the overall
sustainability of larger landscapes. Human influences on ecological processes are
limited to the degree possible, but sometimes are evident. The type of human use
varies, but generally is not intensive. Travel generally is non-motorized. Since some of
these areas are intensively managed for a particular objective, they may act as natural
reference areas under an adaptive management philosophy. These areas often are
formally designated.

Role of
Historic Range
of Variability in
Desired Future
Conditions

Natural processes are the primary factor affecting landscape pattern in these
management areas. Special Areas (2.1) and Research Natural Areas (2.2) were both
identified based on ecological or physical traits or conditions. The Desired Future
Condition of these areas includes maintaining or restoring the ecological values for
which they were identified. If the conditions are outside of historical range, as defined
in the HRV (FEIS Volume 4 Appendix D), management activities may be designed to
move specific resources to historical conditions. For example, prescribed fire may be
used in some Research Natural Areas to reestablished disturbance regimes.
Management activities in these areas will emphasize the maintenance of or the
restoration of historical conditions. Management activities are limited in Research
Natural Areas and therefore natural processes will be the primary agent of change.
There will be more opportunity for management activities in Special Areas, and they
will result in maintenance or enhancement of specific ecological or physical
conditions.
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Management activities that generally are allowed in Category 2 are shown in Table 3-2,
by prescription.
Table 3-2
Generally allowed activities and allocations in Category 2
Activities allowed
Management area Timber Motorized Mechanized
Locatable Developed
Grazing
prescription
harvest recreation recreation
minerals recreation
2.1
Special
yes
decision
decision by decision withdraw
yes
interest areas
by area
area
by area
from
– minimal use
mineral
&
entry as
interpretation
needed
2.2
Research
no
no
no
no
no
no
natural areas
Notes:
1. None of the timber harvest that occurs in Category 2 contributes to the allowable sale quantity.
2. For Management Area 2.1, individual special interest areas may have different objectives, and activities may be
allowed according to these objectives.
3. Developed recreation sites include trailheads.

Management Area Direction
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2.1
Special Interest Areas – Minimal
Use and Interpretation
Theme

Special interest areas (SIAs) are managed to protect or enhance areas with unusual or
unique ecological, zoological, geological, scenic, historic, or prehistoric characteristics.
Management emphasis is on protecting or enhancing (and where appropriate, developing
and interpreting for public education and recreation) areas with unusual characteristics.

Management
area
description

These areas are managed to maintain their special interest values. The setting usually is
natural, but will vary depending on the area. Typically, SIAs have been designated as
botanical, geological, historical, paleontological, scenic, or zoological areas. Special
interest areas also may be designated to protect and manage threatened, endangered and
sensitive species, or other elements of biological diversity; or for their emotional
significance, scenic values, or public popularity. SIAs vary in size from small to fairly
large. In addition, places such as caves, hot springs, cultural resource sites, 14,000-foot
peaks, significant views, state-designated historic sites, and potential developed sites
could be considered for SIA designation.
Vegetation, terrestrial and aquatic habitat, soil productivity, and water quality will
usually, but not always, appear natural (relatively pristine or pre-settlement). Vegetative
manipulation may be used to maintain or restore natural conditions, to protect threatened,
endangered, and sensitive species, or to protect other values for which the SIA was
proposed or designated. Management implementation guidelines ensure protection of the
values for which the area was proposed or designated.
Special areas are found throughout the forest where unique or special characteristics
occur. They include cultural, historical, scientific, and scenic values throughout a variety
of ecosystems and forest conditions. Plant and animal species and communities will vary
depending upon the characteristics of each area.
The rare or outstanding values of the areas are the primary consideration. Other resource
values and uses are secondary to the protection, maintenance, and restoration of an area’s
special values for public education, enjoyment, and study.
For a detailed description of special interest areas, see Appendix H of the FEIS Volume
4.

Desired
condition

The setting usually is natural but will vary depending on the area. Evidence of human
activities, including interpretation and habitation, is consistent with the characteristics for
which the area was established. Encounters between individuals or parties, as well as
access to the SIA, depend on the objectives for designation. These areas are managed to
maintain their special interest values. Vegetation, terrestrial and aquatic habitat, soil
productivity, and water quality usually appear nearly natural. For information on HRV
see the Introduction to Category 2 on page 3-20.
The recreation opportunity spectrum (ROS) for this management area is primitive, semiprimitive non-motorized, semi-primitive motorized, or roaded natural year-round.
Scenery is managed to provide a range of scenic integrity objectives from moderate to
very high.
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Standards
and
guidelines

BIODIVERSITY
Standard

1. Maintain or restore the natural (or near-natural) conditions and protect
the habitat of threatened, endangered, or sensitive species as well
as the values for which the special interest area was established.

GEOLOGY
Standard

1. Appropriate authorizations are required for the collection of
paleontological materials.

INFRASTRUCTURE
Guidelines

1. Regulate motorized and mechanized travel where necessary to protect
the values for which the individual area was proposed or
established.
2. Facilities are present to the extent needed to maintain the area or to
accommodate visitor use.

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES
Standard

Guideline

1. These areas are withdrawn from locatable mineral entry when such
action is deemed necessary to meet the objectives for which the
area was proposed or established.
1. Appropriate authorizations are required for the collection of rocks and
minerals.

DOMESTIC LIVESTOCK GRAZING
Guideline

1. Allow livestock grazing and associated range improvements if they do
not conflict with the purpose for which the area was proposed or
established.

REAL ESTATE
Standard

1. Retain all National Forest System lands.

RECREATION
Guideline

1. Recreation use is allowed for interpretation, education and inspiration
when it does not threaten the values for which the individual area
was proposed or established.

SPECIAL USES
Standard

Management Area Direction

1. Authorize scientific or other activities that are compatible with the
special interest area through special use permits containing terms
that protect or enhance the area’s values.
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VEGETATION MANAGEMENT
Standards

1. These areas are not part of the suitable timber land base.
2. Allow vegetation management practices necessary to meet specific
resource objectives of maintaining the values for which the
individual area was proposed or established.
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2.2

Research Natural Areas

Theme

Research natural areas (RNAs) form a network of ecological reserves designated for
non-manipulative research, education, and the maintenance of biodiversity. This
prescription is applicable both to designated RNAs and areas that are proposed for
designation.

Management
area
description

RNAs are selected to preserve a spectrum of relatively pristine areas that represent a wide
range of natural variability within important natural ecosystems, environments (including
coniferous forest, shrubland, grassland, alpine, aquatic, and geological environments) and
areas that have special or unique characteristics of scientific importance. The setting is
natural.
RNAs are also selected for one or more of the following reasons:






To serve as reference areas for evaluating the range of natural variability and the
impacts of management in similar environments.
To protect and maintain representative or key elements of biological diversity at
the genetic, species, population, community, or ecosystem levels.
To serve as areas for the study of ecosystems and ecological processes including
succession.
To provide on-site and extension educational activities.
To serve as baseline areas for measuring ecological change.

For a description of each of the RNAs, see Appendix G of FEIS Volume 4. Individual
RNAs are designated in the Record of Decision for the 2002 Forest Plan. Establishment
records for each designated RNA will be completed during forest plan implementation.
Desired
condition

RNAs are managed to maintain natural, relatively pristine, or pre-settlement conditions
by allowing ecological processes to prevail with minimal human intervention. Under
some circumstances, deliberate manipulation may be used to maintain the ecosystem or
the unique features for which the RNA was established, or to reestablish natural
ecological processes. Non-motorized and non-mechanized recreation and scientific and
educational uses are allowed on designated forest system trails that existed prior to RNA
establishment. Construction of new trails is prohibited unless necessary to correct
resource damage occurring on existing system trails. Roads that are not necessary for
scientific or educational purposes are closed and obliterated. New or expanded
recreational uses are not encouraged. Existing outfitter-guide permitted use is allowed to
continue within RNAs, subject to the normal permit processes that apply to all National
Forest System lands. Permits for new uses might not be issued in the future. For
information on HRV see the Introduction to Category 2 on page 3-20.
The recreation opportunity spectrum (ROS) for this management area is primitive or
semi-primitive non-motorized year-round. Scenery is managed to provide a range of
scenic integrity objectives from high to very high.

Management Area Direction
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Standards
and
guidelines

INFRASTRUCTURE
Guideline

1. Prohibit motorized and mechanized use, except when it provides
necessary access for scientific, administrative, emergency, or
educational purposes.

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES
Standard
Guideline

1. These areas are withdrawn from locatable mineral entry.
1. When these areas occur outside of areas designated as unavailable in
the Oil and Gas Leasing EIS, they are available with a no surface
occupancy stipulation, as long as exploration does not affect
underground resources for which the area was established.

DOMESTIC LIVESTOCK GRAZING
Standard

1. Livestock grazing is not permitted, except for recreational livestock
grazing that does not conflict with the values for which the RNA
was established.

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT
Standards

1. These areas are not part of the suitable timber land base.
2. Timber harvest is prohibited.
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Management Area Direction
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Category 3
Introduction

Category 3 contains management areas that balance ecological values with human
occupancy—consideration is given to both. Resource management activities may
occur, but natural ecological processes and resulting patterns normally predominate.
Although these areas are characterized by primarily natural-appearing landscapes, an
array of management tools may be used to restore or maintain relatively natural
patterns of ecological processes. This results in some evidence of human activities.
Users expect to experience some isolation from the sights and sounds of people in a
setting that offers some challenge and risk. Restrictions on motorized travel may vary
from area to area, or from season to season.

Role of
Historic Range
of Variability in
Desired Future
Conditions

Natural processes are the primary factor affecting landscape pattern in these
management areas. There are, however, areas where recreation or other multiple uses
predominate and historical conditions are altered and may remain in such a condition.
These are primarily small in scale and do not dominate the landscape. Examples may
include developed recreation sites, trailheads, mineral development activity, and nonski-based resorts. Such activities are generally small in scale and do not change the
character of large landscape areas.
In other areas, however, historic conditions will predominate, and active management
will result in maintaining or trending toward HRV conditions through use of tools such
as prescribed fire, noxious weed control, and aquatic ecosystem restoration. These
management areas may be assigned to large geographic areas where natural processes
are the primary agent of change. Vegetation management activities in these
management areas will consider and emphasize HRV conditions, and may also
emphasize other resource objectives such as visual resources or recreation resources.
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Management activities that generally are allowed in Category 3 are shown in Table 3-3,
by prescription.
Table 3-3
Generally allowed activities and allocations in Category 3

Management area prescription
3.1

Special interest areas – emphasis
on use and interpretation

3.21

Limited use

3.31
3.32
3.4
3.55

Motorized
recreation
yes
yes

Backcountry year-round
yes
motorized
Backcountry non-motorized with summer no;
winter motorized winter yes
Scenic rivers – designated and
yes
eligible
yes
Corridors connecting core areas

Activities allowed
Oil & gas
Locatable
leasing
mineral
yes
decision by
area
yes
decision by
area
yes
yes

Non-ski areas
no
no
yes

yes

yes

no

no

no

yes

yes

decision by
area

no

Notes:
1. Timber harvest is allowed in all prescriptions in Category 3. However, none of the timber harvest that occurs in
Category 3 contributes to the allowable sale quantity.
2. Grazing is allowed in all prescriptions in Category 3.
3. Developed recreation sites are allowed in all prescriptions in Category 3. Developed recreation sites include
trailheads.
4. Mechanized travel is allowed on all prescriptions in Category 3.

Management Area Direction
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3.1 Special Interest Areas –
Emphasis on Use and Interpretation
Theme

Special interest areas (SIAs) are managed to protect or enhance their unusual
characteristics. Management emphasis is on protecting or enhancing (and, where
appropriate, developing and interpreting for public education or recreation) areas with
unusual characteristics.

Management
area
description

These areas are managed to maintain their special interest values. Typically, SIAs have
been designated as botanical, geological, historical, paleontological, scenic, or zoological
areas. Special Interest Areas may also be designated to protect and manage threatened,
endangered and sensitive species, or other elements of biological diversity; or for their
emotional significance, scenic values, or public popularity. Management implementation
guidelines will be developed for each SIA to ensure protection of the values for which the
area was designated.
SIAs can vary in size from small to fairly large. In addition, places such as caves, hot
springs, cultural resource sites, 14,000-foot peaks, significant views, state-designated
historic sites, and potential developed sites could be considered for designation.
Vegetation, terrestrial and aquatic habitat, soil productivity, and water quality will usually
appear to be nearly natural (relatively pristine or pre-settlement) in these areas.
Vegetational manipulation may be used to maintain or restore natural conditions in order
to protect threatened, endangered, and sensitive species, or to protect other values for
which the SIA was proposed or designated.
For a detailed description of special interest areas, see Appendix H of the FEIS.

Desired
condition

The setting usually is natural but will vary depending on the area. Evidence of human
activities or habitation is consistent with the characteristics for which the area was
established. Encounters between individuals or parties depend on the objectives for
designation. These areas are managed to maintain their special interest values.
Vegetation, terrestrial and aquatic habitat, soil productivity, and water quality usually, but
not always, appear nearly natural. For information on HRV see the Introduction to
Category 3 on page 3-28.
The recreation opportunity spectrum (ROS) for this management area is semi-primitive
non-motorized, semi-primitive motorized, roaded natural, or rural year-round. Scenery is
managed to provide a range of scenic integrity objectives from low to very high.
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Standards
and
guidelines

BIODIVERSITY
Guideline

1. Maintain or restore the natural or sensitive species habitat for the
values for which the area was established.

INFRASTRUCTURE
Standard

Guideline

1. Construct new roads or trails only when necessary for interpretive or
educational purposes, or to correct resource damage occurring
from existing roads or trails.
1. New facilities may be constructed to enhance the values for which the
SIA was designated, for interpretive or educational purposes, or to
correct resource damage.

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES
Standard

1. These areas will be withdrawn from locatable mineral entry when such
action is deemed necessary to meet the objectives of the area.

DOMESTIC LIVESTOCK GRAZING
Guideline

1. Allow livestock grazing and livestock improvements if they do not
conflict with the values for which the area was proposed or
designated.

REAL ESTATE
Standard

1. Retain all National Forest System lands.

RECREATION
Guideline

1. Encourage recreation use for interpretation and education when it does
not threaten the values for which the area was proposed or
designated.

SPECIAL USES
Standard

1. Authorize scientific or other activities that are compatible with the SIA
through special use permits containing terms that protect or
enhance the area.

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT
Standards

Management Area Direction

1. These areas are not part of the suitable timber land base.
2. Allow vegetation manipulation when necessary to reduce fuel loads,
maintain or restore natural conditions, or enhance other values for
which the individual area was proposed or established.
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3.21

Limited Use Areas

Theme

The management emphasis is to provide areas in which limited extractive or manipulative
uses may occur while maintaining habitats for native and desired non-native species that
exist in the area.

Management
area direction

These areas usually are surrounding or adjacent to a core area. They have minimal impact
from human use. There is a high probability of experiencing solitude, closeness to nature,
and tranquility. These areas require self-reliance because of the level of challenge and
risk.
Natural processes generally predominate, except for fires that may need to be contained
or confined when human life, health, or safety is threatened.

Desired
condition

Management activities are designed to maintain or enhance biological diversity and to
preserve the habitat of all native species of plants and animals, especially threatened and
endangered species. For the most part, the landscape appears natural. Insect and disease
losses generally are accepted. A variety of fire sizes and shapes result from natural and
human ignitions. For information on HRV see the Introduction to Category 3 on page 328.
The recreation opportunity spectrum (ROS) for this management area is primitive, semiprimitive non-motorized, or semi-primitive motorized year-round. Scenery is managed to
provide a range of scenic integrity objectives from moderate to very high.
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Standards
and
guidelines

BIODIVERSITY
Standard

1. Range of natural variability data will be used to establish objectives
for vegetation pattern, structural composition, and patch size.

GENERAL BIOLOGICAL
Standard
Guideline

1. All resource management activities will be compatible with the
maintenance of biological diversity.
1. Management activities should replicate biological processes found in
the area and strive to replicate natural vegetation patterns and
patch size.

INFRASTRUCTURE
Standards
Guideline

1. Over-the-snow vehicles are permitted but they are restricted to
designated routes and snow play areas.
1. Travelways open to motorized travel will not exceed an average
travelway density of one mile per square mile.

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES
Standard

1. These areas will be withdrawn from mineral entry when such action is
deemed necessary to meet the objectives of the management area.

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT
Standards

Management Area Direction

1. These areas are not part of the suitable timber land base.
2. Allow vegetation management practices that are necessary to meet the
specific biodiversity goals of the management area.
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3.31 Backcountry Recreation –
Year-round Motorized
Theme

Backcountry motorized recreation areas are managed to provide summer motorized
recreation on roads and trails and winter motorized recreation throughout the area in a
natural-appearing landscape.

Management
area
description

These areas are generally greater than 2,500 acres in size and may contain primitive roads
and a motorized trail system. They are managed to provide a variety of uncrowded,
motorized recreation opportunities in a natural or natural-appearing setting. Skiers should
expect to encounter over-the-snow vehicles.
Vegetational composition and structure are influenced by biological processes and
conditions. Vegetation may be altered to enhance recreation opportunities. Alterations are
small and not generally evident to visitors.
Recreational users will find varied levels of difficulty on off-highway-vehicle roads and
trails. Roads are primitive with native surfaces. Improvements to enhance recreation
opportunities may include parking areas and interpretive, informational, and directional
signs, but improvements are minimal.

Desired
condition

A variety of motorized recreation opportunities are provided. For information on HRV
see the Introduction to Category 3 on page 3-28.
The recreation opportunity spectrum (ROS) for this management area is semi-primitive
year-round. Scenery is managed to provide a range of scenic integrity objectives from
moderate to high.

Standards
and
guidelines

BIODIVERSITY
Guideline

1. Management activities should replicate biological processes and strive
to replicate natural vegetation patterns and patch size.

INFRASTRUCTURE
Guideline

1. Some trails may be restricted to non-motorized use.

SPECIAL USES
Guideline

1. Competitive and group events may be permitted on a case-by-case
basis.

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT
Standards

1. These lands are not part of the suitable timber land base.
2. Vegetation management practices will be used to meet specific
resource objectives other than wood production.
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3.32 Backcountry Recreation – Nonmotorized with Winter Motorized
Theme

Backcountry, non-motorized recreation areas are managed to provide recreation
opportunities in a natural-appearing landscape. Summer use is non-motorized. Over-thesnow vehicles are allowed during the snow season.

Management
area
description

These areas usually are 2,500 acres or larger and generally are unroaded, but may contain
evidence of past roads. They are natural or natural-appearing with little or no evidence of
recent human-caused disturbance. During snow-free periods, they are important for
providing non-motorized recreation near the primitive end of the recreation opportunity
spectrum.
Improvement such as trailheads, trails, signs, bridges, fences, or shelters that enhance the
recreation opportunities may be present. Trails provide challenging hiking, horseback
riding, or mountain biking opportunities. The potential to view wildlife is high.

Desired
condition

A variety of uncrowded, summer, non-motorized recreation opportunities are provided in
a natural or natural-appearing setting. For information on HRV see the Introduction to
Category 3 on page 3-28.
The recreation opportunity spectrum (ROS) for this management area is primitive or
semi-primitive non-motorized in the summer and semi-primitive motorized in the winter.
Scenery is managed to provide a range of scenic integrity objectives from moderate to
very high.

Standards
and
guidelines

BIODIVERSITY
Guideline

1. Management activities should replicate biological processes and strive
to replicate natural vegetation patterns and patch size.

INFRASTRUCTURE
Standard

1. Motorized travel is prohibited during snow-free periods except when
authorized by special use permit or for administrative or
emergency purposes.

SPECIAL USES
Guideline

1. Competitive and group events may be permitted on a case-by-case
basis.

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT
Standards

Management Area Direction

1. These areas are not part of the suitable timber land base.
2. Vegetation management practices will be used to meet specific
resource objectives other than wood production.
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3.4
Scenic Rivers –
Designated and Eligible
Theme

Scenic rivers are managed to protect and perpetuate eligible and designated scenic river
segments.

Management
area
description

These areas have been identified as being eligible for scenic river designation due to the
presence of one of more outstandingly remarkable features that include scenic,
recreational, geologic, wildlife, or fisheries values. For descriptions of eligible rivers, see
Appendix F of the FEIS.
Areas are managed to protect and perpetuate eligible river segments in their current
condition so that their scenic river qualities are not diminished. Existing uses, levels of
use, and management actions will vary from area to area. The actual width of an area may
vary in order to protect the outstanding values. Interim protection for eligible streams
includes the bed, bank, and one-quarter mile on either side of the ordinary high-water
mark.
Encounters between individuals or parties generally are frequent on the travelways open
for use. Contacts and sounds associated with people are generally infrequent away from
trails.

Desired
condition

Recreational opportunities vary across an area, depending on their compatibility with the
outstandingly remarkable values. The setting provided by vegetation continues to appear
natural. Areas that are not of the desired appearance will be improved or restored.
Ecological changes may affect the area’s appearance.
Evidence of human activities or habitation resulting from mining, milling, or grazing
generally diminishes over time. Existing improvements such as primitive roads, trails,
bridges, fences, shelters or signs are removed except where they are needed. Facilities
and permitted structures blend with the landscape and may be present. Few new
improvements are anticipated, however, those that occur are designed to be minimally
intrusive in the landscape.
A variety of plant communities, structural stages, and associated wildlife are present in
patterns maintained primarily through ecological processes. The variety and arrangement
of plant communities and structural stages are dependent on the timing of natural
disturbances such as fire, insects, disease, and storms. For information on HRV see the
Introduction to Category 3 on page 3-28.
The recreation opportunity spectrum (ROS) for this management area is semi-primitive
non-motorized, semi-primitive motorized, or roaded natural year-round. Scenery is
managed to provide a range of scenic integrity objectives from moderate to very high.
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Standards
and
guidelines

INFRASTRUCTURE
Standard

1. Motorized and mechanized travel over snow may be permitted when it
does not threaten the values for which the area was proposed or
designated.

INSECTS AND DISEASE
Guideline

1. Insect and disease management activities and methods focus on
enhancing or protecting scenic river values.

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES
Standards

1. These areas are not authorized for new oil and gas leasing.
2. These areas are withdrawn from locatable mineral entry.

NATIONAL RIVER SYSTEM
Standards

1. All existing facilities, management actions and uses will be allowed to
continue until a decision is made on inclusion into the national
wild and scenic river system provided that these facilities, actions,
and uses do not alter the scenic characteristics.
2. Proposed new uses, management actions, or facilities on National
Forest System lands are not allowed if they alter the characteristics
of the land and physical resources, or affect the eligibility,
potential classification, or potential suitability of the area.
3. When significant action may threaten the river values, a suitability
study will be initiated to determine recommendation for inclusion
in the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System.
4. To the extent that the Forest Service is authorized under law to control
stream impoundments and diversions, the free-flowing
characteristics of the study river cannot be modified by new
structures that were not part of conditions when eligibility was
determined.

RECREATION
Guideline

1. Developed recreation facilities are allowed as long as they are visually
compatible with the landscape.

SCENERY MANAGEMENT
Guideline

1. Activities outside the area, but visible from within, should be
accomplished in such a manner that is consistent with existing
scenic quality objectives for the river segment.

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT
Standard

Management Area Direction

1. These areas are not part of the suitable timber land base.
2. Vegetation management practices necessary to meet specific scenic
river values will be allowed.
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3.5

Corridors Connecting Core Areas

Theme

Management areas in this prescription are managed to protect migration and dispersal
areas for wildlife. These areas provide safe connections between core areas.

Management
area
description

These types of areas may connect core areas (1.41) and limited-use areas (3.21), or they
may stand alone. They have light or minimal impact from human use. Natural processes
generally predominate.

Desired
condition

The landscape is primarily natural-appearing. There is a high probability of experiencing
solitude, closeness to nature, and tranquility. There are high degrees of self-reliance,
challenge, and risk. Facilities are rustic and exist primarily for site protection.
Improvements to enhance recreation use, such as signs, may be present within the area
but are of a rustic nature. Dispersed recreation may occur throughout the area.
The maintenance of wildlife migration and dispersal areas to ensure connection between
core areas is emphasized. These areas are managed to maintain biological diversity and
preserve the habitat of native plant and animal species, especially threatened, endangered,
and sensitive species.
Vegetational composition and structure are influenced by biological processes and
conditions. Prescribed fire is used where appropriate to create or renew habitat and may
be used to mimic natural disturbance regimes. Protecting sensitive species habitats in all
management activities is emphasized. For information on HRV see the Introduction to
Category 3 on page 3-28.
The recreation opportunity spectrum (ROS) for this management area is semi-primitive
non-motorized or semi-primitive motorized year-round. Scenery is managed to provide a
range of scenic integrity objectives from moderate to very high.
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Standards
and
guidelines

BIODIVERSITY
Guideline

1. Management activities replicate biological processes found in the area
and strive to replicate natural vegetation patterns and patch size.

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES
Standard

1. These areas are withdrawn from mineral entry when such action is
deemed necessary to meet the objectives of the management area.

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT
Standard

Management Area Direction

1. These areas are not part of the suitable timber land base.
2. Vegetation management practices necessary to meet specific
biodiversity goals are allowed.
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Category 4
Introduction

Management areas in this category emphasize scenic values and recreation. Ecological
values are managed to provide recreational use, but are maintained well within the
levels necessary to sustain overall ecological systems. Resource use for other values is
not emphasized and has little impact on ecological structure, function, or composition.
Human use is recreation-oriented. Sights and sounds of people on the site are expected
and may even be desired. Motorized transportation is common.

Role of
Historic Range
of Variability in
Desired Future
Conditions

Natural processes are sustained in these management areas, but may not be the primary
agent of change. These management areas are primarily located along linear features
such as rivers or roads, where recreation is a primary activity. There are areas,
therefore, where recreation predominates and historical conditions are altered and may
remain in such a condition. These are primarily small in scale and do not dominate the
landscape patterns or processes. Examples may include, developed recreation sites,
trailheads, road corridors, and river corridors. Management activities are generally
small in scale and do not characterize entire landscapes.
Activities that mimic natural processes, such as prescribed fire or timber harvest may
be used to create desirable conditions for recreation opportunities such as reduced fuels
loads, and scenic vistas. Fisheries management allows for conditions outside of HRV
as Management Area 4.32 provides for non-native fisheries emphasis.

Management activities that generally are allowed in Category 4 are shown in Table 3-4,
by prescription.
Table 3-4
Generally allowed activities and allocations in Category 4

Management area prescription
4.2
4.23
4.3

Scenery
Scenic byways, scenic areas, vistas, or travel
corridors
Dispersed recreation

4.32 Dispersed recreation – high use

Activities allowed
Oil & gas
Locatable
leasing
minerals
yes
decision by
area
yes
decision by
area
yes
yes
yes
decision by
area
no
no

4.4 Recreation rivers – designated and eligible
Notes:
1. Timber harvest is allowed in all prescriptions in Category 4. However, none of the timber harvest that occurs in
Category 4 contributes to the allowable sale quantity.
2. Grazing is allowed in all prescriptions in Category 4.
3. Motorized and mechanized travel is permitted in all prescriptions in Category 4.
4. Developed recreation sites and non-ski areas may be found in all prescriptions in Category 4. Developed
recreation sites include trailheads.
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4.2

Scenery

Theme

These areas are managed to protect or preserve scenic values and recreation uses of
designated scenic byways and other heavily used scenic destinations and travel corridors.

Management
area
description

Management areas in this prescription occur where outstanding scenic features draw
attention and use. These areas are scenic byways, high-quality scenic areas, or vistas
noted for outstanding physical features. They may include transportation corridors such
as highways and National Forest System roads.
Recreation facilities such as scenic overlooks, interpretive signs, and rest areas
commonly occur. Developed campgrounds may be provided. Trailheads are easily
accessible. Structures should not only provide a positive addition to the landscape
character when viewed in the immediate foreground, but should also not detract from
experiencing the scenic values of the greater landscape. To help them blend into the
landscape, facilities will be composed of native and natural-appearing materials.
Open roads provide motorized access and recreational opportunities. Non-mechanized
activities, such as hiking and horseback riding, are generally available on non-motorized
travelways.
Vegetation alterations may be present to enhance the viewing opportunity and to maintain
long-term vigor and health of the vegetation. Vegetation management activities are
visually subordinate to the surrounding landscape. Vegetation varies from naturalappearing background areas, to foreground and middleground areas where modifications
may be noticed but do not attract attention.
Private facilities and communities may be present along these corridors. Many interacting
uses are interpreted for the visitor.

Desired
condition

Because scenic quality is emphasized, all activities and interactions maintain the scenic
values for which the area is designated. Activities maintain a variety of successional
stages, plant communities, and associated wildlife through a combination of human
manipulation and natural processes. Habitat-improvement projects that increase the
potential for viewing and interpreting a variety of wildlife species while providing for
visitor and wildlife safety are encouraged.
Relatively high numbers of recreationists and associated disturbances may limit wildlife
viewing opportunities to those species that are common or accustomed to the presence of
people. Habitat for sensitive species may be enhanced where opportunities exist, but the
focus is on protection and maintenance of such habitats. Where opportunities exist, vistas
and other viewing opportunities are created and maintained. Opportunities also exist for
recreational fishing.
Frequent contacts with other visitors will occur because of the associated travel corridor.
A social type of recreational experience is provided. Access is provided to natural
attractions, water features, or areas that feature desired recreational opportunities such as
camping, hiking, bicycling, fishing, skiing, snowmobiling, and scenic driving. Use may
be concentrated or dispersed, depending on the need to protect an area from degradation.
Developed recreation sites may be common and often are emphasized in these travel
corridors. Developed recreation areas provide hardened surfaces to meet user needs and
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protect resources. The travel corridor along scenic byways provides recreation and
interpretive facilities that promote scenic values. For information on HRV see the
Introduction to Category 4 on page 3-40.
The recreation opportunity spectrum (ROS) for this management area is semi-primitive
non-motorized, semi-primitive motorized, roaded natural or rural year-round. Scenery is
managed to provide a range of scenic integrity objectives from low to very high.
Standards
and
guidelines

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES
Standard

1. These areas will be withdrawn from mineral entry when such action is
deemed necessary to meet the objectives of the management area.

DOMESTIC LIVESTOCK GRAZING
Standard

1. New water developments, corrals, or holding pens for livestock
grazing must blend into the natural landscape.

RECREATION
Standards

1. Provide parking and access for natural attractions, water features, or
areas that provide desired recreation opportunities such as
camping, hiking, bicycling, skiing, snowmobiling, fishing, and
scenic driving.
2. Provide recreation and interpretation facilities that promote the reasons
the area was designated while maintaining its scenic values.

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT
Standards

Guideline

1. These areas are not part of the suitable timber land base.
2. Vegetation management practices will be designed to meet scenery
resource objectives.
1. Vegetation management operations will be designed to maintain the
desired recreation setting.
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4.23 Scenic Byways, Scenic Areas,
Vistas, and Travel Corridors
Theme

These types of areas are managed to protect or preserve the scenic values and recreation
uses of designated scenic byways, scenic areas, vistas, and other heavily used scenic
travel corridors.

Management
area
description

These areas consist of designated scenic byways, scenic areas, vistas, and travel
corridors, or other high-quality scenic areas in which outstanding features draw attention
and to which people gravitate. The scenic areas and vistas may include roads, trails, or
other transportation systems from which the area or vista is seen. Such areas may also
include distant views seen from viewpoints along transportation corridors, at developed
recreation sites, at other concentrated-use sites, or from communities.
Facilities to enhance the opportunities for viewing the scenery and wildlife may be
present, along with opportunities for recreational fishing. Existing facilities, such as
powerlines and roads, may be obvious to the casual observer. Vegetation alterations may
be present to enhance the view opportunity or to maintain long-term vigor and health of
the vegetation.

Desired
condition

Opportunities exist to view high-quality scenery that represents the natural character of
the region. Forest management activities may be seen, but will be visually subordinate to
the surrounding landscape. Travel corridors along scenic byways provide recreation and
interpretive facilities that promote the reasons for designation as scenic. Habitatimprovement projects that will increase the potential for viewing and interpreting a
variety of wildlife species, while providing for visitor and wildlife safety, are encouraged.
When opportunities exist, vistas and other viewing opportunities are created and
maintained. For information on HRV see the Introduction to Category 4 on page 3-40.
The recreation opportunity spectrum (ROS) for this management area is semi-primitive
non-motorized, semi-primitive motorized, roaded natural, or rural year-round. Scenery is
managed to provide a range of scenic integrity objectives from low to very high.
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Standards
and
guidelines

INSECTS AND DISEASE
Guideline

1. Reasonable effort should be made to control epidemics that threaten
the scenic quality of the area, but treatments should not diminish
the scenic quality more than would be expected if the epidemic
were not controlled.

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES
Standard

1. These areas will be withdrawn from mineral entry when such action is
deemed necessary to meet the objectives of the management area.

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT
Standards

Guideline

1. These areas are not part of the suitable timber land base.
2. Vegetation management practices will be designed to meet scenery
resource objectives.
1. Vegetation management operations will be designed to maintain the
desired recreation setting.
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4.3

Dispersed Recreation

Theme

Dispersed recreation areas are managed to provide undeveloped recreation opportunities
in natural or natural-appearing landscapes.

Management
area
description

The areas may be designated as either motorized or non-motorized. The non-motorized
areas will usually have good vehicular access to a central parking area from which the
non-motorized use originates.
Dispersed recreational opportunities include viewing scenery and wildlife, dispersed
camping, picnicking, fishing, snowmobiling, cross-country skiing, and mountain biking.
Opportunities for solitude are limited. A broad range of management activities, including
grazing, may occur.
Facilities may be present to provide for health and sanitation, to protect resources, or to
enhance the recreation experience. These structures may range from small resorts and
campgrounds to fire grills, signs, or vehicle barriers. Roads are generally open to
motorized activities. The travel system may include motorized and non-motorized trails.

Desired
condition

A wide variety of backcountry recreation opportunities exist as long as they do not
interfere with maintaining a natural-appearing landscape. Resource management
activities are compatible with, and reduce impacts to, recreation resources and
opportunities.
Biological communities are maintained or improved to provide an attractive setting for
visitors, complement the recreational values, and provide varied plant communities,
structural stages, and associated wildlife. Habitat for sensitive species will be protected
and maintained, and may also be enhanced where such opportunities exist. For
information on HRV see the Introduction to Category 4 on page 3-40.
The recreation opportunity spectrum (ROS) for this management area is semi-primitive
non-motorized, semi-primitive motorized, or roaded natural year-round. Scenery is
managed to provide a range of scenic integrity objectives from moderate to very high.

Standards
and
guidelines

RECREATION
Standard
Guideline

1. Prohibit dispersed camping within one-quarter mile of developed
campgrounds.
1. To protect sensitive natural resources, high-use recreation sites may be
hardened, or have additional restrictions enforced.

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT
Standard
Guideline

Management Area Direction

1. These areas are not part of the suitable timber land base.
1. Vegetation management operations should be designed to maintain the
desired recreation setting.
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4.32

Dispersed Recreation, High Use

Theme

These areas are managed for recreational opportunities and scenic qualities in locations
that attract high numbers of users, such as areas around easily accessible bodies of water.

Management
area
description

These types of areas are commonly located adjacent to bodies of water where the public
concentrates for recreational purposes. Some of the more popular recreational activities in
this management area include camping, picnicking, boating, hiking, and fishing. These
activities occur in structured settings characterized by scenic beauty.
The lakes that usually lie at the center of these areas serve as visual centerpieces and are
the main recreational attractions. Lake size may determine the kinds of boating activities
that are allowed. Water skiing, fishing, or other water sports may occur. Information
regarding boating restrictions is posted at boat launches and developed-site locations.
Trails and roads may lead to and around lakes or other areas within this management
area. Facilities may include campgrounds, picnic grounds, overlooks, portable or
permanent toilets, trash receptacles, fire grills, signs, or vehicle barriers.
Hardened surfaces may be provided at boat launches or other areas of high use, but are
constructed only to protect sensitive natural resources such as soil and vegetation.
Livestock may be observed grazing adjacent to developed recreational sites. Recreation
residences, resorts, and youth camps may be present and managed to provide unique
recreation opportunities.

Desired
condition

Recreation facilities are developed and maintained as needed to provide for resource
protection and a high quality recreation experience. Biological communities are
maintained or improved to provide an attractive setting for visitors, complement the
recreational values, and provide varied plant communities, structural stages, and
associated wildlife.
In areas with high recreational fishing use or high-value recreational fisheries, habitat is
managed for the enhancement of native and desirable non-native sport fish. In developed
recreation sites, such as campgrounds and picnic areas, facilities are maintained or
upgraded to meet customer needs. Management controls may be implemented to protect
public safety. In dispersed areas, management actions maintain the natural characteristics
that make the area popular.
A visually appealing landscape is emphasized by providing vista openings, park-like
stands, and a diversity of vegetation species. For information on HRV see the
Introduction to Category 4 on page 3-40.
The recreation opportunity spectrum (ROS) for this management area is roaded natural in
the summer and semi-primitive non-motorized or roaded natural in the winter. Scenery is
managed to provide a range of scenic integrity objectives from low to high.
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Standards
and
guidelines

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES
Standard

1. These areas are withdrawn from locatable mineral entry when such
action is deemed necessary to meet the objective of the
management area.

DOMESTIC LIVESTOCK GRAZING
Guideline

1. Livestock will be dispersed so as to avoid concentration in high-use
dispersed recreation areas.

RECREATION
Guideline

1. To protect sensitive natural resources, high-use recreation sites may be
hardened, further developed, or additional restrictions enforced.

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT
Standard
Guideline

1. These areas are not part of the suitable timber land base.
1. Vegetation management operations should be designed to maintain the
desired recreation setting.

WILDLIFE
Guideline

Management Area Direction

1. Retain or enhance opportunities to view wildlife.
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4.4
Recreation Rivers –
Designated and Eligible
Theme

Recreation rivers are managed to protect and perpetuate eligible and designated
recreation river segments.

Management
area
description

These areas have been identified as being eligible for recreation river designation because
of the presence of one or more outstandingly remarkable features that include scenic,
recreational, geologic, wildlife, or fisheries values. For descriptions of each of the rivers
found eligible, see Appendix F of the FEIS.
The actual width of the designated recreational river corridor area may vary in order to
protect the outstanding values. Interim protection for eligible streams includes the bed,
bank, and one-quarter mile on either side of the ordinary high-water mark.
These areas are managed to protect and perpetuate eligible river segments in their current
condition so that their recreation river qualities are not diminished. Existing uses, levels
of use, and management actions will vary from area to area.
Visitors may find an altered environment. They are likely to encounter more people than
one would expect in a “wild” or “scenic” river segment. Recreational opportunities vary
across the area, depending on their compatibility with the outstandingly remarkable
values.

Desired
condition

Protecting the values that make the watercourse eligible for designation as a recreation
river is the management emphasis for these areas. The health and appearance of
vegetation communities are emphasized because of their desirability for recreation use.
Silvicultural practices are allowed that protect the immediate river environment,
recreation, fish and wildlife, and water quality values.
Evidence of human activities or habitation due to mining, milling, or grazing may be
present now and in the future. Existing improvements, such as improved and primitive
roads, trails, bridges, fences, shelters, signs, and water diversions, may begin to dominate
the landscape. Existing improvements that are no longer needed are removed. For
information on HRV see the Introduction to Category 4 on page 3-40.
The recreation opportunity spectrum (ROS) for this management area is roaded natural or
rural year-round. Scenery is managed to provide a range of scenic integrity objectives
from low to high.
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Standards
and
guidelines

INFRASTRUCTURE
Standard

1. Glenwood Canyon will be recognized as a linear utility corridor
restricted to underground facilities when feasible. New facilities
that diminish the river’s eligibility status will not be allowed.

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES
Standard
Guideline

1. These areas are withdrawn from mineral entry.
1. These areas are not authorized for new oil and gas leasing.

NATIONAL RIVER SYSTEM
Standards

1. All existing facilities, management actions and uses will be allowed to
continue until a decision is made on inclusion into the National
Wild and Scenic River System provided that these facilities,
actions, and uses do not alter the recreational characteristics.
2. Proposed new uses, management actions, or facilities on National
Forest System lands are not allowed if they alter the recreational
characteristics of the land and physical resources, or affect the
eligibility, potential classification, or potential suitability of the
area.
3. When a significant action may threaten the river values, a suitability
study will be initiated to determine recommendation for inclusion
in the National Wild and Scenic River System.
4. To the extent that the Forest Service is authorized under law to control
stream impoundments and diversions, the free-flowing
characteristics of the river cannot be modified by new structures
that were not part of conditions when eligibility was determined.

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT
Standards
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1. These areas are not part of the suitable timber land base.
2. Vegetation management practices necessary to meet recreation river
values will be allowed.
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Category 5
Introduction

These areas are primarily forested ecosystems that are managed to meet a variety of
ecological and human needs. They often are characterized by a substantially modified
natural environment. A wide variety of structure and composition is present—some
showing the effects of past management activities; others affected predominantly by
natural forces such as fire, insects, and disease. Ecological conditions are maintained
while emphasizing selected biological structures and compositions considered in the
historical range of variability (HRV). These lands often display high levels of
investment, use, activity, facility density, and vegetation manipulation evidence. Users
expect to see other people and evidence of human activities. Facilities supporting the
various resources are common. Motorized transportation is common.

Role of
Historic Range
of Variability in
Desired Future
Conditions

The management areas in this category can be split into two categories for the purpose
of discussing historic range of variability: (A) management areas 5.12, 5.13, 5.4, 5.43
and 5.5 where a combination of natural processes and active management treatments
together affect ecological conditions; and (B) management areas 5.41, 5.42, where
natural ecological disturbances are the dominant agent of change.
Group A (5.12, 5.13, 5.4, 5.43, and 5.5): These management areas allow active
management that may result in changed ecological conditions. In some locations
within these management areas activities such as grazing, timber harvest, or prescribed
fire will be the primary agents of change. The resulting ecological conditions depend
upon the desired condition as described in the management area, and include:
In management areas 5.12 and 5.13 livestock grazing and timber harvest may be
primary agents of change, but will occur within the parameters set by forest-wide and
management area direction. Natural disturbance may play less of a role in these areas
due to the use of vegetation management activities that mimic or replace natural
processes.
In management areas 5.4 and 5.43, timber harvest activities will be designed to result
in more early successional aspen and lodgepole pine resulting in diversity of age class
that will be closer to historical conditions. Spruce-fir will be managed through uneven
aged management which will result in continued high levels of late successional forest
similar to historic conditions. Management activities will emphasize natural landscape
objectives such as patch size, rotation age, and patterns as described in the HRV
Summary in FEIS Appendix D.
In management area 5.5, timber harvest will result in early successional aspen and
lodgepole pine. Timber harvest will be designed to mimic the natural processes that
would result in the creation of early successional stands. Spruce fir will be primarily
influenced by natural processes. Continued aging of spruce fir will result in increased
amounts of late successional forests.
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Group B (5.41 and 5.42): Natural processes are the primary agent of change. There will
be some vegetation management, primarily through timber harvest and prescribed fire.
These activities will be designed to mimic natural disturbance processes. The resulting
ecological conditions will improve deer and elk winter range and bighorn sheep habitat.
These activities will not dominate the landscape in the management areas, however.
Management activities that generally are allowed in Category 5 are shown in Table 3-5,
by prescription.
Table 3-5
Generally allowed activities and allocations in Category 51,2,3

Management area prescription
5.12
5.13
5.4
5.41
5.42
5.43
5.5

General forest and rangeland,
range vegetation
Forest products
Forested flora and fauna
habitats
Deer and elk winter range
Bighorn sheep
Elk habitat
Forested landscape linkages

Timber
harvest
yes

Activities allowed
Contributes Mechanized
to ASQ
recreation
yes
yes

Grazing
yes

yes
yes

yes
yes

yes
yes

yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
note #5

no
no
yes
note #5

yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
note #4
yes
yes

Notes:
1. In MA 5.5, winter motorized use is restricted to designated routes and snow play areas.
2. Developed recreation and non-ski areas may be found in all prescriptions in Category 5. Developed recreation
sites include trailheads.
3. Oil and gas leasing and locatable mineral exploration is allowed in all prescriptions in Category 5.
4. In 5.42, cattle grazing may be allowed, but domestic sheep grazing may not be permitted.
5. See vegetation management standards under MA 5.5 for vegetative components contributing to ASQ.
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5.12 General Forest and Rangelands –
Range Vegetation Emphasis
Theme

These areas are managed for the sustainability of the physical, biological, and scenic
values of general forest and rangelands, while emphasizing forage production for
livestock. Habitat and vegetation are managed to achieve and maintain the desired
vegetation condition for livestock, wildlife, and recreational stock.

Management
area
description

These areas are characterized by a mix of rangeland and forested ecosystems that feature
open parks and meadows intermixed with brushlands and stands of aspen and conifers.
Opportunities to view wildlife exist. Forage production is available for both livestock and
wildlife. Visitors can expect to see domestic livestock, associated improvements, and
evidence of timber harvest and mineral exploration activities.
A wide range of motorized and non-motorized recreational activities exists. Recreation
use varies throughout the summer, but generally peaks during hunting season.
Recreational facilities may be present. Dispersed camping opportunities are plentiful.
Roads vary from primitive to paved surfaces. Some roads may be closed seasonally to
protect road surfaces, and to reduce maintenance needs and disturbance to wildlife.

Desired
condition

A variety of forested and non-forested plant communities and successional stages are
maintained through a combination of human manipulations and natural processes. A
diversity of desired plant and wildlife species is represented within the capability of the
habitat. Nutrient cycling and energy flow are managed and enhanced in conjunction with
the use of domestic livestock grazing.
Soils exhibit infiltration and permeability rates that are appropriate for that soil type,
climate, landform, and geologic processes. Evidence of rills, actively eroding gullies, and
soil pedestals are minimal to nonexistent.
Ground cover is adequate to protect the soil and appropriate for the habitat type.
Management activities are designed to simulate natural vegetation patterns and patch
size. Timber harvest operations focus on what is retained in the stand, not on wood fiber
production.
Recreation management activities are compatible with and minimize impacts to the
production and use of vegetation resources. For information on HRV see the Introduction
to Category 5 on page 3-52.
The recreation opportunity spectrum (ROS) for this management area is semi-primitive
motorized or roaded natural in the summer and semi-primitive non-motorized or semiprimitive motorized in the winter. Scenery is managed to provide a range of scenic
integrity objectives from low to moderate.
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Standards
and
guidelines

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT
Standard
Guidelines

1. These areas are part of the suitable timber land base and contribute to
the allowable sale quantity.
1. A full range of silvicultural and grazing practices may be applied to
these lands.
2. Protect range improvements and mitigate impacts to natural barriers
that serve as controls to livestock movement.

WILDLIFE
Standard

Management Area Direction

1. Range improvements are designed to be compatible with wildlife
needs.
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5.13 Resource Production –
Forest Products
Theme

These lands are managed to provide commercial wood products. In addition, they provide
for forage production, other commercial products, scenic quality, diversity of wildlife,
and a variety of other goods and services. Numerous open roads provide commercial
access and roaded recreational opportunities, while closed roads provide non-motorized
opportunities.

Management
area
description

Coniferous forests that can be intensively managed for wood fiber due to their
accessibility, terrain, and resource condition characterize these areas. The suitable lands
determined to be economical are included in the suitable land base for timber production
and contribute to the allowable sale quantity. Stands are primarily coniferous, although
hardwood species also occur. Forest stands vary in density and height with some sites
being more accessible and less rugged than other sites. The forest is largely a mosaic of
tree groups of differing ages and heights. A few areas show evidence of decadence or
older trees. Young trees are commonly seen. There are some natural openings and
meadows of various sizes and shapes.
Visitors can expect to see evidence of past and present timber harvesting and other
management practices. Logging traffic may be encountered throughout the year. In
portions of the area, management activities may dominate in the foreground and
middleground, but harmonize and blend with natural landscape patterns. Older cut areas
contain saplings, poles, or immature trees up to 45 feet in height. The forest floor in these
areas shows few signs of disturbance. Recently cut areas will show tree stumps, slash,
and disturbed soil that will only be apparent for a few years as vegetation returns to the
disturbed sites.
An extensive road and trail system exists, ranging from 4-wheel drive roads to
maintained gravel roads. Some roads are closed seasonally, while others are closed after
timber removal is complete.

Desired
condition

The desired condition of this management area prescription is to maintain suitable
forested areas with commercially valuable species at ages, densities, and sizes that allow
growth rates and stand health conducive to providing a sustained yield of forest products.
To achieve this objective, a full array of silvicultural systems will be used that will
produce a range of successional stages from seedlings to late-successional stands. Priority
will be given to converting decadent and overmature stands to young stands managed at
stocking levels that maintain acceptable site occupancy and rates of growth. In areas in
which timber harvest is planned, rotation periods are shorter and more frequent. Wildfires
are suppressed and insect and disease populations are maintained at endemic levels to
protect commercial forest products. For information on HRV see the Introduction to
Category 5 on page 3-52.
The recreation opportunity spectrum (ROS) for this management area is roaded modified
year-round. Scenery is managed to provide a range of scenic integrity objectives from
low to moderate.
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Standards
and
guidelines

INFRASTRUCTURE
Guidelines

1. Roads should not be constructed to higher standards than those
required to meet the needs of timber production.
2. Protect trails and associated improvements.

DOMESTIC LIVESTOCK GRAZING
Guideline

1. Grazing of domestic livestock is coordinated with timber management
activities to ensure adequate regeneration.

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT
Standards
Guidelines

Management Area Direction

1. These areas are part of the suitable timber land base and they
contribute to the allowable sale quantity.
1. A full range of silvicultural and grazing practices may be applied to
these lands.
2. Protect range improvements and mitigate impacts to natural barriers
that serve as controls to livestock movement.
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5.4

Forested Flora and Fauna Habitats

Theme

These areas are primarily forested ecosystems intermingled with grassland and shrub
communities, and are managed to provide a mix of ecological and human needs. These
needs include wildlife and aquatic habitats, livestock forage, and forest products. These
areas also provide for recreational opportunities, scenic quality, and a variety of other
miscellaneous goods and services.

Management
area
description

Ecological conditions for forested and non-forested ecosystems are maintained and
restored, while emphasizing selected biological structures and compositions considering
the area’s historical range of variability (HRV). The structures and compositions are a
result of past and present natural forces such as fire, insects, disease, and human
management activities.
Visitors can expect to see other people and evidence of human activities including
silvicultural treatments and domestic livestock. Visitors may expect to see managed but
natural-appearing stands of trees with cut or burned areas showing soil disturbance,
snags, tree stumps, slash, landings, or skid trails. Visitors can find dispersed recreation
opportunities including both motorized and non-motorized, although they may also find
that access is restricted, at times, through the use of seasonal or year-long road closures.
Human use is often high during fall hunting seasons.

Desired
condition

These areas provide for a variety of forest and non-forest plant communities and
successional stages, over the long term, through a combination of human manipulation
and natural processes. Management activities are influenced by biological processes
found in the area, and strive to replicate local natural vegetation patterns and patch size
(HRV). Vegetation management is designed to simulate natural disturbances, thus
silvicultural treatments may be larger than 40 acres in size. Vegetation composition and
structure exist in a range of successional stages to meet wildlife and aquatic habitat,
livestock forage, and forest product objectives. Timber harvest rotation ages will pattern
historical ranges of variability. Management activities will provide adequate latesuccessional structure components in forested stands and will maintain fire-dependent
ecosystems over the long term.
A full range of silvicultural prescriptions may be employed that includes timber harvest
and prescribed fire management, in which both focus on long-term desired conditions. In
areas where timber harvest is planned, rotation periods may be longer and entries less
frequent than traditional approaches. Habitat for sensitive species will be protected and
maintained, and may be enhanced where opportunities exist. Management activities
provide for healthy aquatic ecosystems. Stabilization or restoration concepts are applied
to areas of the forest in which natural disturbance or past management has reduced
desired resource conditions. Range improvements are designed to be compatible with
wildlife and aquatic life.
Insects and disease generally are accepted unless they threaten ecosystems that are
providing important habitat components.
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Recreation management activities are compatible with other resource values. The area
has a road and trail system. Some roads are closed seasonally; others are closed after
timber harvest is complete. Temporary roads are preferable to permanent roads for the
removal of forest products. For information on HRV see the Introduction to Category 5
on page 3-52.
The recreation opportunity spectrum (ROS) for this management area is semi-primitive
motorized in the summer and semi-primitive non-motorized or semi-primitive motorized
in the winter. Scenery is managed to provide a range of scenic integrity objectives from
low to moderate.
Standards
and
guidelines

INFRASTRUCTURE
Guidelines

1. New roads and trails needed to implement management in the area
should be low-standard, single-purpose roads.
2. Travelways open to summer motorized travel will not exceed an
average travelway density of two miles per square mile.

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT
Standards

Guideline

1. These areas are part of the suitable timber land base and they
contribute to the allowable sale quantity.
2. A full range of vegetation treatments including timber management
and grazing strategies may be applied to these lands.
1. Protect range improvements and mitigate impacts to natural barriers
that serve as controls to livestock movement.

WILDLIFE
Guideline

Management Area Direction

1. Protect, enhance, and restore habitat for native fishes.
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5.41

Deer and Elk Winter Range

Theme

Deer and elk winter ranges are managed to provide adequate amounts of quality forage,
cover and solitude for deer, elk and other species.

Management
area
description

These are areas where multiple-use principles are applied to emphasize habitat
management for deer and elk. They include lands classified as winter ranges and areas
used during average winters.
These areas consist of both forested and non-forested habitats, generally in the lower
elevation fringes of the forest. Many areas are south-facing slopes where snow melt and
green-up occur earlier in the spring, and snow accumulation does not occur until late
autumn.
These areas are managed to provide adequate amounts of quality forage, cover, and
solitude for deer, elk, and other species while on winter range.

Desired
condition

Human activities are managed so that deer and elk can effectively use the area. Activities
that may be managed or restricted include burning, rangeland management, timber
harvest, habitat manipulation, recreation, minerals exploration and development, and road
management. Population herd objectives are established in coordination with the
Colorado Division of Wildlife.
Vegetation composition and structure are managed to meet the needs of deer, elk, and
other species on their winter range. Quaking aspen, Gambel oak, serviceberry, antelope
bitterbrush, sage, grasses, and forbs are common throughout the area. Openings are
common and interconnected with networks of forested habitat that provide thermal and
hiding cover. Management activities are designed to maintain or create habitat mosaic of
various types, age classes, and structural stages.
Opportunities to view wildlife are high, especially in the winter; however, such use is not
encouraged. All activities should limit disturbance so that deer and elk may use the area
during the winter and spring.
Livestock and related range improvements, such as ponds and fences, may be present.
Range improvements should be designed to be compatible with deer and elk. This
includes, but is not limited to, proper design and location of fences and the planting of
native vegetation such as shrubs that deer and elk favor. Water developments benefit big
game and livestock by improving distribution and reducing the use of riparian areas.
Road systems and trails are relatively undeveloped. Motorized traffic, including over-thesnow vehicles, is restricted during winter and spring. Camping is restricted during the
winter.
To protect wintering big game from disturbance, winter recreation use, both motorized
and non-motorized, is generally confined to designated travelways or use corridors. For
information on HRV see the Introduction to Category 5 on page 3-52.
The recreation opportunity spectrum (ROS) for this management area is semi-primitive
non-motorized or semi-primitive motorized in the winter/spring and semi-primitive nonmotorized or semi-primitive motorized in the summer/fall. Scenery is managed to provide
a range of scenic integrity objectives from low to moderate.
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Standards
and
guidelines

BIODIVERSITY
Standard

1. Vegetation composition and structure are managed to meet the needs
of deer, elk, and other species on their winter ranges within the
constraints of the conservation of biological diversity and the
maintenance and enhancement of sensitive habitats.

INFRASTRUCTURE
Standards

Guideline

1. Over-the-snow vehicle use is restricted to designated routes and play
areas unless authorized by special use permit or for emergency use.
2. All new roads passing through this area will avoid important forage,
cover, and birthing areas.
1. Roads and trails needed to implement management in the area should
be low-standard, single-purpose roads.
2. Avoid crossing these areas with new arterial and collector roads.

DOMESTIC LIVESTOCK GRAZING
Standard
Guideline

1. Establish stocking levels for livestock to ensure adequate forage is
available for deer and elk.
1. Develop livestock grazing systems in cooperation with federal
agencies and private landowners to ensure that all lands are
considered when determining vegetation management objectives
for the area.

RECREATION
Guideline

1. Restrict recreation activities that would disturb deer and elk during
winter and spring periods.

SPECIAL USES
Guideline

1. Discourage special uses that require access during winter and spring
periods.

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT
Standard

Management Area Direction

1. These areas are not part of the suitable timber land base.
2. Vegetation management will be designed to maintain or improve deer
and elk habitat objectives.
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WILDLIFE
Guidelines

1. Where trees and shrubs are sparse, and terrain is the primary factor
providing cover, minimize human activity during periods when elk
and deer are concentrated in the area.
2. Habitat management goals are developed in coordination with the
Colorado Division of Wildlife and the owners of intermingled and
adjacent private land to minimize resource conflicts on and off
National Forest System lands.
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5.42

Bighorn Sheep Habitat

Theme

Management emphasis is to provide adequate amounts of quality forage, cover, escape
terrain, and solitude for bighorn sheep and other species, while allowing vegetative
manipulation that provides other multiple-use resources.

Management
area
description

These areas provide habitat for established bighorn sheep herds on the forest. To ensure
bighorn sheep viability, maintaining and improving the habitat upon which bighorn sheep
depend is emphasized. Much of the area contains cliffs, rocky points, and benches
intermixed with grass, forb, and shrub communities. Forested stands may also be present.

Desired
condition

Herd objectives are established in cooperation with the Colorado Division of Wildlife.
Interpretive opportunities are provided in established viewing areas.
Vegetation is managed to provide healthy plant communities with a variety of species
present for food and cover. Natural and created openings or meadows of various sizes
and shapes occur. Prescribed natural fire and management-ignited fire plans are
developed in support of habitat improvement. For information on HRV see the
Introduction to Category 5 on page 3-52.
The recreation opportunity spectrum (ROS) for this management area is primitive, semiprimitive non-motorized, semi-primitive motorized, roaded natural, or rural year-round.
Scenery is managed to provide a range of scenic integrity objectives from moderate to
high.

Standards
and
guidelines

INFRASTRUCTURE
Standard

1. Over-the-snow vehicle use is restricted to designated routes.

DOMESTIC LIVESTOCK GRAZING
Standards

1. Grazing strategies will be implemented to meet bighorn sheep habitat
objectives.
2. Grazing by domestic sheep is prohibited unless adequate temporal or
spatial separation can be demonstrated.

RECREATION
Guidelines

1. Recreation activities that disturb bighorn sheep should be restricted.
2. Provide interpretive opportunities in established viewing areas.

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT
Standards

Management Area Direction

1. These areas are not part of the suitable timber land base.
2. Vegetation management practices will be used to maintain or improve
bighorn sheep habitat.
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5.43

Elk Habitat

Theme

These areas are managed for elk. Low road densities and optimum forage and cover
ratios characterize this management area prescription.

Management
area
description

These areas contain important elk habitat, including incidental winter range. They also
provide opportunities for non-motorized recreation, while allowing timber harvesting and
livestock grazing.
Evidence of human activity related to wood fiber production may be present. Roads used
for timber harvesting provide limited access for hikers, mountain bikers, horseback
riders, and other non-motorized travelers and hunters. Trails may also be present,
providing access to these areas.

Desired
condition

Vegetation is managed to provide healthy plant communities with a variety of species
present for food and cover. Forested areas may appear managed without much evidence
of damage by insects and disease. Natural and created openings or meadows of various
sizes and shapes occur as well. Large patches of late-successional structure, including
trees of many different heights, occur. Scattered dead trees appear in openings and in
older stands. Most of the local road surfaces are covered with grasses or other vegetation
unless they have been recently used to haul logs. In such cases, the vegetation may be
worn down.
Non-motorized recreational activities are provided, including hiking, mountain biking,
horseback riding, hunting, and cross-country skiing. Motorized opportunities are limited.
Travel closures may exist based on elk habitat objectives. For information on HRV see
the Introduction to Category 5 on page 3-52.
The recreation opportunity spectrum (ROS) for this management area is semi-primitive
non-motorized or semi-primitive motorized year-round. Scenery is managed to provide a
range of scenic integrity objectives from low to moderate.

Standards
and
guidelines

INFRASTRUCTURE
Guideline

1. Travelways open to motorized travel will not exceed an average
travelway density of one-half mile per square mile during seasonal
periods when the area is designated for calving, migration, winter,
or summer habitat (see Wildlife Guideline 2, below).

DOMESTIC LIVESTOCK GRAZING
Guideline

1. Design livestock management strategies, including distribution and
stocking rates, to be compatible with elk habitat objectives.
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VEGETATION MANAGEMENT
Standards

1. These areas are part of the suitable timber land base and they
contribute to the allowable sale quantity.
2. Vegetation management practices will be used to maintain or improve
elk habitat.

WILDLIFE
Guidelines

1. Provide adequate forage to sustain elk populations.
2. The following dates may be used for restrictions of activities,
depending upon the objectives for which the area was established:
Calving
May 15 to June 20
Migration
Fall—October 15 to November 30
Spring—April 15 to June 20
Winter
December 1 to April 14
Summer
June 16 to October 14
For the season of use for a particular area, see Table 3-6 and the
accompanying elk habitat maps.

Management Area Direction
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Table 3-6
Elk habitat management use restriction strategy by polygon and district
Polygon
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Ranger
District
Blanco
Blanco
Dillon
Blanco
Blanco
Blanco
HolyCross
Dillon
Dillon
Dillon
Dillon
Rifle
Dillon
Dillon
Dillon
Rifle
Dillon
Dillon
Dillon
Rifle
Dillon
Rifle
Dillon
Dillon
Dillon
Dillon
Dillon
Dillon
Dillon
Dillon
HolyCross
Dillon
Eagle
Eagle
HolyCross
Eagle
Dillon
Dillon
Dillon

Acres
9352
1076
10811
11515
2748
1568
7826
1908
79
3000
1822
6351
70
8709
10
6900
2
7
406
23487
73
15954
640
45
5
102
10
71
5
1831
2822
1804
3839
3278
875
1418
1907
260
2125

SC
x
x

C
x
x
x

SM

FM

W

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
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x
x

Map
Number
1
1
5
1
1
1
4
5
5
5
5
1
5
5
5
1
5
5
5
1
5
1
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
3
5
3
3
3
3
5
5
5
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Table 3-6 continued
Polygon
ID
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
51
52
53
57

Ranger
District
Dillon
Dillon
Eagle
Sopris
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Sopris
Rifle
Rifle
Sopris
Aspen

Acres
899
7474
2055
5351
3794
893
8146
8325
7663
5715
300
15231
10425
1452

SC

C
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

SM

3-64

W
x
x
x

x

x

Key:
SC= Summer concentration areas C= Calving areas SM= Spring migration areas
FM= Fall migration areas W= Winter areas
Note:
Polygons numbers 50, 54, 55, and 56 were deleted after map verification.
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x

x

x

x

x

Map
Number
5
5
3
3
2
2
2
2
3
3
2
3
3
3
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Figure 3-1
Elk habitat Map 1
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Figure 3-2
Elk habitat map 2
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Figure 3-3
Elk habitat map 3
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Figure 3-4
Elk habitat map 4
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Figure 3-5
Elk habitat map 5
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5.5

Forested Landscape Linkages

Theme

These areas are managed as key landscape linkages. They provide areas for landscapescale movement, migration, and dispersal of forest carnivores and other wide-ranging
wildlife species. These areas provide safe travel connections between large blocks of
forested landscapes across the forest. They provide security from intensive recreational
and other human disturbances.

Management
area
description

These areas are intended to provide landscape-level linkages between forested landscapes
across the White River National Forest. They are generally found in areas of conifer
cover types adjacent to natural or human-created constrictions of forested ecosystems.
They may provide secure movement zones to connect portions of the forest that have land
allocations providing a high level of habitat protection or security, such as designated
wilderness. They may also be designed to provide movement pathways through areas
with adjacent high human development or disturbances.
There is light or minimal impact from human use in these areas. Natural processes
generally predominate; however, vegetation may be managed to enhance denning or
foraging habitat characteristics for target species, such as lynx, marten, or wolverine.
Recreation huts or other developed recreation sites may be present, but are not common.
Habitat management activities will be based on the best scientific information available.

Desired
condition

The maintenance of dense, undisturbed, closed-canopy conifer stands that provide
security habitats for landscape-scale forest carnivore movement, migration, and dispersal
between forested landscapes is emphasized.
Lynx key linkage areas will be managed to provide elements of habitat security in conifer
forests. The desired vegetation condition is generally dense, interconnected blocks of late
successional conifer cover types (primarily spruce and fir species) intermixed with
patches of seedling to pole-sized trees (mainly lodgepole pine). The dense conifers
provide lynx hiding and denning cover. The early seral forest vegetation provides habitat
for the snowshoe hare, an important prey species for the lynx.
Wolverine areas will be managed to provide habitat security from human disturbances,
especially during spring maternity periods. Vegetation in these areas is mainly large,
dense, interconnected, late-successional spruce-fir stands.
Management of these areas will provide benefits for carnivores, as well as for other
wildlife species with large home ranges. These areas are not designed to provide all
denning, foraging, maternity, or reproductive areas necessary for lynx, marten, wolverine,
or other wide-ranging species survival, but rather to provide secure habitats in which
these species can safely move across and between forested landscapes where natural or
human-created constrictions have been identified.
Natural biological processes and conditions influence vegetation composition and
structure. Prescribed fire is used where appropriate to create or renew desirable habitat
conditions and may be used to mimic natural disturbance regimes. The maintenance and
protection of security habitats is emphasized in all management activities.

Management Area Direction
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Vegetation may be managed to provide foraging habitat characteristics for wildlife
species requiring these forested landscape connections. The landscape is primarily
natural-appearing.
Roads and trails exist to provide resource management and recreational access. Road
densities and motorized and mechanized uses are managed at or below current levels to
reduce disturbances. These areas provide mostly non-motorized, backcountry recreation
opportunities. Motorized portions may include some seasonal travel restrictions.
Dispersed recreation may be regulated in the area to maintain use at or below current
levels and patterns. Existing huts and developed recreation sites are managed within
current site capacities. For information on HRV see the Introduction to Category 5 on
page 3-52.
The recreation opportunity spectrum (ROS) for this management area is primitive, semiprimitive non-motorized, or semi-primitive motorized year-round. Scenery is managed to
provide a range of scenic integrity objectives from moderate to very high.
Standards
and
guidelines

BIODIVERSITY
Guideline

1. Management activities replicate biological processes found in the area
and strive to replicate natural vegetation patterns and patch size.

INFRASTRUCTURE
Standards
Guideline

1. Designated travelways are open to motorized and mechanized travel
when such use is compatible with the area objectives.
1. Roads needed to implement management in the area should be lowstandard, single-purpose roads and should be closed or
decommissioned following management activities.
2. Development of new recreation facilities and expansion of existing
facilities will be discouraged.
3. Open motorized and mechanized travelway density will not increase.

RECREATION
Standard
Guideline

1. Over-the-snow vehicles are restricted to designated routes and play
areas.
1. Recreation use of these areas may be restricted to ensure the
effectiveness of the area for use by forest carnivores and other
wide-ranging wildlife species. Potential security habitats will be
protected from concentrated recreational use.
2. Potential security habitats will be protected from intensive recreational
use or development.

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT
Standards

1. The spruce-fir vegetation component is not part of the suitable timber
land base and does not contribute to the allowable sale quantity.
2. The lodgepole pine and aspen vegetation components are part of the
suitable timber land base and contribute to the allowable sale
quantity.
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3. Vegetation management practices will ensure maintenance of large
interconnected blocks of dense conifer stands to provide for
maintenance and enhancement of security habitats.

WILDLIFE
Standard

Guideline

Management Area Direction

1. Habitat management goals are developed in coordination with the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service and owners of intermingled and adjacent
private lands to minimize resource conflicts on and off National
Forest System lands.
1. In areas where adequate, dense, late-successional conifer habitats exist
to provide security for denning and movement, vegetation
management activities should consider maintenance or
enhancement of habitats important to primary prey species for
lynx, such as snowshoe hare and red squirrel.
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Category 7
Introduction

Public lands are intermingled with private lands to such an extent that ecosystem
management for National Forest System lands must be tempered by other landowner’s
uses and objectives. Human activities have altered the natural appearance of these
landscapes in most areas on both public and private lands. Sights and sounds of people
predominate. Private land use is often residential. Resource use is not planned on a
sustainable basis, but may occur in concert with surrounding private land values.
Motorized transportation is common.

Role of
Historic Range
of Variability in
Desired Future
Conditions

Forest health conditions are primarily a result of land management activities, not
natural processes, on small, concentrated areas in this prescription. Management
activities in this category, therefore, will not have significant impact on landscape
characteristics at a broad scale. Land management activities are designed to consider
adjacent landowners objectives and priorities. Vegetation management will be
designed to reduce fuel loading and meet visual objectives. Historic conditions may
not be attainable in these areas due to urbanization factors such as access, fire
potential, and recreation use.

Management activities that are generally allowed in Category 7 are shown in Table 3-7.
Table 3-7
Generally allowed activities and allocations in Category 7
Activities allowed
Management
area
prescription

Timber
harvest

Contributes
to ASQ

Motorized
recreation

Mechanized
recreation

Grazing

7.1 Intermix

yes

no

yes

yes

yes
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locatable
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Developed
recreation
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7.1

Intermix

Theme

Areas characterized by an interface between National Forest System lands and other
public and private lands are managed to protect natural resources, provide compatible
multiple uses, and maintain cooperative relationships between private landowners and
other governments with jurisdiction. Opportunities to consolidate landownership patterns
are pursued.

Management
area
description

These areas are located along the borders of the forest, adjacent to other public and
private lands. The private lands are usually undergoing pressure from urban and private
residential development.
Cooperative relationships are emphasized with other agencies, local governmental
jurisdictions, and adjacent landowners. Opportunities are sought for coordinated, multijurisdictional management approaches to address resource issues and impacts that
transcend the national forest boundary.

Desired
condition

Management actions are geared toward influencing the vegetation composition and
structure to promote visual screening and to minimize hazardous fuel loading patterns.
Wildlife habitat provides adequate cover for big game species between winter and
summer ranges. Wildlife viewing is encouraged in areas not identified as winter range or
sensitive habitats, and discouraged in those habitats considered sensitive. In highrecreation-use areas, human disturbance may limit viewing opportunities to those species
that are common or accustomed to the presence of people. Aquatic habitats that provide
for recreation fisheries are protected.
Opportunities for solitude are limited. Sights and sounds of human development are
evident. The area is accessible for use by visitors, while conflicts with adjacent
landowners are minimized to the extent compatible with overall management objectives.
Land ownership patterns are simplified. Clearly identified property boundaries and
acquisition of rights-of-way are a priority. Both motorized and non-motorized recreation
activities are provided. For information on HRV see the Introduction to Category 7 on
page 3-76.
The recreation opportunity spectrum (ROS) for this management area is semi-primitive
non-motorized, semi-primitive motorized, roaded natural, or rural year-round. Scenery is
managed to provide a range of scenic integrity objectives from low to moderate.

Standards
and
guidelines

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Guideline

1. Management activities are coordinated with other affected landowners.
2. Develop, where appropriate and practical, coordinated multijurisdictional land management efforts.

INFRASTRUCTURE
Guideline

Management Area Direction

1. New improvements are designed to resemble natural patterns and to be
less intrusive on the landscape.
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INSECTS AND DISEASE
Guideline

1. Minimize potential for insect and disease outbreaks through vegetation
treatments, maintaining stands at a moderate or lower risk.

REAL ESTATE
Guideline

1. Develop landownership adjustment patterns in cooperation with local
governments, private landowners, forest users and the general
public.

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT
Standards

1. These areas are not part of the suitable timber land base.
2. Vegetation management practices will be used to meet resource
management objectives other than wood production.

WILDLIFE
Guideline

1. Set objectives for wildlife management in cooperation with the
Colorado Division of Wildlife on an area-by-area basis. These
objectives may feature both game and non-game species.
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Category 8
Introduction

In this category, ecological conditions and processes are likely to be permanently
altered by human activities beyond the level needed to maintain natural-appearing
landscapes and ecological processes. These areas are generally small in scale.
Ecological values are protected where they affect the health and welfare of human
occupancy. Human activities are generally commercial in nature and directly or
indirectly provide jobs and income. Motorized transportation is common.

Role of
Historic Range
of Variability in
Desired Future
Conditions

Historic conditions may be permanently altered in these management areas. These
altered conditions may persist throughout the life of the plan. In many instances the
primary agent of change is the construction of a permanent facility, and has already
taken place. In other cases, the construction will occur over the life of the plan.
Examples of existing facilities that have altered, or may alter, the natural conditions
include: transmission corridors, ski areas, developed recreation complexes. Historic
conditions may be considered in projects in these areas and limited progress towards
historic conditions may be made for issues including noxious weeds. Other conditions
that have been permanently altered will remain in that state.
Management activities that generally are allowed in Category 8 are shown in Table 3-8,
by prescription.

Table 3-8
Generally allowed activities and allocations in Category 8

Management area prescription
Developed recreation
complexes
Ski areas – existing and
8.25
potential
Aerial transportation
8.31
corridors
Designated utility corridors –
8.32
existing and potential
8.21

Activities allowed
Oil & gas Locatable Developed
Grazing
leasing
minerals
recreation
no
yes
decision
yes
by area
yes
no
no
yes

Non-ski areas
yes
no

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

Notes:
1. Timber harvest is allowed in all prescriptions in Category 8. However, none of the timber harvest that occurs in
Category 8 contributes to the allowable sale quantity.
2. Developed recreation sites include trailheads.
3. Motorized and mechanized travel is allowed in all prescriptions in Category 8; however, motorized use is
restricted within ski area permit boundaries by forest supervisor closure orders.
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8.21
Theme

Developed Recreation Complexes
These areas contain developed recreation sites that provide an array of recreational
opportunities and experiences in a forested environment. These types of areas also
include the surrounding terrain, resulting in an attractive setting for the developments.
Areas are managed to provide a variety of recreation opportunities in multiple-site, highly
developed recreation complexes.

Management
area
description

Areas such as campgrounds, day-use areas, swimming beaches, visitor centers, marinas,
boat launches, trailheads, scenic overlooks, interpretive sites, groups of recreation
residences, winter sports sites, Nordic centers, and resorts may be present. As such, major
site modifications and facility installations are expected. These areas may appear singly
or in combination at recreational complexes, although this management area is not
applied to individual campgrounds.
These areas may include both private and public facilities located on National Forest
System lands. Roads, trails, and sometimes highways are often clearly evident. Roads and
recreation sites may be paved. Trails are generally highly maintained and may be
surfaced. There may be evidence of bare and compacted soil, erosion, litter, or other
associated disturbances outside of designated use areas and travelways.
Recreation opportunities occur in an intensively managed, highly regulated environment
modified to accommodate a high level of interaction among users. There are few, if any,
opportunities for solitude. On-site regulation and control are obvious, but harmonize with
the natural setting to the extent possible. Multiple information stations and kiosks provide
visitors with area information. Directional and regulatory signs are widely used to
identify requirements for use of the area. Entrance stations may be present.

Desired
condition

Recreation facilities are developed and maintained to provide a variety of high quality
recreational experiences in a primarily natural setting. The level of development is
commensurate with demand and visitor expectations. Vegetation communities are
maintained or improved to provide an eye-pleasing appearance for visitors, complement
the recreation values, and provide varied structural stages and plant communities. The
areas will provide access and parking to sites, natural attractions, water features, or areas
that provide desired recreation opportunities such as camping, hiking, bicycling, skiing,
snowmobiling, fishing, and scenic driving.
The health, sustainability, and appearance of communities are emphasized because of
their desirability for recreational use. This includes manipulating vegetation to
accommodate both existing and new facilities. Control of insect and disease populations
is featured. Riparian communities and aquatic ecosystems are managed to provide safe
recreation access and prevent unacceptable resource damage. Opportunities are available
for viewing birds. Many areas offer opportunities for recreational fishing. For
information on HRV see the Introduction to Category 8 on page 3-80.
The recreation opportunity spectrum (ROS) for this management area is roaded natural or
rural in the summer and semi-primitive non-motorized, semi-primitive motorized, roaded
natural, or rural in the winter. Scenery is managed to provide a range of scenic integrity
objectives from low to moderate.

Management Area Direction
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Standards
and
guidelines

INFRASTRUCTURE
Guidelines

1. Design facilities and access to provide site protection, efficient
maintenance, and user convenience.
2. Design and locate improvements on winter sports sites to provide
safety for users.
3. Provide dust abatement and maintenance on roads and camping spurs
to enhance or maintain the safety and quality of the recreational
experience.

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES
Standard

1. These areas are withdrawn from mineral entry when such action is
deemed necessary to meet the objective of the management area.

DOMESTIC LIVESTOCK GRAZING
Guideline

1. Grazing is excluded from developed recreation sites through the use of
fencing or effective natural barriers.

RECREATION
Guideline

1. Provide hardened sites to meet user needs and to protect resources.

SCENERY MANAGEMENT
Guideline

1. Facilities may dominate, but must harmonize and blend with the
adjacent landscape.

SPECIAL USES
Guideline

1. Do not issue special use permits that will preclude future recreational
developments.

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT
Standards

Guideline

1. These areas are not part of the suitable timber land base.
2. Vegetation management practices will be used to meet specific
resource objectives other than wood production.
1. Vegetation management operations should be designed to maintain the
desired recreation setting.

WILDLIFE
Guideline

1. Habitat in the complex is managed to provide for a variety of fish for
recreational angling.
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8.25 Ski areas –
Existing and Potential
Theme

Ski areas are developed and operated by the private sector to provide opportunities for
intensively managed outdoor recreation activities during all seasons of the year. This
management area also includes areas with potential for future development.

Management
area
description

Ski areas provide winter sports activities and other intensively managed outdoor
recreation opportunities for large numbers of national and international visitors in highly
developed settings. In some areas, use in the summer may be as intensive as in the winter.
This management area includes existing resorts that have already been permitted and
developed, as well as additional suitable terrain into which development is planned for
the future.

Desired
condition

Management areas are characterized by a vegetational mosaic that includes natural and
man-made grassy openings intermixed with forested or partially forested areas and rocky
outcroppings. Forested areas are managed as sustainable cover with a variety of species
and age classes in patterns typical of the natural landscape character of the area.
Vegetation is managed to avoid catastrophic changes that could result from windthrow,
insects, disease, or fire. Disturbed areas are revegetated to protect scenery and minimize
erosion.
Protection of scenic values is emphasized through application of basic landscape
aesthetics and design principles, integrated with forest management and development
objectives. Reasonable efforts are made to limit the visibility of structures, ski lifts, roads,
utilities, buildings, signs, and other man-made facilities by locating them behind
landform features or by screening them behind existing vegetation. Facilities are
architecturally designed to blend and harmonize with the national forest setting as seen
from key viewpoints. Facilities that no longer serve a useful purpose are removed.
Recreational uses are intensively managed during the summer and winter seasons.
Appropriate facilities are those that are directly related to the operation and support of
skiing activities. Facilities may be intensively used throughout the year to satisfy a
variety of seasonal recreational demands. Encounters between individuals and human
sounds may be frequent, but vary by time of day and season.
Contacts with Forest Service personnel may be common, generally for the purpose of
providing information and monitoring compliance with the terms and conditions of the
special use permits. Opportunities for solitude are limited.
Transportation systems provide convenient access to National Forest System lands in key
portal locations with adequate public parking, base facilities, and community
infrastructure. Base areas that serve as entrance portals are designed as gateways to
public lands. They are architecturally designed to blend with the forest setting and
contain convenient facilities and services that provide for the needs of forest visitors.
Mountain roads and trails, constructed by the permit holder to serve a variety of uses, are
subject to seasonal closure. Motorized equipment may be used in constructing,
maintaining, and operating facilities and managing public use, where appropriate.

Management Area Direction
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Directional, regulatory, and informational signs are common. They are consistent with
the resort sign plan and they foster safe use, identify routes, and provide visitor
information.
A Master Development Plan (MDP) is part of each ski area’s special use permit. The
MDPs are prepared by the permit holder and accepted by the Forest Service. They
describe the improvements and facilities that are authorized at each resort and are the
guiding document used to describe the expected future condition for the resort. These
plans encompass all the area authorized for use by the special use permit including areas
that are, at present, undeveloped. Areas allocated are managed to avoid deterioration of
site conditions that may detract from planned uses.
For information on HRV see the Introduction to Category 8 on page 3-80.
The recreation opportunity spectrum (ROS) for this management area is rural year-round.
Scenery is managed to provide a range of scenic integrity objectives from very low to
low.
Standards
and
guidelines

INFRASTRUCTURE
Standard
Guidelines

1. Permanent outdoor advertising is not a needed public service and is
not allowed.
1. Facilities are designed with an architectural theme intended to blend
facilities with the natural environment.
2. Vegetation is retained to screen facilities from key viewpoints.
3. Roads are designed to minimize visual and resource impacts. They are
constructed and maintained with good alignments and grades that
minimize erosion.
4. Motorized travel is prohibited, except when authorized by special use
permit or for administrative or emergency purposes.

SOILS
Standards

1. Effective ground cover (mulch) upon completion of ground disturbing
activities will meet minimum levels of the pre-treatment habitat
type (Hess and Wasser, 1982) as shown in the following table:
Habitat Type (group)
Aspen
Lodgepole Pine
Spruce-Fir

Minimum Ground Cover %
95
90
95

Mitigation measures will be determined on a case-by-case basis in the
alpine component to protect against erosion.
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2. Cross drain placement will meet the following minimum spacing:

Guideline

Ski Trail Slope %

Maximum Distance in Feet

1-6

300

7-9

200

10-14

150

15-20

90

21-40

50

41+

25

1. Ground cover, as a combination of revegetation and mulch
applications, should meet the requirements in the table below, one
and two years following completion of ground disturbing
activities.
Erosion
Hazard Class

Year 1 Minimum
Effective Ground
Cover %
20-30

Year 2 Minimum
Effective Ground
Cover %
30-40

Moderate

30-45

40-60

High

45-60

60-75

Very High/Severe

60-90

75-90

Low

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES
Standard

1. These areas are withdrawn from mineral entry.

RECREATION
Guideline

Management Area Direction

1. Resource management activities should minimize impacts to
recreational resources within existing permitted sites and areas
planned for future development.
2. Uses and activities are considered appropriate on National Forest
System lands if they enhance natural resource-based recreation
opportunities. Facilities are considered appropriate if the
preponderance of revenues generated from those facilities is by
skiers and snowboarders during the winter season.
3. Ski area boundaries may be amended to improve skier safety, avoid
physical hazards, manage known avalanche zones, or remain in
compliance with Forest Service regional boundary management
policies.
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VEGETATION MANAGEMENT
Standards

Guideline

1. These areas are not part of the suitable timber land base.
2. Vegetation management practices will be used to maintain and
improve ski area objectives.
1. Manage stands and islands of trees to provide for a variety of species
and size classes and perpetuate forest cover. Vegetative
management should complement snow management objectives and
scenery and recreational values.

WATER AND AQUATIC RESOURCES
Standards

3. Snow management, including snowmaking and snow-farming, will be
conducted in a manner that prevents slope failures and gully
erosion, as well as bank erosion and sediment damage in receiving
channels.

WILDLIFE
Guidelines

1. Provide opportunities to educate visitors about wildlife and habitat.

THREATENED SPECIES - LYNX
Note: See page 2-18 for an explanation of how this direction will be
implemented.
Standard

1. When developing large winter recreation facilities, design new trails,
roads and lift termini to protect lynx diurnal security habitats in
and around proposed developments or expansions.

Guidelines

1. When designing ski area expansions, provide adequate sized
coniferous inter-trail islands, including the retention of coarse
woody material, to maintain snowshoe hare habitat.
2. Evaluate and adjust as necessary, ski operations in expanded or newly
developed areas to provide nocturnal foraging opportunities for
lynx in a manner consistent with operational needs, especially in
landscapes where lynx habitat occurs as narrow bands of
coniferous forest across mountain slopes.
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8.31

Aerial Transportation Corridors

Theme

An aerial transportation corridor serves the principal purpose of transporting people to,
from, and within communities or ski areas.

Management
area
description

Aerial transportation corridors allow people to move directly among key locations at ski
areas and communities. Corridors are sufficiently wide to allow analysis of alternative
alignments. Permitted rights-of-way are limited in width to functional levels needed for
construction, maintenance and operations, but required mitigation measures may extend
outside designated rights-of-way.

Desired
condition

Vegetation may be removed to construct and operate aerial transportation systems. Lowprofile structures and facilities that have low visual impacts are preferred. Structures that
have dark non-reflective exterior surfaces and colors that blend with natural conditions
are preferred. Development of scenic vistas for passengers riding aerial transportation
systems is allowed if scenic integrity objectives can be met. Operations plans for aerial
transportation systems strive to be compatible with the management areas they cross.
For information on HRV see the Introduction to Category 8 on page 3-80.
The recreation opportunity spectrum (ROS) for this management area will be compatible
with the surrounding areas. Scenery will be managed to provide a range of scenic
integrity objectives from very low to low.

Standards
and
guidelines

INFRASTRUCTURE
Guideline

1. Public access restrictions may be imposed within the corridor for
health, safety, resource, or compatibility considerations.

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT
Standard

1. These areas are not part of the suitable timber land base.

WATER AND AQUATIC RESOURCES
Guidelines

Management Area Direction

1. Avoid locating structures in floodplains.
2. Locate corridors and structures to minimize impacts to riparian areas
and wetlands.
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8.32 Designated Utility Corridors –
Existing and Potential
Theme

This prescription emphasizes management of existing and potential linear and non-linear
rights-of-way corridors. These corridors are used for major oil and gas pipelines; major
water transmission systems (excluding reservoirs); slurry pipelines; aerial and
underground utility facilities for transmission of electricity; major communications
systems including telephone, microwave, and fixed sites; railroad rights-of-way; and
major routes for highways and roads.

Management
area
description

These areas are managed for the construction, operation, and maintenance of facilities
associated with public utilities and transportation systems. Rights-of-way for corridors
are typically linear management areas that may traverse other management areas.
Vegetation composition and structure have been altered to meet the needs of the site.
Protection of facilities and personnel within the area is the primary emphasis for
vegetation treatment. Physical disturbances to existing conditions frequently are high
within the right-of-way corridor and low outside the corridor. The road system within
utility and railroad corridors, as well as utility sites, may be restricted to utility
maintenance access. Most roads have a native surface suitable for passage with highclearance vehicles. Other management options include livestock grazing, wildlife habitat,
and dispersed recreation.

Desired
condition

For existing corridors and sites, visitors can expect to see significant modifications to
general forest areas. Larger trees are removed to provide for safety and protection of
facilities and of personnel working within the area. Smaller trees are still present. The
boundaries of the cut areas bordering the corridors and cleared sites are blended into the
surrounding vegetation. Opportunities for viewing wildlife are good. Wildlife species that
prefer edge habitats, such as deer, are most common. Raptors are often seen within the
corridors, although they may not nest there. Habitat for sensitive species may be
enhanced where opportunities exist, but the focus is on maintenance and protection of
these habitats. Dispersed recreation activities may be available for both motorized and
non-motorized activities, including hunting, ATV riding, snowmobiling, hiking, crosscountry skiing, horseback riding, and bicycling. For information on HRV see the
Introduction to Category 8 on page 3-80.
The recreation opportunity spectrum (ROS) for this management area is compatible with
the surrounding areas. Scenery is managed to provide a range of scenic integrity
objectives from low to very high.
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Standards
and
guidelines

INFRASTRUCTURE
Guideline

1. Public access restrictions may be imposed within the corridor for
health, safety, resource, or compatibility considerations.

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES
Standards

1. Designated utility corridors for linear utilities (shown in Figures 3-6
and 3-7) will be occupied by utilities according to Table 3-9:

Figure 3-6
Designated utility corridors for linear utilities (west side of forest)

Management Area Direction
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Figure 3-7
Designated utility corridors for linear utilities (east side of White River National Forest).

Table 3-9
Designated utility corridors for linear utilities on the White River National Forest
Corridor
A
C
D
E
F
G
H
K
L
M
N
P
R
S

Approved in
alternative
B only
All
C, D, E, F, I and J
All
All
All
All
C, D, E, F, I and J
C, D, E, F, I and J
C, D, E, F, I and J
C, D, E, F, I and J
*B, C, D, E, F, I and J
C, D, E, F, I and J
C, D, E, F, I and J

Approved occupancy and/
or conditions of occupancy
Aerial only
Aerial or underground
Underground only
Aerial only
Aerial only
Aerial only
Aerial or underground
Underground only
Underground only
Aerial or underground
Underground only
Aerial only
Aerial or underground
Aerial only

Note:
“Aerial” is defined as “at or above prevalent tree canopy level.”
*Only south sections are in Alternative B.
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Figure 3-8
Designated non-linear utility sites (electronic/communication)

2. Designated non-linear utility sites (shown in Figure 3-8) will be
occupied according to Table 3-10:
Table 3-10
Designated electronic sites on the White River National Forest
Site
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
J
K
L
N
P
R
S
T
U

Name
Lake Hill
West Tunnel
Hoosier Pass
Officers Gulch
Copper Mountain
Shrine Pass
East Vail
Vail Mountain
Lower Dowd
Beaver Creek
Red Table – East
Red Table – West
Sunlight
Haystack Mountain
McClure Pass
Lower Red
Mountain
Upper Red
Mountain
Aspen Mountain

Management Area Direction

Approved in
alternative
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
B only
C, D, E, F, I and
J
All
All

Approved occupancy and/
or conditions of occupancy
Multi-user
Multi-user cellular only
Multi-user
Multi-user cellular only
Multi-user cellular only
Multi-user cellular only
Multi-user cellular only
Multi-user
Multi-user
Multi-user
FAA only
Multi-user
Multi-user
Multi-user
Multi-user
No new or additional users
Multi-user; no additional users until
access issue resolved
Multi-user

All
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SCENERY MANAGEMENT
Standard
Guideline

1. Vegetation management plans, for new or reissued permits, are
designed to minimize and rehabilitate visual impacts.
1. The boundaries of the cut areas bordering utility corridors are blended
into the surrounding vegetation in locations visible from key
viewpoints.

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT
Standard

1. These areas are not part of the suitable timber land base.

WATER AND AQUATIC RESOURCES
Guidelines

1. Avoid locating structures in floodplains.
2. Locate corridors and structures to minimize impacts to riparian areas
and wetlands.

WILDLIFE
Standard

1. Design and construction of power transmission and distribution lines
will minimize electrocution hazards, and, where feasible, provide
perch sites.
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Monitoring and Evaluation
Overview

Monitoring is defined as the process of taking periodic observations to detect changes or
trends in resources or environment. Comparing conditions between two or more
successive inventories provides estimates of change and is a form of monitoring. A single
observation or inventory does not necessarily result in monitoring. However, an
inventory may set a reference point against which future observations may be compared
during monitoring. Evaluation is defined as interpreting or judging information.
The purpose of this chapter is to provide the support and direction to facilitate successful
monitoring. The sections in this chapter are:











Monitoring framework overview
Monitoring purpose
Information management
Reasons for monitoring (monitoring drivers)
Definitions
Monitoring priorities
Annual monitoring work plan
Evaluation process
Annual forest monitoring and evaluation report
Monitoring strategy

In brief, the steps to successful monitoring are:
1. Establish a monitoring budget: As part of the annual program budgeting
process, establish an annual monitoring budget to collect, manage, and evaluate
data, coordinate with partners, produce the annual report, and fund the
Monitoring Interdisciplinary (ID) Team.
2. Identify a monitoring ID Team: At least one year in advance of the published
monitoring report, establish an ID Team with the authority to coordinate and
supervise monitoring activities, administer monitoring funding, evaluate the data
collected, and produce the annual monitoring report.
3. Build a monitoring guide: The ID Team will annually build, update, or validate
a monitoring guide designed to facilitate data collection and storage on
monitoring items using standardized monitoring protocols, corporate data, and
information storage.
4. Find cooperators: The ID Team will find and manage cooperators who will aid
in data collection and possibly data evaluation. Cooperators will play a key role
in a successful monitoring effort.
5. Establish an annual monitoring work plan: The ID Team, under the direction
of the Forest Leadership Team, will build and work under a work plan with the
budget provided. The project work plan will identify the monitoring questions to
be addressed for the year, the funding available, where data on monitoring items
will be collected, and who will have the responsibility to obtain the data.
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6. Manage the collection and storage of data: The ID Team will work with Forest
Service employees and cooperators to see that data is collected using standard
methods found in the monitoring guide and are entered into the appropriate
corporate data storage system.
7. Evaluate the data: The ID Team will evaluate the data collected with the goal of
answering the monitoring questions.
8. Publish and distribute the annual monitoring report: The ID Team will write
and distribute the annual monitoring report.
Monitoring
purpose

Effective monitoring and evaluation fosters improved management and more informed
planning decisions. It helps identify the need to adjust desired conditions, goals,
objectives, standards, and guidelines as conditions change. Monitoring and evaluation
helps the agency and the public determine how a forest plan is being implemented,
whether plan implementation is achieving desired outcomes, and whether assumptions
made in the planning process are valid.
Monitoring and evaluation are learning tools that form the backbone of adaptive
management. With these tools, data is collected and compiled to serve as reference points
for the future. New scientific understanding and technology, changes in law, policy, and
resource conditions, growing concerns, trends, and changing societal values can be
incorporated into forest planning. Finally, the scientific validity and appropriateness of
assumptions used in the development of forest plans can be evaluated. In short,
monitoring efforts breathe life into a static document—the forest plan—to make it
dynamic, relevant, and useful.
Several kinds of activities can be referred to as “monitoring.” Programmatic monitoring
tracks and evaluates trends of ecological, social, or economic outcomes. Project
implementation monitoring verifies compliance with forest plan standards and guidelines.
Effectiveness monitoring evaluates how effectively our management actions achieve
desired outcomes. Validation monitoring verifies assumptions and models used in forest
plan implementation. Monitoring may also address issues for large geographic areas of
which a forest is a part. These types of monitoring are addressed in forest plans.
There are two other types of monitoring: (1) tracking or development of administrative
reports (plans for protection of historic sites, interpretive plans, plans to inventory a
particular resource, or conservation strategies) and (2) tracking specific program outputs
(such as miles of trail maintained, recreation visitor days, cubic feet of timber harvested,
or acres of prescribed burn accomplished). These monitoring programs will not be
discussed at greater length here. Tracking of outputs can be referenced using general
terms in a forest plan and may be included in an annual monitoring plan or annual
monitoring and evaluation report, as they are important measures of how funds are used
and are important to the public.

Monitoring and Evaluation
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As a forest plans and implements its monitoring and evaluation program, there are several
important guidelines to consider. Monitoring should:









Be purposeful and conducted to answer specific questions.
Be done at the appropriate spatial and temporal scale to answer the question.
Be done in collaboration with others (agencies, interested publics, researchers,
and non-governmental organizations) to share the workload (including obtaining
data from other sources), gain expertise, and build credibility and trust.
Use the best available science and established protocols to collect and evaluate
the data.
Use modern information management techniques and tools.
Apply stringent selection criteria so that a monitoring activity is only conducted
if it is feasible, realistic, and affordable.
Emphasize evaluation as much as the collection of the data.

Monitoring and evaluation are conducted at several scales and for many purposes, each of
which has different objectives and requirements. Monitoring requirements and tasks are
developed to be responsive to the objectives and scale of the plan, program, or project to
be monitored.
Monitoring and evaluation are separate, sequential activities required by National Forest
Management Act (NFMA) regulations to determine how well objectives have been met
and how closely management standards and guidelines have been applied. Monitoring
generally includes the collection of data and information, either by observation or
measurement. Evaluation is the analysis of the data and information collected during the
monitoring phase. The evaluation results are used to answer the monitoring questions,
determine the need to revise or amend management plans or how they are implemented,
and form a basis for adaptive management of National Forest System lands. Monitoring
and evaluation results provide the information necessary to amend the 2001 forest plan
over its lifespan. This keeps the forest plan up-to-date and responsive to emerging issues,
new scientific information, and changing resource conditions.
This chapter provides programmatic direction for monitoring and evaluating forest plan
implementation. Monitoring provides the forest supervisor with the information
necessary to determine whether the 2001 Forest Plan is sufficient to guide management
of the White River National Forest for the subsequent year, or whether modification of
the plan is needed.
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Information
management

Monitoring and evaluation involve more than just collecting data. They encompass the
full range of information management steps, shown in the figure below.

Once the purpose or reason for monitoring has been determined (such as to answer a
particular monitoring question), careful thought needs to taken to identify which feature
or variable will be measured and how it will be measured. If no standard methods or
protocols exist for data collection, protocols are developed in consultation with research
station staff or other scientific specialists as needed.
After ID Team members determine how information will be gathered, data collection
begins. If appropriate research is already being conducted by other agencies, scientists, or
volunteers, then the Forest Service can be spared the expense and effort of collecting it.
Once monitoring results are obtained and have been checked against quality standards,
they are stored in a corporate electronic database, such as Natural Resources Information
Systems (NRIS) or geographic information systems (GIS). The data are then analyzed
and interpreted.
The interpreted information is evaluated by the ID Team to answer the monitoring
question and give it meaning in the context of the forest plan. A variety of analytical tools
and evaluation procedures are available to interpret the data. The results are reported to
the Forest Leadership Team to consider and act on as well as documented in the annual
monitoring and evaluation report. Monitoring data, evaluation results and the annual
report should be accessible to the public electronically, preferably via the Internet.

Monitoring and Evaluation
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Reasons for
monitoring
(monitoring
drivers)

The NFMA requires national forests to do specific monitoring tasks. The level and
intensity of any additional monitoring is dependent on available staffing, funding and
forest priorities.
Following is a list of reasons (monitoring drivers) why certain items are included in a
forest plan:










Legal and regulatory requirements
Forest Service Manual direction
Tracking desired conditions, goals, and objectives
Validation of models and assumptions
Tracking agency expectations
Tracking public expectations and issues
Tracking forest plan standards and guidelines
Contributions to broad-scale monitoring
Court rulings

Legal drivers include regulations at 36 CFR 219 that describe NFMA monitoring
requirements. Some of these requirements provide guidance for developing the
monitoring program while others include specific compliance requirements. The
following regulations specify the minimum requirements for monitoring. This list applies
to forest plans that are being revised under the 1982 regulations.






36 CFR 219.7(f) A program of monitoring and evaluation will be conducted that
includes consideration of the effects of National Forest management on land,
resources, and communities adjacent to or near the national forest as well as the
effects to national forest management from activities on nearby lands managed
by other federal, state, local, or tribal government agencies or under the
jurisdiction of local governments.
36 CFR 219.11 (d) Monitoring and evaluation requirements that provide a basis
for a periodic determination and evaluation of the effects of management
practices.
36 CFR 219.12 (k) Monitoring requirements identified in the forest plan will
provide for:
1. A quantitative estimate of performance comparing outputs and services
with those projected by the forest plan.
2. Documentation of the measured prescriptions and effects, including
significant changes in productivity of the land.
3. Documentation of costs associated with carrying out the planned
management prescriptions as compared with costs estimated in the
forest plan.
4. A description of the following monitoring activities:
i.
The actions, effects, or resources to be measured and the
frequency of measurements.
ii.
Expected precision and reliability of the monitoring process.
iii.
The time when evaluations will be reported.
5. A determination of compliance with the following standards:
i. Lands are adequately restocked as specified in the forest plan.
ii. Lands identified as not suited for timber production are examined at
least every 10 years to determine if they have become suited; and
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that, if determined suited, such lands are returned to timber
production.
iii. Maximum size limits for harvest areas are evaluated to determine
whether such size limits should be continued.
iv. Destructive insects and disease organisms do not increase to
potentially damaging levels following management activities.




Definitions

36 CFR 219.19 (a) (6) Population trends of management indicator species will
be monitored and relationships to habitat changes determined. This monitoring
will be done in cooperation with state fish and wildlife agencies to the extent
possible.
36 CFR 219.21 (g) Forest planning will evaluate the potential effects of vehicle
use off roads and, on the basis of the requirements of 36 CFR 295, classify areas
and trails of National Forest System (NFS) lands as to whether or not off-road
vehicle use is permitted.

Monitoring Questions Specific monitoring questions are developed to ensure that
monitoring and evaluation address information essential to measuring forest plan
accomplishment and effectiveness. These questions help identify issues of concern and
reveal how they are changing. The evaluation process (discussed below) determines
whether the observed changes are consistent with forest plan desired future conditions,
goals, objectives and what adjustments may be needed.
Monitoring Items A monitoring item, or data element, is a quantitative or qualitative
parameter that can be measured or estimated. One or more monitoring items are selected
for the purpose of answering a monitoring question. A particular monitoring item may be
used to answer more than on monitoring question. Potential monitoring items are listed in
the forest plan as part of the accompanying table of monitoring questions. These are
thought to be the best items needed to answer the questions, but they are subject to
change as the monitoring strategy is implemented. Any changes to the list of potential
monitoring items will be reflected in the Monitoring Guide or Annual Monitoring Work
Plan that accompany this forest plan. Each monitoring item has an associated unit of
measure, such as acre, mile, etc. Examples of monitoring items with their associated unit
of measure include acres and location of soils improved or number of water bodies
restored on the White River National Forest. Details on the units of measure are shown in
the Monitoring Guide.
Monitoring Methods Monitoring methods are developed in the Monitoring Guide, and
may change based on changes in technology, staffing, budgets and issues. Only
standardized protocols will be used in collecting monitoring item data.
Precision/Reliability The precision and reliability with which each forest program or
activity is monitored depends on the particular program or activity to be monitored. Two
classes of precision and reliability are recognized:
Class A These methods are generally well accepted for modeling or measuring the
resource or condition. They produce repeatable results and are often statistically
valid. Reliability, precision, and accuracy are very good. The cost of conducting
these measurements is higher than other methods. These methods are often
quantitative in nature.

Monitoring and Evaluation
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Class B These methods are based on project records, communications, on-site ocular
estimates, or less formal measurements like pace transects, informal visitor
surveys, air photo interpretation, and other similar types of assessments.
Reliability, accuracy, and precision are good, but usually less than Class A.
Class B methods are often qualitative in nature, but still provide valuable
information on the status of resource conditions.
Scale describes the level of analysis with respect to land size. This measure is important
in describing effects dealing with habitat heterogeneity and viability issues; as well as,
describing cumulative effects of management actions. Examples include: sixth order
hydrologic unit code, geographic area, administrative unit, or landscape (forest-wide).
Frequency describes the timing of monitoring and evaluation efforts over time. Examples
include: annually, every five years, or every ten years.
Monitoring
priorities

After monitoring questions are developed, a screening process sorts the more significant
questions from the less significant to ensure efficient use of limited resources—time,
money and personnel. The priority of a question may affect the intensity or extent of
associated monitoring activities. Following is a list of questions used in the screening
process with a brief explanation or example. Key words are used to describe the
appropriate screen in the monitoring strategy table.
1. Is there a high degree of uncertainty associated with management
assumptions? Examples: (1) a new way of doing something where there is
limited experience with the new technique; (2) actions taken in response to an
unprecedented situation; (3) a lack of data for a particular resource response to a
management action. Key Words – High Uncertainty.
2. Is there a high degree of disparity between existing and desired conditions?
Examples: (1) a particular habitat component is at a much lower level than
desired; (2) the amount of use of a particular resource or use at a particular
location is much higher than desired. Key Words – High condition disparity.
3. Are proposed management activities likely to affect resources of concern?
There may be other forces affecting a resource much more significantly than
anything the Forest Service does. Also, there may be portions of the landscape
where no management activities are planned. An efficient monitoring strategy
will focus on those circumstances where management activities are expected to
have a discernable outcome. Key Words – Likely to affect resources of
concern.
4. What are the consequences of not knowing resource conditions? Examples:
(1) if a species is at risk, consequences could be high, whether or not
management activities are likely to affect it; (2) if a relationship with cooperators
or local government is at risk due to a management activity, consequences could
be high (in this case, a human resource). Key Words – Great Consequences.
5. Will monitoring respond to a key issue? Key issues identified through scoping
may warrant monitoring even if they are (1) well understood, (2) the existing
condition is good, and (3) management activities will have little impact.
Monitoring may be necessary for educational and/or accountability purposes.
Key Words – Key Issue.
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6. In addition to the above, can the question be cost-effectively answered? If the
cost of answering the question is especially high in regard to benefits, or if an
adequate monitoring method cannot be developed, the resource in question may
be more appropriately studied by another entity, such as Forest Service research
or private educational institutions. Key Words – Cost-effectively answered.
Research
contributions

Research needs are identified during the development of forest plans. Any additional
research needs are identified during monitoring and evaluation of the plan as it is
implemented and in the annual monitoring and evaluation reports. The regional forester
evaluates any research needs for inclusion in the regional research program proposal,
which is used by Forest Service research and development staff as input for determining
priorities for research funding at the regional and national levels.

Monitoring
guide

The Monitoring Guide provides the specific methodologies, protocols, and administrative
information associated with each monitoring item described in a forest plan. The guide is
flexible and may be changed as new methodologies and techniques for monitoring are
developed and approved. While the guide uses information in the forest plan, it is not a
part of it; therefore, it may be changed without amending the forest plan.
Specific information for each monitoring item in the Monitoring Guide should include
the following:
1. Resource or condition being monitored
2. Monitoring question
3. Monitoring driver
4. Cooperators
5. Monitoring items (information/indicators)
A. Metadata of data collection
i. Scale
ii. Unit of measure
iii. Precision and reliability (This must also be in the forest plan per 36
CFR 219.12(k)(4)(ii))
iv. Quality assurance/quality control
v. Methods (i.e., standard, approved protocols)
vi. Frequency of measurement
vii. Who collected? When collected?
viii. Reporting period (This must also be in the forest plan per 36 CFR
219.12(k)(4)(iii))
ix. Information management (description of how data will be stored
and made accessible)
6. Responsibility
7. Cost
8. Evaluation Process

Monitoring and Evaluation
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Annual
monitoring
work plan

The Monitoring ID Team prepares an annual monitoring plan of operations with a list of
monitoring items each year by October 1. Methods and protocols for each monitoring
item are derived from the Monitoring Guide.
Monitoring items are selected through interdisciplinary team coordination, budget
constraints, and forest leadership direction. Monitoring drivers and priority
considerations will help in the selection process.
The forest interdisciplinary team (ID Team) reviews the previous years’ monitoring and
evaluation results to determine if methodology and protocols in the Monitoring Guide are
effective and efficient; if not, changes may be made to the Monitoring Guide.
A strategy for involving the public and other agencies in our monitoring activities is
considered each year. This may be accomplished through partnerships with interest
groups, volunteer groups, other federal, state, and local agencies, and universities.
Monitoring work trips for the public may also be scheduled to demonstrate monitoring
methods. Forest staff make forest plan monitoring results available to the public through
news releases and the internet.
The monitoring plan includes direction for preparing the current year’s annual monitoring
and evaluation report and lays the framework for information required for five- and 10year evaluation reports. Results of this plan will show priority and budget trends that
guide future priorities and budgets.
The following is an example of annual monitoring plan items:
The following items will be monitored in FY02 according to direction in the
Monitoring Guide:
Activity
2. What is the increase/decrease in
forest noxious weeds?
10. Reforestation: Five years after
regeneration harvest are lands
adequately restocked?

Monitoring Guide
Page Reference
24
45

Responsible Person
District through Forest
Range Group Leader
District through Forest
Silviculturist

Each Forest ID Team member coordinates the data collection for his or her respective
resource area. The data is then interpreted and contributes to the annual monitoring and
evaluation report prepared by the team the following fiscal year.
Evaluation
process

The Forest ID Team evaluates the data and information collected through monitoring.
Successful adaptive management depends on collectively evaluating the effectiveness of
management activities in moving the forest toward desired conditions. The “desired
condition” (or other driver) that prompted the development of a monitoring question is
typically associated with one or more monitoring items. Whereas the desired condition
may be conceptual or visionary in nature, the monitoring items are generally a
measurable aspect of the desired condition.
Evaluation is the process of transforming data into information—a value-added process.
It is a process of synthesis that brings together value, judgment, and reason with
monitoring data to answer the questions “Did we or are we?”, “So what?”, and perhaps,
“Why?”
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Evaluation requires context: A sense of the history of the place or the circumstances
(temporal and spatial context) are important to the evaluation of management
activities.
Evaluation requires baseline or reference information: Evaluation will describe
movement from a known point (baseline or reference condition) either toward
or away from a desired condition. The desired conditions may or may not ever
be fully achieved, but it is important to know if management activities are
heading in the right direction.
Evaluation produces information that is used to infer outcomes and trends:
Conclusions will be drawn from an interpretation of evidence.
The evaluation process will be documented: Evaluation may occur through a variety
of means such as facilitated group interactions, scaled survey instruments, or
through computer assisted technology (e.g., statistical or analytical tools or
internet forums). The processes used will be described in the annual monitoring
and evaluation report.
Evaluation results are documented in an annual monitoring and evaluation report:
The responsible official (i.e., the forest supervisor) uses this report as a tool to
initiate change.
Annual
monitoring &
evaluation
report

The annual monitoring and evaluation report is a Management Attainment Report
requirement and an output target for forests. Besides fulfilling these requirements, these
reports serve several purposes, including:






Documenting monitoring and evaluation accomplishments
Providing an accountability tool for monitoring and evaluation expenditures
Providing an assessment of the current state of the forest
Providing adaptive management feedback to responsible officials of any needed
changes to the forest plan or adjustments to management actions
Describing to the public how their public lands are being managed

The monitoring and evaluation report is based on monitoring data and information
gathered the previous fiscal year. It evaluates forest plan implementation and provides an
overview of resource conditions and trends as they relate to indicators and criteria for
sustainability with specific attention on the effects of management on ecological system
structure and function.

Monitoring and Evaluation
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The following items are included in the report:









Key findings what has changed, what the forest supervisor is committing to do
about them (signed and dated)
Chapter 1 – Setting the Context An overview of past, present, and desired
conditions is presented which may be summarized from broad-scale assessments,
projects, programs, policy, and law. This is organized by the Montreal criteria of
sustainability where practicable. These seven criteria are:
• Conservation of biological diversity;
• Maintenance of productive capacity of forest ecosystems;
• Maintenance of forest ecosystem health and vitality;
• Conservation and maintenance of soil and water resources;
• Maintenance of forest contribution to global carbon cycles;
• Maintenance and enhancement of long-term socioeconomic benefits to
meet the needs of society; and
• The legal, institutional, and economic framework for forest conservation
and sustainable management.
Chapter 2 – Monitoring Results The monitoring results are described and are
organized by GPRA goals where practicable. These goals are:
• Ecosystem health;
• Multiple benefits to people;
• Scientific and technical assistance; and
• Effective public service.
Chapter 3 – Evaluation and Action Plan This is a synthesis of results,
interpreted to draw conclusions about whether or not we are moving toward
forest goals and desired conditions.
Appendix

Monitoring items we will report on in any given year are listed as the reporting frequency
in the chart of monitoring questions.
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Monitoring Strategy
The monitoring strategy contains all the relevant Land & Resource Management Plan monitoring called for by the monitoring drivers. The
available monitoring budget will in all likelihood require a significantly smaller monitoring program in any given year than the table below
presents. It is the monitoring items not the monitoring questions that are the major cost factor. The monitoring item initiates the data collection
and a single monitoring item may answer several monitoring questions. Cooperators can greatly expand the annual monitoring program and
stretch a Forest or Grassland’s available monitoring budget many fold.
In almost all cases, it will be necessary for the Forest Leadership Team in conjunction with the Monitoring ID team to prioritize what will be
monitored in any given year based on the monitoring drivers, monitoring priorities, the accomplishments of the previous year’s monitoring,
and the urgency of a monitoring question.
Monitoring Driver

Monitoring Question

Monitoring
Priority

Potential Monitoring Precision &
Items
Reliability

Scale

Frequency of
Reporting

Effectiveness Monitoring
Goal 1 Objective 1a Watershed 1: To what extent has
water quality condition on
watersheds containing National
Forest System lands been
restored, maintained or improved?

Management
Sixth Level watersheds
activities are likely in condition class I, II, &
to affect resources III
of concern.

A

Geographic

Five years

Notes: Livestock grazing, mining, timber harvesting and other management activities can affect riparian area recovery and condition.
Goal 1 Objective 1a Watershed 2: To what extent have Likely to affect.
soils eroded or disturbed by Forest
Service management or permitted
activities been restored?

Acres & location of soils
eroded, disturbed, or
restored by Forest
Service management or
permitted activities.

B

Notes: Livestock grazing, mining, timber harvesting and other ground disturbing activities can affect soil condition.

Monitoring and Evaluation
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Monitoring Driver

Monitoring Question

Monitoring
Priority

Goal 1 Objective 1a Watershed 3: To what extent have Great
instream flows been assured to
consequences
provide adequate water for
fisheries and other riverine flora
and fauna in streams and rivers
with high resource values?

Potential Monitoring Precision &
Items
Reliability
Name and location of
streams & rivers having
high resource values
and the extent instream
flows are maintained or
improved. Incidents of
damaging low stream
flows.

Scale

Frequency of
Reporting

A

Geographic

Five years

A

Administrative
unit wide

Five years

Notes: Fisheries and the ecosystem supporting them can be destroyed if water is not available.
Legal: 36 CFR
219.19(a)(6); 36
CFR 219.20; 36
CFR 219.27(5 and
6); Goal 1,
Objective 1b

MIS 1: What is the potential habitat High condition
Acres and distribution
capability for each management
disparity; Viability, of potential habitat
indicator species?
Great
consequences; Key
issue

Notes: Determining and identifying potential habitat for each management indicator species is a regulatory requirement under NFMA. Reference
areas may be needed to determine potential habitat capability for some management indicator species.
Legal: 36 CFR
219.19(a)(6); 36
CFR 219.20; 36
CFR 219.27(5 and
6); Goal 1,
Objective 1b

MIS 2: What is the current habitat
suitability for each management
indicator species?

High condition
disparity; MIS for
key issue
(grassland
vegetation
conditions)

Current condition and
trend of key habitats for
each Management
Indicator Species;
Habitat suitability
evaluation ratings

A

Administrative
unit wide

Five years

Notes: Evaluating the current condition and trend of key habitats for each management indicator species is a regulatory requirement under NFMA.
Monitoring of MIS habitat is a high priority
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Monitoring Driver
Legal: 36 CFR
219.19(a)(6); 36
CFR 219.20; 36
CFR 219.27(5 and
6); Goal 1,
Objective 1b

Monitoring Question

Monitoring
Priority

Potential Monitoring Precision &
Items
Reliability

MIS 3: What are the long-term
High condition
Long-term population
population trends for each
disparity; Viability, trends; Habitat
management indicator species and Great
suitability evaluation
the relationships between longconsequences; Key ratings
term population trends and the
issue
effects of management activities on
habitats on NFS lands?

A

Scale
Administrative
unit wide

Frequency of
Reporting
Five years

Notes: Determining long-term populations trends for each management indicator species is a regulatory requirement under NFMA. The
relationships between long-term trend and changes in habitat quality and quantity as a result of management activities also needs to be evaluated.
Monitoring of MIS populations and habitat is a high priority
Legal: USDA
Departmental
Regulation 9500-4;
36 CFR 219.19 and
219.27(6); Goal 1,
Objective 1b

T&E 1: To what extent are NFS
lands and their management
contributing to the recovery and
viability of T&E Species?

Key issue (recovery Survival, Dispersal and
A
Geographic
Annually
and viability); Great reproduction statistics;
areas
consequences
Population trend;
Habitat
suitability/capability
evaluation ratings,
national Canada
lynx/snowshoe hare
presence and
distribution, location
and intensity of snow
compaction activities.
Notes: The Forest Service is implementing recovery actions identified in the plan on the National Forests. Monitoring species populations and
habitat is a high priority.
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Monitoring Driver
Legal: Migratory
Bird Treaty Act;
Bald and Golden
Eagle Protection
Act; USDA
Departmental
Regulation 9500-4;
36 CFR 219.19 and
219.27(6); Goal 1,
Objective 1b

Monitoring Question
T&E 2: To what extent are NFS
lands and their management
contributing to the viability of
recently delisted species

Monitoring
Priority

Potential Monitoring Precision &
Items
Reliability

Key issue (recovery Population
and viability); Great parameters/trends;
consequences
habitat
suitability/capability;
site specific analysis

A

Scale
Administrative
unit wide;
geographic
areas

Frequency of
Reporting
Annually

Notes: An understanding of how and to what extent NFS lands contribute the viability of recently delisted species is critical to ensuring a continued delisted status.
Legal: Migratory
Bird Treaty Act;
USDA
Departmental
Regulation 9500-4;
36 CFR 219.19 and
219.27(5 & 6); Goal
1, Objective 1b

Viability 1:To what extent are
Key issue
National Forest System Lands and (Viability); Great
their management contributing to consequences
the viability of sensitive plant and
animal species and species of
viability concern?

Populations;
A
Administrative
Five years
Distribution;
unit wide
Reintroductions;
Transplants; Survival,
Dispersal and
reproduction statistics;
Acres of habitat
improvement;
Reintroductions;
Transplants, Survival
and reproduction
statistics; Groundwater
levels; Riparian and
woody regeneration
accomplishments;
Wetlands
vegetation/habitat
management
accomplishments;
Water management
accomplishments
Notes: Monitoring of populations and habitats of those sensitive species that are endemic or at higher risk (outcomes 3 through 6) is a high priority.
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Monitoring Driver

Monitoring Question

Legal: 36 CFR
Wildlife 1: Is habitat effectiveness
219.20;
on the forest being maintained or
Management Areas enhanced?
5.41, 5.42; Goal 1,
Objective 1b

Monitoring
Priority

Potential Monitoring Precision &
Items
Reliability

Recreational and Habitat effectiveness
economic issue and evaluations
cooperative
program with state
wildlife agencies

A

Scale
Administrative
Unit Wide

Frequency of
Reporting
Five years

Notes: Big game viewing and hunting are popular recreational activities on these lands and both contribute to the economic diversity of local and
state economies. Management of designated big game ranges on NFS lands can help meet big game objectives established by State Wildlife
Agencies. Land uses and developments on these lands can have significant effects on big game habitat.
Legal: 36 CFR
219.12(k)5(iv); Goal
1, Objective 1c;
Goal 1, Objective
1d

Ecosystem Health 1: To what
extent are destructive insect and
disease outbreaks prevented
following management activities?
(See also Community 1)

Key issue; Great
consequences

Acres & number of
outbreaks. Distance to
and age of nearest
management activity.

A

Geographic

Five years

Notes: Destructive insect and disease outbreaks can cause a great deal of property & resource damage. Prevention promotes healthy ecosystems.
Goal 1, Objective
1c.

Ecosystem Health 2: To what
extent are desired vegetation/soils
conditions on rangelands being
met?

Management
activities likely to
affect resources of
concern; Great
consequences.

Location & amount of
A
Forest-Wide
Annual
rangelands meeting,
Vegetation and
Making measurable
Riparian
progress towards, or
Condition
Not meeting desired
Report
vegetation structure
and composition.
Notes: Rangeland health is determined by three criteria: degree of soil stability and watershed function, integrity of nutrient cycles and energy
flows, and presence of functioning recovery mechanisms. Indicators include changes in vegetative cover, plant vigor, change in kind and number of
seedlings and plant age class distribution.
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Monitoring Driver
Goal 1, Objective
1c

Monitoring Question
Ecosystem Health 3: To what
extent are desired vegetation
conditions in forested areas being
met?

Monitoring
Priority
Management
activities are likely
to affect resources
of concern; Great
consequences.

Potential Monitoring Precision &
Items
Reliability
Location & percent of
forested lands meeting,
Making measurable
progress towards, or
Not meeting desired
structural stages

A

Scale
Geographic

Frequency of
Reporting
Five years

Notes: The mosaic of structural stages in forests helps determine the diversity of native plants and animals occurring in an area. Fire and timber
management largely determine the mix of structural stages.

36 CFR 219.21 (g) Ecosystem Health 4: What are
Key issue
36 CFR 295.2 &.5 the effects of vehicle use off roads?
Goal 1, Objective
1c

Number and location of
B
District
Two years
off-road vehicle caused
incidents of erosion and
new unauthorized
roads. Acres of
ineffective wildlife
habitat due to off-road
vehicle use.
Notes: NFMA requirement to assess the potential effects of vehicle use off roads prior to classifying areas and trails for off-road vehicle use.
Monitoring will provide information for the travel management plan to be prepared within five years after record of decision is signed.

Goal 2 Objective 2a Benefits to People 1: To what
Great
extent are trails managed to meet consequences
regional standards and to minimize
conflicts among users..

Location and miles of
B
District
Five years
trails meeting and not
(20% annually)
meeting regional
standards. Reports of
conflicts among users.
Notes: An understanding of trail conditions is needed in order to obtain funding and schedule the work needed to bring trails up to standard. A trail
in poor condition causes erosion and is a safety hazard.
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Monitoring Driver

Monitoring Question

Monitoring
Priority

Potential Monitoring Precision &
Items
Reliability

Scale

Frequency of
Reporting

Goal 2 Objective 2a Benefits to People 2: Where does Great
the demand for recreation
consequences
opportunities warrant development
of additional opportunities such as
trails or campgrounds?

Customer survey and
B
District
Five years
individual public
contacts. Name of
facility, location, and
time existing use
exceeds capacity,
visitor use counts.
Notes: An understanding of the demand for recreation opportunities is needed to efficiently use available funding to develop new recreation
facilities or programs and satisfy public demand for recreation opportunities.

Legal - National
Historic
Preservation Act;
Goal 2 Objective
2a;
Goal 2 Objective 2b

Benefits to People 3: To what
Key issue
extent are Forest visitors informed
of the recreation opportunities
available to them; are they
adequately guided to those
recreation opportunities; and do
they receive adequate interpretive
information on National Register of
Historic Places and other heritage
sites, geologic, paleontologic,
wildlife, plant, and recreation
resources or opportunities?

Customer survey and
individual contacts with
forest visitors.

B

District

Five years

Notes: People like to have directional signs to guide them to their destination. Private landowners appreciate it when visitors do not trespass on
their land. Interpretive information further enhances the National Forest experience.
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Monitoring Driver
Legal - National
Historic
Preservation Act;
Goal 2 Objective 2b

Monitoring Question
Benefits to People 4: To what
extent are National Register sites
and districts being protected and
preserved?

Monitoring
Priority
Great
consequences

Potential Monitoring Precision &
Items
Reliability
Condition of each site,
incidents of vandalism.

B

Scale
Site or District

Frequency of
Reporting
Five years

Notes: An understanding of site or district conditions is needed in order to obtain funding and schedule the work needed to bring these sites up to
standard. Restoration is less expensive if acted upon as early as possible.
Goal 2 Objective
2a;
Goal 2
Objective 2c

Benefits to People 5 (Scenery): Management
To what extent have scenery
activities are likely
management objectives been met? to affect resources
of concern

Acres and location of
B
Geographic
Five years
prescribed scenery
integrity objectives
versus existing scenic
integrity.
Notes: Management activities can alter the scenic integrity of an area either positively or negatively. Benefits derived from scenic settings include
identity, self-image of communities and individuals, and enhanced quality of life- including the conservation of the positive cultural landscape.

Goal 2 Objective 2b Special Areas 1: To what extent Great
Condition of the unique
B
Area specific
Five years
have the unique features of the
consequences
resources for which the
Special Areas been conserved or
area was established.
enhanced? This includes Special
Interest Areas, Wild, Scenic, and
Recreational Rivers
Notes: An understanding of the condition and trend of the unique features or characteristics that lead to protecting Special Interest Areas is needed
so management action can be taken to preserve or enhance Special Interest Areas. Monitoring of the condition of the Wild, Scenic and
Recreational rivers will ensure the protection of the outstandingly remarkable values for which the area has been designated, and for data needed
in the Suitability Analysis.
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Monitoring Driver

Monitoring Question

Monitoring
Priority

Potential Monitoring Precision &
Items
Reliability

Scale

Frequency of
Reporting

Goal 2 Objective 2b Research Natural Areas 1: To
Great
Condition of the unique
B
Area specific
Five years
what extent have the unique
consequences
ecological resources for
ecological features of the Research
which the area was
Natural Areas been conserved or
established.
enhanced?
Notes: An understanding of the condition and trend of the unique features or communities that lead to protecting Research Natural Areas are
needed so management action can be taken to preserve or enhance the unique ecological resources for which the Research Natural Area was
established for.
Goal 2,
Objective 2b

Wilderness 1: To what extent has Great
the natural condition of Wilderness consequences
been preserved?

Condition of resource
and special features.

B

Area specific

Five years

Notes: An understanding of the condition and trend of the special features and resources that lead to recommending an area as wilderness is
needed so management action can be taken to preserve the natural condition.
Goal 2,
Condition of resources
B
Area specific
Five years
Recommended for Wilderness 1: Great
Objective 2b
To what extent are the areas
consequences
and special features.
Recommended for Wilderness
preserved in their natural
condition?
Notes: An understanding of the condition and trend of the special features and resources that lead to recommending an area as wilderness is
needed so that management action can be taken to preserve the natural condition of recommended wilderness.
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Monitoring Driver

Monitoring Question

Goal 3 Objective 3a Scientific and Technical
Services 1: To what extent has
the effectiveness of scientific,
developmental, and technical
information delivered to domestic
and international interests been
improved?

Monitoring
Priority
Key Issue

Potential Monitoring Precision &
Items
Reliability
Participation of forest
personnel in community
and other government
projects; availability of
Forest Service natural
resource, economic,
social, facility, and
other information

B

Scale
Administrative
unit wide

Frequency of
Reporting
Annually

Notes: Determining how and to what extent scientific, developmental and technical information delivered to the public has been improved is critical
to continued improvement in scientific and technical services.
Goal 4 Objective 4a Effective Public Service 1: To
Key Issue
what extent has the safety and
economy of Forest Service roads,
trails, facilities, and operations
improved?

Percent of the Forest
Development
Transportation System
with appropriate
maintenance; Miles
decommissioned;
Buildings, bridges and
other facilities
maintained to standard.
Notes: Providing a safe, economical forest transportation system is a key issue.

A

Administrative
unit wide

Annually

Goal 4 Objective 4b Effective Public Service 2: To
what extent is appropriate access
to NFS lands provided?

A

Administrative
unit wide

Annually

Key Issue

Percent of the Forest
Development
Transportation System
open to specific uses,
Percent of the Forest
Development
Transportation System
restricted to seasonal
use, Public and private
rights-of-ways across
forest lands.

Notes: Providing appropriate public access to NFS lands is a key issue.
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Monitoring Driver
Legal 36 CFR
219.7(f); Goal 5,
Objective 5a

Monitoring Question
Public Collaboration: What are
the effects of National Forest
System Management on adjacent
communities?

Monitoring
Priority

Potential Monitoring Precision &
Items
Reliability

Scale

Frequency of
Reporting

Key issue;
Easily/cost
effectively
answered

NFS related jobs and
B
County and
5 years,
income; Community
community
Annually when
tourism receipts,
depending on
available
Federal revenue
data
sharing with state and
availability.
local governments.
Notes: How NFS management affects local economies is an important public issue. With cooperation from State & Local governments the
information can be obtained at a relatively low cost.

Goal 6 Objective 6a American Indian Rights and
Interests 1: To what extent are
traditional cultural properties being
protected?

Management
activities are likely
to affect resources
of concern

Condition of each site,
incidents of vandalism
or disruption of the use
of traditional cultural
properties.
Notes: Management activities may affect the usefulness of traditional cultural properties

B

Geographic

Five years

Goal 6 Objective 6b American Indian Rights and
Interests 2: To what extent has
coordination with the three
Confederated Ute improved?

Management
activities are likely
to affect resources
of concern

B

Geographic

Five years

Condition of each site,
incidents of vandalism
or disruption of the use
of traditional cultural
properties.
Notes: Management activities may affect the usefulness of traditional cultural properties
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Monitoring Driver

Monitoring Question

Monitoring
Priority

Potential Monitoring Precision &
Items
Reliability

Scale

Frequency of
Reporting

Implementation Monitoring
Legal: Endangered T&E 1: Are actions identified in
Key issue (recovery Type of actions
A
T&E recovery
Annually
Species Act; Goal 1 national recovery plans for
and viability); Great identified in recovery
areas identified
Objective x1b
threatened and endangered
consequences
plans that FS is
in recovery
species being implemented where
implementing and type
plans.
opportunities exist on national
of recovery plan actions
grasslands and forests?
that could be
implemented on
national forests.
Notes: Recovery plans have been prepared for each of the threatened and endangered species occurring on the national forests. National
recovery plans have specific action items that could be applied to the national forests in the planning area. These lands can play a significant role in
the recovery of these species.
Agency
Administration 1: Are the action
Expectations;
plans identified in the objectives
Public Expectations being completed on schedule?
& Issues. Goal 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6

Management
Percent compliance;
activities are likely narrative
to affect resources
of concern.

B

Administrative
unit wide

Annually

Notes: These are the administrative activities such as conduct studies, obtain baseline inventories, complete action plans, or coordinate with
outside groups. The administrative activities are necessary to set the stage for successful Land & Resource Management Plan implementation, and
failure to conduct administrative activities would likely affect the ability to meet the goals, objectives, and desired future conditions established in the
plan.
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Monitoring Driver
Legal: 36 CFR
219.12 (k)

Monitoring Question

Monitoring
Priority

Potential Monitoring Precision &
Items
Reliability

Scale

Frequency of
Reporting

Management
activities are likely
to affect resources
of concern.

Percent compliance;
B
Administrative
Annually
narrative; As a
unit wide
minimum review 3
timber sales; 2 AMPs
per district; and 10% of
other NEPA projects
completed for
compliance with Land
& Resource
Management Plan
direction.
Notes: The standards and guidelines provide mitigation to help meet the goals and objectives of the Land & Resource Management Plan. Failure
to implement the standard and guidelines would likely affect the ability to meet the goals and objectives established in the Plan.
Implementation Monitoring 1:
Have site-specific decisions
implemented the Land & Resource
Management Plan direction?

Legal: 36
CFR 219.12
(k)

Implementation Monitoring 2: Are Management
Permit compliance and
A
Active
Annually
standards and guidelines and
activities are likely standards and guideline
Allotments
management identified in the forest
to affect resources inspection.
plan/allotment management plan
of concern.
and/or AOI being implemented as
planned?
Notes: The standards and guidelines provide mitigation to help meet the goals and objectives of the Land & Resource Management Plan. Failure
to implement the standard and guidelines would likely affect the ability to meet the goals and objectives established in the Plan.

Legal: 36
Implementation Monitoring 3: Is an High condition
CFR 219.12 integrated noxious weed program
disparity.
(k)
being implemented?

Acres of noxious weeds
A
Administrative
Annually
treated by treatment
unit wide
method, prevention
practices implemented,
acres of disturbed ground
revegetated.
Notes: The standards and guidelines provide mitigation to help meet the goals and objectives of the Land & Resource Management Plan. Failure
to implement the standard and guidelines would likely affect the ability to meet the goals and objectives established in the Plan.
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Monitoring
Driver

Monitoring Question

Monitoring
Priority

Potential Monitoring
Items

Precision &
Reliability

Scale

Frequency of
Reporting

MIS population and
reproduction statistics;
Habitat use and availability
statistics for MIS and
associated species.

A

Administrative
unit-wide

Five years

A

Areas treated
forest-wide

Annually

Validation Monitoring
Legal: 36
MIS: Are the selected management
CFR 219.11 indicator species and their response
(d); Goal 1.b to management activities in habitats
on local National Forest System lands
adequately representing the
management effects on other species
in the associated response guilds and
is the species membership identified
for each response guild reasonably
accurate and complete?
Noxious Weeds: Are treatment and
prevention measures effective in
reducing infestations of noxious
weeds?

Key issue
(viability); Legal
issue; Great
consequences

Management
Effectiveness of previous
activities are likely treatments in previous
to affect resources years.
of concern.
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The following monitoring requirements are required as specified in the Southern Rockies Lynx Management Direction (ROD).
1. Maps of the location and intensity of snow compacting activities and designated and groomed routes that occurred inside
LAUs during the period of 1998 to 2000 constitute baseline snow compaction. Changes in activities and routes are to be
monitored every five years after the decision.
2. When fuels treatment and vegetation management project decisions are signed, report the following:
a) Acres of fuel treatment in lynx habitat by Forest and LAU, and whether the treatment is within or outside the WUI
as defined by HFRA.
b) Whether or not the fuel treatment met the vegetation standards or guidelines. If standard(s) were not met, report
which standard(s) was not met, why it could not be met, and how many acres were affected.
c) Application of exceptions in Standard S5 [VEG]: For areas where any of the exceptions 1 though 5 listed in
Standard S5 [VEG] were applied, report the type of activity, the number of acres, and the location (by unit and
LAU) and whether or not Standard S1 [VEG] was within the allowance.
d) Application of exceptions in Standard S6 [VEG]: For areas where any of the exceptions 1 though 4 listed in
Standard S6 [VEG] were applied, report the type of activity, the number of acres, and the location (by unit and
LAU) and whether or not Standard S1 [VEG] was within the allowance.
e) Total acres of lynx habitat treated under exemptions and exceptions to vegetation standards, to assure the 4.5
percent limit is not exceeded on any Forest over the life of the amendment (15 years).
3. Application of guidelines:
a) Summarize what guideline(s) were not followed and why.
b) Document the rationale for deviations to guidelines.
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